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MEMORJ\NDUM 
TO: Robert L. Martin 
June 13, 1990 
Vi~e President for Operations 
FROM: Annmarie Heldt :'}-.--~--·-·-- c 
Executive Director 
Personnel Services 
Penonnel Servi.:es 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403 
(419) 372-2558 
Cable: BGSUOH 
In response to your memo of May 31st, it is my 
understanding that both ~onstituency groups have, in fact, 
agreed to a single policy request relative to the issue of 
personal days. Admini.5trati ve Staff c.:.uncil ~hanged its 
proposal language from a ref.::rence to ·~:a.ys ( ~) to .:.! reference 
to hours (16 hours) so that the pro9ozad policy would be 
uniform. 
AH:mmb 
! .• 
Bowling Green State University 
. 
Jm1 4 . 1M '90 ... 1 '1-- !1 1- H 
fj ~ ~ ~~ CJ ;_1 : .. ~; ~- L 
::· . i c ::· .-j .-~ ~ 
.. • ',,I I . ' 
~ .-- .... ; ,... - ..... 
·.:_: :. t ;: :; : \ . .i c. .:..-· t1ay :n, 1990 
!·1EiviORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
RE: 
!mnmarie Heldt, Executive Director 
P~rsonnel Services 
Robert L. Martin, CPE~ 
Vice President for Operations 
Personal Days 
Office of the Vi.::e Pre,;ident 
f;:,r Operation> 
Bowling Green, Ohi.:. -tJ403-0J20 
Cable: BGSUOI-I 
Jl.ttached is my file of information .:::oncerning the personal days 
request of .P.drninistrative Staff Council 3.nd Classified Staff 
r:ouncil. I have not yet been able to determine from your series of 
notes \·;here the two representative groups have, in fact, agreed to a 
single policy request. They also need to understand items I have 
suggested are merely that and are not an indication of my or the 
Administrative Council's view of accepting a proposal like this at 
this time. \fuen and if the t\·10 groups are in agreement, I vlill carry 
the request again to Administrative Council for their review and 
recommendation. If it appears the agreeme~t is not forthcoming, so 
inform me and I will then deal \·Jith each individually in their revie\'l 
by Administrative Council. 
attachment 
Office of Academic Affairs 
DATE: 
FROM: 
For your information/file 
As requested 
( For your handling 
For your respc.nse/pl ease 
send our office a copy 
For your approval 
For your comments 
Please draft a response 
·- ~ .. 
... 
To: 
From: 
RE: 
I '"/ r ,.-, ·• 1'l'"l" \..,· 1-\ '\ ·~ -·~ I~OU 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY 
INTER-OFFICE 
September 15, 1988 
Supervisory, Administrative and Technical Support Staff (SATSS) 
Dennis E. Deahl, Ass~~~e Director of Personnel and Manager of 
Benefit Services ~' . 
Persona 1 Leave 
Upon the recommend-ation of the Classified Personnel Adv1sory Committee, 
the-Board of Trustees at their June 10, 1988 meeting approved a personal leave 
benefit for SATSS employees. This personal leave benefit will be implemented 
effective October 1, 1988 as follows: 
ELIGIBILITY 
All individuals employed in a SATSS classification on October 1, 1988 
will be eligible for personal leave hours. 
PERS·='!Ul.L LE.~VE PL..7111 £1ESt:RIPTIO!I 
Effective October 1, 1988, eligible employees will have accrued sick 
leave hours convertad to personal leave hours in accordance with the following 
conversion schedule: 
_:' Eligible Personal 
Accrued Sick Leave Hours Leave Conversion Hours 
0 - 79 hours 0 hours 
80 - 359 hours 8 hours 
360 719·hours 12 hours 
720 959 hours 16 hours 
960 - 1199 hours 20 hours 
1200 hours or more 24 hours 
For 1988-89, individuals will have from October 1, 1988 through June 23, 
1989 to utili:e their personal leJve hours. In the event that an individual 
doe~ not utili:e all his/her personal leave hours by June ~3, 1989, any 
remaining hours will be converted back to sick leave hours. 
In each succeeding year, an individual•s per~onal leave hour~ will be 
determined in accordanc2 with the above conv~rsion schedule as of the 
beginning of th8 payroll p~riod that includes July 1, and individuals. will 
have through the last day of the payroll period preceding July 1 to u~& all 0f 
their accrued personal leave hours. 
Per~onal leave hour~ are not eligible to be paid as terminll pay in the 
event af resignation, retirement or death. 
) 
(over) 
[J ,.~. 
0 P.h 
D. ~r c..~ .. 
: \. 
-2-
'fl"Hll TURN-::w.,JUND !A.\:UN/JN'I'S' 
Effect.lve ~·Jith the Time. Tut·n-Around o·ocument for· the bi -~·Jet:l:ly payroll 
peric,d beginning 0n October 1, 15188, an indfv,idual's· pe.rsaJlal leave balance 
~vill be pre-printed along with '.<acati'an,. sf,l){. 1e.a.v.e and. compensatory time 
balances. 
. When u.ti 1 i zing personal· lea.v~ hours, tHe.· T-ime Turn-Around· Document 
·!:hould be completed using P•~rsonal lea.v.e as the earnings type. 
UTILIZ.:'l.TICrN <')P PIJRSCINJ'.L Lll.'H'F:' H.JURS 
Personal leave hours: may onl~. be used. in fifteen (.15.) minute inc.remt:nts 
~vith the pdor approval of an empToyee•·s SUJiervisor. 
It is anticipated that thfs new. personal 1 eav.e, benef-it program ~·Ji 1.1. 
prove to be a popular addi'tfon to the Univer.-s-tty's benefit program. tf you 
have any questions regarding the per~onal leave benefitr please contact the 
Per~0nnel Office at 529-3131-
DED:abs 
cc: President, Vice Presidents, Executfve Dir.e-ctors, Directors, Dean~. and 
~- He.:~d: of Other Off1ces 
• 
7 
~~ 
:!.~~411 Ou~O Bowling Green State University 
c=::/0'= ~~'f? 
Office of :::tud2nt 
Activities and Orientation 
405 ::tudent Service; Cuilding 
Cowling Gr.::.:n, Ohiv 4]40::!-015-1 
(419) 372-2843 
HEHORANDUH 
TO: Robert Hartin 
FROH: 
Vice President, Operations _ 
~ D ~ ~h . /--(/~'.~~ /? 
,_,.regg et.rane, 1_, aJX)"·-' ·- · '-'~~-
Administrative Sta~~uncil 
DATE: July 20, 1990 
RE: Sick Leave Conversion to Personal Days 
As requested, the Executive C,:mJmittee of ASC has reviewed the proposed 
polic:l submitted t.) you by Annmarie Heldt concerning the conversion of "' 
sick leave days to personal days. The proposal that was forwarded is not 
what was suggested by the Personnel Welfare Committee of ASC in 1989 and 
in fact, shows little indicati•)fl .:•f the intent .:1f our original proposal. 
(Please see Heldt memo of Feb. 15. 1989). ~1at was meant to be a rather 
simple change has reached the point of confusion and is overwrought with 
stipulations. 
We will be forwarding a new pr•:)pusal to you within the next 6 weeks. If 
you have any questions in the meantime, please call. 
GD/bal 
pc: ASC ~xecutive Committee 
July 23, 1990 
Conversion from Sick Leave to Personal Leave Policy 
~t~ ~u~~~ 
The ,..CJ:.a~ Staff Council reguests that sixteen (16) hours l)f annually 
~1'<--'fte.J_ ~ flt~ 
accrued sick leave be ;::OI'fSJ.l'tered personal time with unconditional usage. A ~ ~a~ employt:!t:: ruust ha"-e c·.IIilulativa sick lea-,•e of ont! htu&dred ( 10\J) hours 
v.S'-1'- fJ"~t l)u,..vl'" 
before such ·a-reque-st-nmy-be-made. 
Sixteen (16) hours of personal leave may be used each year but cannot 
~~m__..~J.t-. h . (16) h b d .. accrue from year to year. '1l1 / • . }\, J\ e/\~~J.:·:tAen/\ . /\ oul~s cj\ e .;~ -~?~·\ increments, but are not to ·· · .. · .... _as··Jmal:e;'up timh~ if the \;nip oyee\ report§ 1 ~ .. ., ., " ', Ath. ~J\~\ . J .., -ipv-v ~ 
'1 ' 
--J-;. 
,.:.; ~~~·;"1.-~·~~-}-- l (_ 
1 I~ .. L:l .:::z~t .... ,.~ 
Df' .. AfT--Conv • .::rsion .. " I_IJ_ Sict Leave to P~r~onal Leave Policy 
accrued aict leave be converted to personal leave time with unconiitional usage. 
each y~ar but ~annat accrue from year to year. 
As per the vacation policy, area supervisors are e~pected to accomodate such 
ne6d~d t~ forward the policy to the administration. It is hoped that a vote on 
Hith a simili:ar policy appr.:.ved l:.y esc in August. 
9 
JD 
Bowling Green State University Administrative Scaff Council Sowling Green. Ohio 4J-40::-0J7J 
HEHORANDUM 
TO: 
FROH:: 
DATE: 
RE: 
Ann B·Jwers, Chair 
Personnel Welfare Committee 
Gregg DeGrane, Gha~~ S'2"Xt 
Administrative Staf~il 
August 15, 1990 
ASC Conwittee Assignments 
Thank you for agreeing t•J serve as chair •:'If the Personnel Welfare 
Commit tee .:)f A. S.C. The members uf your committee are listed .:m the 
encl•:lsed sheet. Please make contact with them and arrange fwr meetings as 
needed. I will be happy tw meet with Y•:'IU individually or with y.:mr 
committee as a wh'-')le in regards t.) e:-:pectatim1s and time lines f·Jr the 
year. I have enclosed a folder .:•f informatiwn pertaining to y.:~ur 
committet'!, which includes a copy •)f last year's personnel welfare 
committee end-of-year report. 
If at any time you need assistance .:1r have a qu~stion, please eall. 
The committees .:.f ASC are really where things happen, and I believe you 
and your members will have a \Tery P•:'lsitive .::-:perience. 
GD/bal 
enclosure 
n 
Bowling Green State University Adminis<ra<ive 5<alr Council Bowling Green, Ohio ~3~03-0373 
HEHORANDUH 
TO: 
FROH: 
DATE: 
Kathy Eninger 
Chair, esc ~ /~;: 
Gregg DeCrane .-:JJ1(.~ 
Assistant Vi~resident for Student Affairs 
University Student Activities 
August 22, 1990 
Conversion 
Thanl: you for delivering a eopy ·:Of esc Is sick leave c.:mversio)n fKtlicy t0 
me f.:.r yesterday's ASC Executive Committee meeting. The Executive 
Committee will make their recummendatiun next week and the Council will 
V•)te .:m it •:On September 12. 
I will forward t.:t y.:,m a cc•py •)f ·:'IUr pro:,posed P·)licy after next Tuesday's 
meeting. 
GD/bal 
pc: As·c Exec. c.)~it-!=-e~7 
)d.. 
CCC Center lor Archival Collections 5th Floor, Jerome Library Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 (419) 372-2411 
Fax (419) 372-6877 
Cable: BGSLIOH 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Member·s of the Pe:sonj.::l 
FROM: Ann Bowers, Chair~ 
RE: Meeting Schedule 
August 27, 1990 
Wel fal'e C•:.mmittee (ASC) 
., 
Holdings: Northwest Ohio 
University Archives 
Rare Books and 
Special Collections 
First, I would like to than~ you for you.- interest in the ASC Personnel 
Wel fm·e Committee. L isb~,j bel eM Jl't: tht! names uf the committee members 
and I also am enclosing a report of PWC &ctiviti~s and accomplishm~nts for 
1989-90. I would like to hold regularly scheduled meetings, probably 
every two weeks. Last year we met on the second and fourth Fridays, 
beginning at 9:00 a.m. I would like to keep this schedule unle~s there 
are conflicts. Please call by September 4th (2-~411) and let the 
secretary, Sue Frost, know if this schedule is good or if not, what would 
be some alternative times. (I will be at a conference from August 
29-September 4.) Upon my return, I will send you the meeting schedule and 
the agenda for the first meeting. All meetings will be held here, fifth 
floor--Jerome Library, unless otherwise specified. 
Thanks again fm· yow· intC>l't:st and I luul: fontar·d to wud:ing with you this 
year. 
Ann Bo~ttel'S, Cent.::t· fat· A•·chival Collections, 2-2411 
V'Lewis Johnson, Envit·onmental Set·vices, ~-60~1 
Jacquie Joseph, Athletic Department, 2-7066 
Mary Beth Zachat·y, ,Jerome L ibt·ary, 2-~054 
Cindy Puffer, Health Services, 2-7443 
Pat Koehler, WBGU-TV, 2-7128 
Bob Graham, Institute fot· Gra2at LaU~s Rest:at·ch, 374-3907 
Lori Schumacher, Payroll, 2-2201 
A Divisivn ol Librari<:o and Learning F'esvurces 
Bowlin3 Green State University 
l",>'" 
Admini~trativ;; Staff Council 
P.uwling .::;reen, Ohio 43-IOJ-037) 
DRAFT - c .. :mversion of Sick L~avt: to Personal Leave Policy 
Th~ Administrativ~ Staff Council recommends that si:·:teen (16) hours of annually 
accrued sick leave be converted to personal leav~ time with unconditional usage. 
An employee must have cumulative sick leave of •Jne hundred (lOO:l hours before 
such. a usage may occur. These sixteen (Hi) hours .jf personal leave may be used 
each year but cannot accrue from year to year. 
As per the vacation policy, area supervisors 
requests for personal leave time provided 
impaired. 
ar.:: 
the 
expected to accommodate such 
n~eds of th~ area are not 
UOTE: ASC had passed this basic principal of conversion of ::! days sid: leave 
to personal time in ~arly 1989. This proposed wvrding gives the specific 
direction needed to forward the policy to the administration. It is hoped that 
a vote on this policy can take place at the Sept~mb~r meeting so:~ it may be 
fo~varded along with a similar policy approved by CSC in August. 
The Admini3tr~1tive Staff Cc.uncil r.::c.:•TIIl.TI•::nd3 that .=ic:tr::en (16) hour.3 of ~nnually 
accrued sic~ leave be converted to personal leave time with unconditional usage. 
such a usage may occur. Th.::.3.:: si:·:te.::n (16) hour of p•::r:=.:.nal le=tv•:: may be used 
each year but cannot accrue fr~m year to year. 
As f•E:r the vaca.ti•:.n policy. =tr•::a 2upervisors ::trE. e::pect•::d t.:. accorriodz!te .3uch 
requ·~=ts f.:,r per:=m-,al l•:::tv·:: time provideJ the rl'::•::ds of th.:: ar.::a 9.re not imp::1ired. 
persc.ns.l tim.:: in e=trly 19'39. Thi3 pr.:•p.:.2ed Ho:.rdin·:6 giv•::S the: sp.=..::ific dir•::ctic.n 
n.:::.ed.:::d t•::. f.:•tvlard the rc•:.li·:::/ t·=• th·:: admini.=tr=ttion. It is ho:.ped that a vo:.t•::: on 
thi.3 p.:.licy C.S.n tal·_,:, pl3.<:>:: at th•:: So:::pt.:::mber mt:eting SO it ffi9.;T bE: f•:Jl"\<J~rd•::d along 
\•lith s. similiStr p·:·li.::y ELPf·l"OV•::·:i l:.y esc in August. 
IS" 
Bowling Green State University Administrative Staff Council 
no\'t•ling Green. Ohio '13.-t,01-037.1 
The Admini3tr::ttive Staff c.:.un.::il r•::cc.niDl•::nds tlut si~·=t•::·::n (16) h·::.•Jrs of annually 
accrued eict leave be converted to personal leave time witt unconditional usage. 
An empl.::,y.::e mu.=t have .::umulativ.:; aiel·. l·=·~•V·:: .:.f .::,ne hundred (100) hours before 
such a usage may occur. Thea..:: si~teen (16) hours of persGnal leave may be ueed 
each year but cannot accrue fr.::,m year to year. 
As per the vacation pc.licy, =:r•::a supervisor£ are 
requesta for personal leave time provided the 
impaired. 
.:::-:pe:::t•:;.j to ac;c.:mmu::.d:lte .o=uch 
need2 of the area are not 
NOTE: ASC h=-..:1 ps:=ao::d thi2 baaic principal .:.f •::.:.nv•::rai.::,n c·f ~ .:bye si.'::l: leave 
to pers•:•nal tim.:: in .::arly 19:39. This prop•:.s•::d \·lOrding ~.iv.::s th•:: ap•::cific 
dir.::.::tion ne.::d.::d t•::. f,:.n·7&rd the r·c·li.::y to:· th.:: ::idministrs::ti.:on. It 'is hop•::d that 
a vot.:: C•n this p.:::licy can take pL:t•::.:: at th•:: Sept•::mb.::r meeting S•:• it m9.J be 
forHarJ.::d along with a 2imilar p.::.licy =tpf·r.:.v.::d by CEC in August. 
~lJ DZ<=?O Bowling Green State University 
=0~ 
-.:::::::::JC;:;;Y7 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 
HEHORANDUM 
H.ambers of the Personnel l-lelfare Committee (PlvC) 
Ann Bo,vers, Chair~ 
September 6, 1990 
First Meeting 
CCC Center for Archival Collections 5th Floor, Jerome Library Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 (419) 372-2411 
Fax (419) 372-6877 
Cable: BGSUOH 
Holdings: Northwest Ohio 
University Archives 
Rare Books and 
Special Collections 
The first meeting of PHC is confirmed for September 11th, beginning at 3:30p.m., 
at the C~nter for Ar.:hival Collections, fifth floor, Jerome Library. \ole are 
having some schedule .:onflicts with the TuesJa:r afternoon meeting, so please 
bring your calendar a. This first meeting should last .:•ne lwur and will 
include introdu.::tions, revie"t-7 of accomplishments, goals for 1990/91~ and 
meeting schedules. See you Tu.:osday~ ~eptember 11th. 
Personnel Welfare Committee-ASC 
Schedule of meetings for 1990/91 
All meetings will be held at 11:00 am, Fifth Floor, Jerome Library, (CAC) 
You will be called only if meeting is cancelled. 
October 9, 1990: NO PWC MEETING 
October 23, 1990 
November 13, 1990 
November 27, 1990 
December 11, 1990 
January 3, 1990 
January 22, 1990 
February 12, 1990 
February 26, 1990 
March 12, 1990 
March 26, 1990 
April 9, 1990 
April 23, 1990 
17 
Administrative Staff Council 
Personnel Welfare Committee 
Agenda-September 11, 1990 
"·>· 
I. 
2. 
') 
.Jo 
4. 
,,/ 
Meeting schedule 
Personal Leave Polic~ 
Administrative Staff Goals~ 
125 Plan/ 
ll ', ()0 2(l~ ~ ql-·~ -r::-~~='l..·~y 
._._o c,C 
v 
5. Other Concerns: Holiday Cl_psure / 
Contract/ / 1 (} (},_., ~- I -·I. ~jG'';Ii:./-1.:"'. //pUt~' •tfl-.,1-.U ·111 I ft -~ 7~ (;_!_l;p,~cJ,.-1 
18' 
.. ~~ -e::::=:3\""7~~ • OLJ~U Bowling Green State llnivers•ty 
=D'= ~~':::? 
I. 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL 
AGENDA 
SEPTEMBER 13, 1990 
1:30 PM - JEROME LIBRARY CONFERENCE ROOM 
Call to order 
II. Guest: John Moore, Interim Director, Personnel 
III. Chair's Report 
IV. Secretary's Report 
v. Committee Assignments 
VI. Goals for 90-91 (see attached) 
VII. Conversion of Sick Leave Policy (see attached) 
VIII. Network 
19 
Admini>trative Staff Council 
Dowling Crc:en, Ohio -!3-\0J-!H?J 
IX. Representatives to Faculty Senate and Classified Staff Council 
X. Good of the Order 
Administrative Staff Council 
no\'vling Green. Ohio l.~Jl.~OJ-0373 
Df:AFT - Conversi.:•n ·=•f Sid·. Leav•:: tO:• P.::rsonal L•~9.ve Policy 
The Administrativ.:: Staff Co:.uncil r•::.:::o:.Il!lft•::nd.= th::tt ei:-:t.::.::n (1(:.) h·:ours of anm1:llly 
a.:::.:::ru•::J :::i.:::l·. le3v•:: ]:,.;: •:onverted to p.::rs.:.n=tl le:tv•::: tim•:: Hith un•:·:·nditi.:onal usa.ge. 
An employ.2e must hav•:: cumulativ.:: eid: lo-:!9.Ve C•f .:.n.:: hundr.:::d ( 100) lKoU1:'2 b·::f.Jre 
such a usage mE~y occur. These sixteen (16) hours of personal leave m:ty he used 
each year but cannot accrue from year to year. 
Aa r-o.::r th·:: vacati.:on rJoliey, ar•::a 3upervisors ar•:: 
requests for pere.:ortal lea'Je time r·ro::.vi.J.:::d th·:: 
impaired. 
.~:-:p•::c tr::d t•:. a·:::.:::.:.nrritOd :t te such 
needs cf the area sre not 
llOTE: ASG had p::tes·::-:1 thi::: ba.:;ic principal .:;f conv•::rsi.:.n ·=•f ~ days sid: leave 
to p•::rsonal time in .::arly 19~:9. This pr.:•posed vlo:orJing gives th.:: sp.::.::ific 
dir.::ction n•2•.::d•.::d to:. f.:•n7ard th.:: p.:.li.:::y to:. th.:: administrati·:on. It is h.:.ped th:tt 
a vote on this policy can tal:e place at tho:: S·::pt•::mber m•::.::tin,~ S•:O it may be 
f•Jr\•Tarded along \·lith a aimilar policy appr·:•Vt":d by esc in Au:plst. 
~)J 
:arr~~ [7[)~0 Bowling Green State University 
c::=D'= 
Offic.o of ~lud.::nt 
.'.cliviti·.=: ar.d Orientation 
•105 : tuder.! Service: ~uilding 
Bowling Gr12en, Ohio 4J40J-0154 
(419) 372-2843 ~c:::::y:? 
HEHORANDill1 
TO: Robert t.fartin 
Vic~ President .:•f O:perat;.ions 
FROH: _''.t%' ~:-1,>-Mt~ 
siJent fvr Student Affairs 
Activities 
DATE: September 18, 1990 
RE: Cvnversi..:m 0f Sick Leave t'-.., Personal Lea\re Policy 
The Administrative Staff C•:.tulc.il, at its September 13 meeting, unanimousl.,-
passed the f•)ll.:•wing resolution regarding the policy f,n the c.:mversion of 
sick leave to personal days. 
The Administrative Staff Cuuncil 1·ec•Jmmends that sixteen (16) h,:~urs 
Gf annually accrued sick leave may be CL)t1Verted to personal leave 
time with unconditional usage. M1 employee must have cumulative 
sick leave •Jf one hundred (100) hours befvre such a usage ma:1 occur. 
These sixteen ( 16) hours ,)f personal leave may be used each :,rear but 
cannot accrue frum year to year. Any w1used hours will remain as 
sick leave. 
As per vacathm policy, area supervisors are expecte.d to accommodate 
such requests for personal leave time pr.:wided the needs of the area 
are not impaired. 
Please carry this f·:~rward to the Administrative Council for their 
discussion and action at your earliest convenience. If further 
information is needed, please call. 
GD/bal 
pc: [Asc-·Executi vei 
Les Barber 
~~ 
~IT;:-,:=; [7o.qO Bowling Green State University 
=0'= 
or:::::::::::Jr:::;:;>'7 
TO: 
FROM: 
HEMORA!IDUH 
Members of ASC Personal l·1elfare Committee 
Ann Bowers~ 
DATE: October 4, 1990 
RE: Summary of last meeting and other notes 
CCC Center for Archival Colle..:tions 5th Floor, jerome Library Bowling Gr.:.en, Ohio 43403 
(419) 372-2411 
Fax (419) 372-6877 
Cable: BGSUOH 
Holdings: Northwest Ohio 
University Archives 
Rare Books and 
Special Collections 
At the September ~5, 1990 meeting, discussion took place 
be addressed by this committee during the 1990/91 year. 
below along 't-Tith "assignments" for the next meeting. 
on several issues to 
These issues are listed 
I received a call from l-!alt Hontenegro requesting all Handbook changes to be to 
him by the end of October for review by the Board of Trustees in February. 
This seems a bit soon and after talking ~-Tith Gregg De Crane, we do n~.."'t need 
to worry about this. We can provide him any grammatical or typographical 
changes, hm·;rever, so if you would review the Handbook for any of these changes, 
we can discuss them at the October 23rd meeting and I will forward these 
to Walt by the end of the month. 
Ue:-:t meeting, October 1990, 11:00 a.m., fifth floor of the CAC. Thanks. 
Part time staff benefits, particularly fee waivers--Lewis Johnson 
Supplemental pay for administrative staff--Lori Schumacher 
Review of administrative staff contract--Bob Graham 
Reciprocity for fee waivers and holiday closure--Ann Bowers tJ{!,oR.. ""' f( " 6 / -kuc;... t '/...,,. !J c:;...~ 1.\S 1-Jvl-rel'lo-a_ ~D~4fl!J€.. 
We will monitor the child care recommendations and the ASC promotion policy. 
Lori Schumacher will be Pr1C represo::ntative •Jn the Universit:r Insurance Committee. 
A Division vi Librarie, and Learning P.esuur•:es 
~~ 
ar7,.-....;: o.a~o Bowling Green State University Personnel Services 
"'!~~ October 5, 1990 
B·:wlir,g Gr;;,;n, Ohio 43403 
(419) 372-2225 
(419) 372-8421 
(419) 372-2558 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Robert L. Martin 
Vice President for Operations 
SUBJECT: Personal Leave for Classified and Administrative Staff 
Both the Administrative and Classified Staff Councils have proposed that 
their constituency be granted unconditional usage of siYteen (16) hours 
Cable: BGSUOH 
of personal leave annually. Personal leave is to be charged against individ-
ual sick leave balances. The only diffel'ence bet\'1t:en the tv1o proposals 
is that the Classified Staff Council states that the individual must have 
a cumulative sick leave balance of 0n~ hundred hours to be eligible to use 
per·sonal leave. 
The l'ccommendations have brought forth a number· of questi•:lns and p1·oblems 
that must be addressed before-any deci3ian is made to approve the proposals. 
These include such items as accountability, starting date of implementation, 
supervisot·y appt·oval or disapproval, eligibility, inct·ements of usa•Je, and 
notice of usage, to name a fev1. · 
Presentl:Yl~fu,lJ~le State .::mpl,;yees paid by \•lal't'ant of the State Auditor 
a1·~ granfed 3:2 hout·s of personal leave c.n an .1nnual basis. Full-time employees 
hi1·ed a.fterthe-·almual starting date hav.:: the personal l~ave pl"Ol'ated. (It-
should be noted that the Depa1·tmF.:nt of Administrative St:rvi.:es i.:; .:onsidering 
granting personal leave on an accrual basis rather than granting th2 3~ 
houl's in a lump sum on an annual ba;is. Details of this are presently un~nown.) 
The use of personal leave is limited to a minimum unit of one hour, i3 charged 
only fot· the days and hour-s in \·lhich the individual is nor'Tllally scheduled 
to work, and does not include overtime. 3tate employees may use personal 
leave fm· a number of reasons to include mandatory •:ou1·t .:tppe.:tl'dll•::es~ legal 
or business mattars, family emergencies, unusual family obligations, e~amin­
ations of the employee o1· the empl.:•y.;e's immediate family, weddings, t·eligious 
obligations, holidays which fall on a no•·mally scheduled wor~day, and any 
other matter of a pe1·sonal natut·e. State ~mployees at·e normally requi1·ed 
to give notice in advance to the irrm1ediate supervisor unless the use is 
fo1· an emergency situation. The noti·:e •Jf usage is in the form of a ltJritten 
request and requires the supervisor's approval before personal leave is 
u~ed. Finally, personal leave may not be us~d to eztend an employee's active 
pay status for· the pm·pos.: ojf ac.:ruing overtime 01· .:ompensatOl~y time, and 
it may not be used to eYtend an employee's date of resignation or date of 
retirement. At the conclusion of th~ year State employees have the option 
of having the unused portion returned to their sick leave balance, they 
may be paid fOl~ the l'emaining hout·s, or they may .:arry 16 hours fon1ard 
into the next year. 
As can bt: seen fl'om the abGve summa·r·y of State p1·ocedul·es on personal 1 eave 
they are definite! have established parameters in which it can be requested, 
approved, and used. As a State university who presently follows the Ohio 
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Revised Code regarding 3ick leave 1nd absences it would be appropriate for 
Bowling G1·een State Unive•·sity, if it adopts a persQnal leave policy~ to 
generally parallel the procedures that 1re already in place for other ~tate 
employees. In addition, the pro•:edUi·e adopted .:tt Bo~tll ing G1·een State Univel~­
sity should be U1e same for both the administrative and classified staff. 
The first a!'ea •Jf concern has to do \·lith eligibility. The Classified Staff 
Council has recommended that those members of their constituency who h1ve 
a sick leave balance of 100 ho::>urs ul·-mol·e·-be-·elitJible-fol~pe!~sonal-l.::ay~ 
,_and-t-hose-vl-ith--1 es-s-be-ineJJgj bJ e_.} The Admi ni stl~ati ve Staf_f_ has_ placed 
~~ ~tjpul_atto~ on..~~~; r _con~titu~nc.1/~C0ninents -f;~ottiel:;-- ai'eas-hav~suoJ•jested 
a balance or J60 hours of s1ck leave be accrued before personal leave can 
be used. It ~tiOuld appear that by establishing a sick leave balance minimum 
before personal leave can be used, an incentive will be created for employees 
to save some of their sick leave to reach the established minimum in order 
to u,;e personal leave. The .:tmount recommended by Classified Staff Council 
is 1 ess than one yeai'' s accrua 1 t:lhil e the 360 hour fi •;~u•·e r·epres.::nts th;·ee 
years of sick leave accrual. If one were to adopt 100 hours as the minimum, 
it v1ould mean that approximately tA1) full- and pe1·manent pai·t-timc--classjJied 
t::f!!elu~tee-S-\'/I)llld-be_immediately erig.ibie_ to_use~p_et~sonaLJeave.J The number ( 
{iCOf admini3tl·-:ttive staff me-inbe1·s ~tlhQ t:lould be eligible is p_1·esently unknL.i\·m? a.s the1·e is n~computt::i·ized a~~oJm.ta.biJity o_f tbeir _ _j_ic_k_l~a_v_e _l:!l9:ge __ a_Qd 1 balances.J-The requirement that individuals have S•::>me sick leave b.1lance:..._J 
-nas merit in that it dueS ;·equii·e the employee to aCCl'Ue some b.'Jl 1110:<5: before 
-the benefit is granted. F1·om Pe1·sonnel Services' point of vie1t1 100 hours 
01' less than ojll8 year's .3.CC'r'IJJ1 iS t•J,~L_.::mall and the l·_eCOITill1el1d3tionS-Of 1 360 ho_Ui:s_app.::ai~:;_to be too l.ll·gt:._ JA comp;·omne-·Vioulo be tc. requi1·e the, 
,.--i~lii.fivi di~J l !!::l. ~~ ~ t ~-~a-sf 0ne_1ea _!:I S-~~:c~:-!.:D _( 1~r) __ h(oUi:s.)f.:\t~- 2V0::Jl two yt:cll' IS 
~accrual (24u hours) berore person~l leave can be used. 
Eligibility to use personal leave sh,Juld o•:cu1· bn•:e .:tnnualJly to eliminate 
confu.3ion among employees v1hose sid: leave bala~ces-shife above o1· belmv 
the stated minimum during the year. Since sick leave for the majority of 
employees, the classified staff, is done on a c1lendar year basis, ~nd_ programs 
and accountability are \'lell established for this gl~oup~ it would~P.pear 
appr·opri ate to grant the use of pe1·sona 1 1 eave ba 1 ances on J-ariUary J"'iof · 
each year. Eligibility \'lould be b.;~sed on the si.:k leave balanc-=-f~classified 
staff as of the conclusion of the last pay period in December. F0r adminis-
trative staff, ~ligibility \'IOuld be based on the sick leave balance as of 
Decembe1· 31. All employees v1hQ _!]ave the •·e·Juisite sick leave balance at 
that time v1ould be eligible fot~'the 16 i1t:'lurs of per·sonal leave in the succ2eding 
yea1·. Those individuals who do---hot-hav,e th~ r·equisite balance vlill wait 
until the end of the succeeding year t•J d€termine eligibility. 
The question 1Jf accountability is also of a •:oncern. Pr~sently, the Payroll 
Office issues a biweekly printout of vacation and sick leave usage, accruals 
and balances foi' the classified staff. It would appear that a similar pi'ogram 
would have to be developed foi' personal leave for this group. For administra-
tive staff the accountability of ~id leave and vacation balances rests 
with the appl'opriate supervisor. In absence of developing some central 
compute•· accountabi 1 ity for admi ni stl~ative staff absences it \voul d .3ppear, 
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in the intet·im, that immediate supet·visot·s of the administrative staff would 
be t·es pons i b 1 e for the accountabi 1 i ty of persona 1 1 eave. S i nee the Payro 11 
Office is responsible for monitoting sick l~ave, vacation, and compensatory 
time balances of classified staff, it would appear that, if approved, procedures 
for monitoring and maintaining personal leave balances would also have to 
be developed in this system. Consideration should also be made to have 
the time accounted for on pay check stubs so that classified staff are aware 
of their balances of this time. This could also apply to administrative 
staff if a computeri:ed accountability of time c:oul d be established. 
The Ohio Administrative Code defines a number of reasons in which personal 
leave may be used. In requesting per~onal leave, a supervisor should have 
the right to insure that personal leave is being used for what it is intended 
before approving the request. The minimum unit of usage used by State employees 
is one hour and this too, should remain the same for Bowling Green State 
Univet"sity. The depat·tment/area heads should have the right to establish 
1·easona.ble times in v1hich they vwuld t•equit·e employees to t•equest personal 
leave before actual use in a similar manner as vacation is requested. University 
policy should c:stablish the limit as scheduling needs vary \·lithin University 
d~partments and areas. If approved, personal leave may be t"equested in 
\'lriting by using the existing time report fonn fot· classified staff and 
the leave request fo·nn for administrative staff. 
When personal leave v1as est3blished for state employees, the intent was 
to tecogni ze there v1as a bona fide need fat• employees to be off ft·om vmd.: 
for reasons that did not fall under sick leave or vacation rules. However, 
it does not prevent employees from using this time as a means of getting 
time off under the guise of personal reasons, as opposed to calling in sick 
and usihg sick leave instead. Personal leave provides the employee with 
a more open reason to request time off from war~ without being forced to 
use vacation or leave without pay. '-
Since.adoption of this proposal involves comuter program changes as it pertains 
to classified staff it __ \oJou:ld-appear--.t-ha~t implementation of this may not 
be feasibl~ to begin on Ja_!luat·y.l, __ 199_1;. Hov1ever, a ,January 1, 1992 target 
date should provide SUfficient time to t•eviE:\'1 and establish necessaty computer 
programs for the classified staff, establish any necessary programs for 
the administrative staff, and to resolve any unknown problems that may arise 
before implementation. In addition, announcement of the program as early 
as possibl~ after approval will provide time for individuals to build up 
sick leave balances to be eligible for personal l~ave usage. 
Pet·sonne 1 Set·vi ce~7uppg~ the pt·oposa 1 of persona 1 1 eave as it pro vi des 
a benefit that haslheen::maC:Ie available to regular State employees, and it 
provides a means for employees to accomplish certain needed requirements 
without being fot·ced to use other ba 1 ances or to use sick 1 eave;-fo·r-a-pu~pose 
C:--t~w.h;1t-~-f-~-:!?~~~~nded. "'"T" On t~e other hand, Pers~n~e 1 Serv i ces_dp_ej:-not 
C$upJJor:..t_.unco-na1:t;1ona.l-usage as 1 t supports two add1 t1 ona 1 days off from 
\oJork-:wi-t-hout· any.~vana"1.eason and as if it were vacation time to which the 
employee ha-s arecourse.!to use. Personal leave should be used to support. 
valid re~sons for being off from work and the State guidelines support th1s. 
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Attached to this memorandum is a draft of personal leave policy for consideration. 
Also attached is a copy of.the existing portion of the Ohio Revised and 
Administrative Codes l'e•Jarding personal 1 eave for regular State employees. 
-----------]-~_;~·:\~-
\' John c. M~e 
\ ExecuJti ve/ Di re~tor, 
~~el St:l'Vlces 
I 
ljg 
Attachments 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PERSONAL LEAVE POLICY 
Administrative and classified staff are eligible to convert sick leave 
to personal leave subject to the following procedures: 
1. Full-time staff with a sick leave balance of 120 hours (15 days} at 
the end of the calendar year may convert sixteen (16} hours of sick 
leave for pet·sonal leave in the follu\"'ing yeat·. Permanent pat·t-time 
staff with a sick leave balance of 120 hours (15 days} at the end 
of the calendar year may convert sick leave to personal leave an a 
prorated basis as shown below. 
Average Work Hours Per \~eek Personal Leave 
10 hours 4 hours 
20 hout·s 8 hours 
30 hout·s 12 hours 
35 hours 14 hours 
Temporat·y .::mpluyees are not eligible to use personal leave. 
2. Eligibility to use pet·sonal leave \'lill be dUne ance annually and based 
. on sick leave records at the end of each calendar year. For classified 
staff the bi-weekly vacation and sick leave report for the last whole 
pay period in the calendar year will be used. For administrative 
staff the sick 1 eave ba 1 ance as of Dt:cembet· 31 \'lil (rile used. Staff 
who do not have the required 1:0 hour sick leave ba11~ce will be ineli-
gible fot· pet·sonal leave until the follo'.'ling year. '~~~ 
3. Personal leave used by administ;·ntive and classified staff \'Jill be 
charged in minimum units of one (1) hour. Staff may use personal 
leave only for the days and hou;·s for which they normally \'IOuld h.we 
been scheduled to work, but not to include scheduled overtime. 
4. Personal leave may be used for the following reasons: 
a. 
b. 
d. 
Mandatory court appearances before a court of law and in a matter 
in \'lhich the employee is a pa1·ty or \'/hose presence is requi1~ed. 
Such appearances would include, but not be limit~d to, criminal 
cr civil cases, traffic court, divorce proceedings, custody proce-
edings, or appearing as directed as parent or guardian of juveniles. 
Legal or business mattet·s which could not normally be conducted 
by an emp 1 oyee during hou;·s othe;· th"n noma 1 scheduled \•lark hours. 
Family emergencies of a natUI·e that requit•e an employee's i111nediate 
attention. 
Unusual family obligations which could not normally be conducted 
by an employee during hout·s othe;· than not-rna 1 scheduled ~·JOrk hours. 
Examinations such as medical, psychological, dental or optical 
examination of the employee, or the employee's immediate family. 
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f. Weddings of members of the immediate family. 
g. Religious holidays \'lhich fall on a nor'111ally scheduled \'lorkday 
for an employee. 
h. Any other matter of a personal nature. 
5. Personal leave may not be used to cover unexcused absences or make 
up time. 
6. Requests for use of personal l~ave must be made in advance g1v1ng 
r·easonable notice to the immediate supervisor, unless the leave is 
far use in an emergency situation. Reasonable notice will be estab-
lished by their immediate supervisat·/department/area head as appropt·iate. 
Per·sonal leave will be reported utilizing the time report form/time 
sheet for classified staff and the leave request form fat· administrative 
staff. 
7. At the end of the calendar year unused personal leave will revert 
back to individual sick leave ·balances. 
8. The Univer·sity Payroll Depar·tment vlill maintain records of accr·uals, 
usage, and balances for classified staff. Supervisors of administrative 
staff will maintain similar records. 
9. Personal leave may not be used to extend an employee•s active pay 
status for· the purpose of accruing overtime or· compensatory time. 
It may not be used toJ extend an employee•s date of r-esignation or 
date of retirement. 
• Q 
123:1-32-07 Ohio Administrative Code 60 
disability leave benefits in accordance with Chapter 
123:1-Ji of the Administr.1iive Code. 
HISTORY: Eff. 3-29-82 
11-29-81 
NLite: Effective 11-:!9-81, 123:1-32-06 conraiDI prorisions of 
former 123:1-33-03 (prior PL-26-{)3). 
CROSS REFERENCES 
RC 124.38. Sic:k le:lVe; other than state employees 
RC 124.381. Defmitions: J.ick leave for sute employees 
113:1-32-07 Penoal leate wit111 py, cllup of per-
soaallea•e, and uses 
(A) Eligibility for personal leave. E:u:h full-time 
employee whose salary or wage is paid direc:tly by wamnt 
of the auditor of state shall be eligible for personal leave 
with pay. 
(B) Credit of personal leave. 
( 1) Each full-time employee during the b:lSC pay period 
of each year shall be credited with twenty-four hours of 
personal leave. 
~ (2) Each person who rca:ives a full-time appointment 
subsequent to lhe base pay period shall be credited with 
twenty-four hours of personal leave less nine-tenths of an 
hour for each pay period subseqaent to the base pay periOd 
and prior to the pay period during which the appointmept 
was made. 
(3) A full-time employee wbo separates from state ser-
vice or is no longer a full-time employee during the year 
shall receive a reduction o>f personal leave credit of nine-
tenths of an hour for each pay period that remains begin-
ning with the tirst pay period following the date of separa-
tion umil the pay period prec:eding the next base pay period. 
IC) C0mpensation. Compensation fo>r personal leave 
shall be equal to an employee's base rate of pay. 
(0) Charge of personal leave. Personal leave which is 
used by an employee shall be ch:uged in minimum units of 
one hour. Employees shall be charged personal leave only 
for the days and hours for wbicb they would have otherwise 
been scheduled to work. but sball llOl mclude scheduled 
overtime. 
tE) Uses of personal leave. Employees may use personal 
leave for the following reasonr. ( n Mandatory coun appearances before a court of law 
and in a matter in which the employee is a party or whose 
presence is required. Such appearances would inc:lude, but 
not be limited to, criminal or civil c:J.SCS. traffic .:ourt, 
divorce proceedings. custody proceedings. or appearing as 
directed as parent or gu3rdian of juveniles. 
(2) Legal or business matters which could not normally 
be conducted by an employee during hours other than nor-
mal scheduled work hours. 
(3) Family emergencies of a nature that require an 
employee's immediate attention. 
(4) Unusual family obligations which could not norm:illy 
be conducted by an employee during hours other than nor-
mally scheduled work hours.. 
(S) E.umirunions such as medicaL psychological, dental 
or optical examination of the employee, or the employee's 
immediate family. 
(6) Weddings of members of the immediate family. 
(7) Religious holidays which fall o>n a normally sched-
uled workday for an employee. 
(S) Any other matter of a personal nature. 
(F) Notification and approval of use of personal leave. 
Employees may use personal leave upon giving reasonable 
no>tic:e to the employee's supervisor or other responsible 
administrative officer of an appointing authority. Such 
requests should be in writing. Requests should, when possi-
ble, be made :t reasonable time in advance of the date or 
dates requested for use or' personallc.1ve unless the use is for 
an emergency situation. State agencies, boards, and com-
missions should establish procedures implementing the pro-
visions of this paragraph and shall be re5ponsible for 
iniorming all employees of the notification policy. Reasona-
ble notification policies should be based upon the opera-
tional requirements of an agency. 
(G) Personal leave may not be used to extend an 
employee's active pay st:ttus for the purpose of accruing 
overtime or compensatory time. 
(H) Personal leave may not be used to extend an 
employee's date of resignation o>r date of retirement. 
HISTORY: · Eff. 7-16-84 (1984-85 OMR S) 
4-5-84, 10-:!4-83, 3-:!9-82., 11-29-81 
CROSS REFERENCES 
RC 124.386, Pei'Silnalleavc for sute employees 
113:1-32-08 Coo'enion or carry fornrd of sick lea•e 
or persona) lea•e credits at year's end 
(A) C0nversion or carry-forward of sick leave credit or 
person:ll leave credit at y~r end. An employee whose wage 
->r salary is paid by warrant of the auditor of state shall 
have, pursuant to the following provisions, the option to 
ronven to cash benetit oJr .:arry forward the balance oi any 
unused sick leave credit or personal leave credit at year's 
end. For purposes of this rule the term "year's end" means 
the last day of the pay period preceding the base pay period. 
( 1) Sick leave ~."red.it oonvcrsion or carry-fo>rward. An 
~mployee wbo is credited sick leave pursuant to> section 
124.382 .:Jf the Revised Cude and rule 113:1-32-01 of the 
Adminisu:nive Code shall have at year's end the following 
options with regard to the ponion of sick leave credit: 
b) Carry forward lhe balance of sick leave credit. 
(b) Receive a cash benetit conversion for the unused 
balan~ .:Jf sick leave crediL The .:ash benctit conversion 
shall be equal til one hour o>f the employee's base rate of pay 
for every two hours of unused sick leave credit that is 
converted. 
(c·l Clrry forward a portion of the balance of sick leave 
credit and receive a cash benetit conversion of a ponion of 
the sick leave crediL 
(:!) Personal leave credit conversion or carry forward. 
Employees who are credited with personal leave pursuant to 
section 1:!4.386 •lf the Revised Cooe and rule 113:1-3:!-07 
oJf the Administrative Cooe shall b:lve at year-end the fol-
lowing options with regard to the unused ponion of personal 
l~ve credit: 
(a) Carry forward the balance of personal leave credit up 
to a maximum of sixteen hours. 
. .. ~ 
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(b) Cllnven the balance of personal lean to accumu-
lated sick leave to be used in the manner provided by section 
124:382 oJf the Revised Code and the appropriate adminis-
trative rules. 
(c) RC~:eive a cash benefit conversion for the unused 
balance oJf personal leave. The cash benetit conversion shall 
equal one hour of the employee's base rate of pay for every 
one hour unused credit that is c:onvened. 
(8) Limitations of conversion of sick leave credit at 
year's end. 
( 1) The llptions for conversion of sick leave credit listed 
in paugr:tphs \A:U. l)lb) and (A)(l)(c) oJf this rule c:m only 
be utilized for sick leave credited an employee in the year in 
which the credit is given. 
(2) All sick leave credit balances that are carried for-
ward are excluded from further cash benefits provided by 
this rule. The failure of an employee to ut.ili2c one of the 
sick leave conversion options listed in paragraphs (A)( 1 )(b) 
and (A)(l)(c) oJf this rule shall result in the autoiD3tic 
ca.rry·foJrward of any balance of sick leave credit. 
(3) Any employee who separates from service during the 
year shall not be eligible under this rule for the cash conver-
sion benefit oJf the unused sick leave credit. 
(C) Applicability oJf retirement system deduetions to sick 
leave credit cash conversions. Any cash benefit conversions 
of sick leave or personal leave IT13de at year end under the 
provisions of this rule shall not be ~ubject to contributioll! to 
any of the retirement systems either by the employee or the 
employer. -~ 
(D) NoJtitication of option to convert sick leave credit or 
person:tl leave credit at year end. An employee eligible to 
receive a C3Sh benefit conversion of sick leave credit or 
personal leave credit at year's end must indic:1te their desire 
t.l .:onvert ;my sick leave or personal leave no later than the 
end of the pay period that includes the fll'St day of NoJv-
ember. E.lch appointing authority shall be responsible for 
reporting the conversion requests to the department of 
adrninistr:uive services. 
HISTORY: Eff. 3-:!9-82 
11-29-81 
CROSS REFERENCES 
RC 1.24.383, Optiom JS to uouscd sick leave 
RC 124.386. PersonaliC3ve for state employees 
113:1~32-09 COIIMI'Sioa of sick leate aad penonalleate 
credit upoa sep8ndoa m. senice 
An employee whose saJary or wage is paid by wamnt of 
the auditor llf state shall be entitled. upon separation for 
:my reason, to a cash conversion benefit for unused sick 
leave and personal leave credit pursuant to the provisions of 
this rule and sections 124.384 :md 124.386 of the Revised 
Cude. For purposes of this rule the term "separation" shall 
mean any voluntary or involuntary termiMtion from ser-
vi", including, resignation, retirement. removal from ser-
vice, and layoff from service but docs not include death of 
an employee. 
(A) CoJnversion to cash benefit of accumulated sick leave 
credit whose salary or wage is paid by warrant of the audi-
tor of state. · 
( 1) General. An employee who bas accumulated sick 
leave under the provisions of sections 124.38 or 114.382 of 
the Revised Cude shall be entitled to a cash benetit conver-
sion llf the accumulated unused sick leave balance upon 
separation of service. 
(:!) Eligibility. In order to be eligible for the accumu-
lated sick leave c:lSh .:unversion benefit authorized by this 
rule an employee must have at least one year of state service 
prior to separotion. 
(3) Determination of amount llf sick leave to be con-
vened. An employee about to separate or who has separated 
from state ~rvice shall designate in writing the percent::~.ge 
or portion oJf his sick leave credit accumulation that he 
desires to convert to c:lSh. If an employee designates a per· 
centage or ponion less than the total oJf his accumulated 
sick leave credit, the percentage or portion of the accumu-
bted sick leave credit not converted IT13Y be reinstated to 
the employee's sick leave credit upon the employee's rein-
statement or reemployment to state service. If an employee 
fails to designate the portion or percentage o>f the ::~.ccumu­
lated sick leave credit he desires to coJnvert to the cash 
beneiit the entire amount of siclc leave credit accumulation 
shall be converted to cash benefit. 
( ~) Payment. Payment for that percentage or portion' of 
sick leave credit an employee desires to ~nvert to a cash 
benefit shall be made at the employee's base r:~te of p:1y at 
the time of their separ:ttion at the rate oJf one hoJur o>f pay 
for every two hours of accumulated balances. 
(B) Cllnversion to cash benefit oJf accumulated person:ll 
leave credit. 
(1) An employee wh4lSC salary o>r wage is paid by war-
rant of the luditor o>f state who h:lS a.:cumulated person:Jl 
le.1ve credit under the provisions o>f section 124.386 of the 
Revised Cude :~nd rule 1!3:1-32-07 olf the Administrative 
Cude shaU be entitled to, upon separation of service, a cash 
beneriL conversion fo>r aU accumulated personalle~ve credit. 
(:!) Payment foJr accumulated unused person:.ll leave 
credit shall be at a rate equal to an employee's base rate of 
pay. 
\C) Notiti~tion of option to convert sick leave :md per-
sonal leave credits. Appointing authoJrities shaU be responsi-
ble for notifying in writing employees of theil' right ~o con-
vert sick leave and personal leave credits upon sep3ration. 
(D) Reemployment oJr reinstatement during leave year. 
If an emploJyee, who has separ:Jted from state service and 
has received cash benefits for personal leave credit pursuant 
to the provisions of this rule, is reinstated or reemployed in 
state service he shall not be gunted reinstatement of per-
sonal le.1ve credit converted to a .:ash benefit nor will the 
employee be entitled to .1ny .1dditional personal leave credit 
before the next base pay period. 
HISTORY: Eff. 3-29-82 
11-29-81 
CROSS REFERENCES 
RC 1:!4.384, P:l't'ment for unused sick 1e:1ve upon separatioln 
RC 1 :!.J.386, Personal 1e:1VC ior state employee, 
123:1-32-10 Transfer of sidt leate aacl penoaalleate 
credits. restoration of sidt leate credit aacl c:omenioa to 
Mareh 1986 
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balances used to supplement the benefits. plus any amount 
contributed by the stare as provided in division (D) of this 
scction, sball be paid at the employee's b3se rate of pay in 
an amount sufficient to give employees up to one hundred 
per cent of pay for time on disability; 
(7) Procedures for appe:ilina denial of payment of a 
claim. including: 
(a) A maximum of thirty days to me an appeal by the 
employee; 
(b) A maximum of fafteen days for the p:tnies to selet.."t a 
third-party opinion pursuant to division (F) of this ~...:ion., 
unless an extension is agreed to by the panies; 
(.::) A maximum of thirty days for the third party to 
render an opinion. 
(8) Provisions for approving medic:ll leave where an 
employee is in no pay status becluse he hns used all his sick 
leave, personal le:tve, vacation leave, and ..:ompens~uory 
time. 
(q Except as provided in division (8)(6) of this section., 
time oiT for an employee granted disability leave shall not 
be chargeable to any other leave granted by other sections 
of the Revised Code. 
(D) While an employee is on an approved disability 
le:1ve. the employer and employees' share of health, life, 
and other insurance benetits sh:ill be paid by the st:~te, and 
the retirement coll1ribution shall be paid as follows: 
( I) The employer's share shall be paid by the state: 
(2) For the tim three months. tbe employee'.s share shall 
be paid by the employee; 
(3) After the tirst three months. the cmpltiyee's share 
shall be paid by the state. 
(E) The approval for disability leave shall be made by 
the director of adminiSU3tive services, upon recommenda-
tion by the appointing authority. 
(F) If a request for disability leave is denied based on a 
mediC!ll determination. the director of administrative ;;er-
vices shall ool3in a medic:.ll opinion from a third party, who 
shall be mutually agreed to by the employee's physician and 
the director. The decision of the third pany shall be 
binding. 
(GI Any employee wbo is gr:mted disability leave shall 
be paid additional compensation. 31 the rate of ten per cent 
of the employee's hourly base r:1te of pay, for sick leave 
used durin~ the waiting period but not paid pursuant to 
division (D) of section 124.382 of ihe Revised Code. 
HISTORY: 1987 H 178, ciT. 6-.:!+87 
1984 S 311; 1981 H 694 
PRAcnCE AND STUDY AIDS 
Baldwin's Ohio S.:hool Law, Te:tt 11.07(8). 1·t06(A) 
LEGAL ENCYClOPEDIAS AND ALA 
OJur Jd: 73, Pensions :md Retirement Systems§ 28, 57. 37. 11-J 
NOTES ON DECISIONS AND OPINIONS 
35 C1ev Sl L Rev 45.5 (1986-87). H.R . .J300, the F:tmily 1nd 
Medic31 Leave A.:t of 19M: Cungress' Re:;ponse to the Changing 
Americ:10 Family, Note. 
35 Misc(1d) ::!4. 520 NE(:!.:l) 28 (Ct 13fC'L1ims ~~~87), Dunkin v 
Administrative Services Dept. The ~'Olin of claims has no appellate 
jurisdiction relatins to a decision by the depMtment of administra-
tive services denying a state employee disability leave for lack of 
the medic:U opinion nec:esMry under RC 124.385. 
COC SS-06866 •:S-::!7-87}. Zugelter v Industrial C"mm. Agency 
depanment he:u.ls and supcrvison bave no statutory l1l:>lig:uion to 
tell an employee tbe proccchua to follow .:.:~nceming a disability 
leave, sucb as filing of a claim for benefits ,.itb the depanment of 
Jdministrauve services within tbiny days oi tbe last day worked. 
124..186 Per50Uila~te (01' state employees exempt from 
coUectiYe barpiaiag law 
(A) Each full-time employee paid in ao:cordance with 
:ie\....:ion 1:!4.15:! of the Revised Code and those employees 
listed in divisions (B)(:!) and (4) of section 1.:!4.14 of the 
Revised Code shall be credited with thirty-two hours of 
personal leave each year. Such credit shall be made to each 
eligible employee beginning the iirst day of the base pay 
period. Employees, upon giving reasonable notice to the 
responsible administr:ltive officer of the appointing author-
ity, may use personal leave for absen..:e due to mandatory 
o:ourt appearances, legal or business matters, tamily emer-
gencies, unusU!li tamily obligattoru;. medit:ai appointments, 
weddings, religious holidays, or any other matter of a per-
sonal nature. 
(B) When personal leave is used, it :;hall be deducted 
from the unused balance of lhe employee's personalle:~ve 
on the basis of absence in su..:h increments of an hour as the 
director of administrative service:; determines. Cumpens:l-
tion tor such leave shall be equal to the employee's base rote 
of pay. 
(C) A newly appointed full-time employee or a nontull-
time employee who receives a full-time appointment shall 
be credite-d with personal leave of thirty-two hours, less une 
and two-tenths hours for ea..:h pay period that has el:lpsed 
ti>llowing the base pay period until the first day of the pay 
period during which the appointment was etTective. 
(D) The diret..~or of administrative services shall :illow 
employees to elect one of the following options with respect 
to the unused balance of personal leave: 
1.1) Carry forward the balan..:e. The maximum credit th.1t 
>hall be available to an employee at ;my one time is forty 
hours. 
(.:!) Conven the balance to accumulated sick leave, to be 
used in the manner provided by section 1:14.38:.:! of the 
Revised Code. 
(3) Receive :1 .:ash benefit. The cash benefit shall eqll!ll 
une hour of the employee's base r:1te of pay for every hour 
.:>f unused credit that is ..:onvenea. Su.::h cash beneiit shall 
not be subject to contributions to any of the retirement 
systems. either by the employee or the employel'. 
(E) Upon separation from sute service, an employee 
shall be entitled to ..:ompensation for all unused personal 
leave balance. The rate of pay shall be equal to the 
employee's base r:1te of pay. 
(F) A full-time employee who ~parntes from state ~er­
vice or is no longer a full·time employee during the year 
shall receive a reduction of personal leave credit of one and 
twa-tenths hours tor each pay period that remains begin-
ning with the first pay period fllilowing the date of separa-
tion until the pay period preceding the next base pay 
period. If the reduction results in a number of hours less 
than zero, the cash equivalent value of such number of 
hours shall be deducted from any compensation that 
remains payable to the employee, or from the cash conver-
:>ion value of any vacation or sick le:~.ve that remains 
credited to the employee. 
(G) An employee who transfers from one publi.: agency 
to another shall be .::redited with the unused balance •lf 
personal leave up to the ma:timum pcrsonalle:1ve accumu-
lation permitted in the public agency to whi.:h the employee 
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ASC's other "houseteeping" 3uggestians a~e: 
To in·::lud.::: the se.::ti.)n 11 P:trking f,:,r Handi.::appe_d" 
within the sectian "Pa~king." Thia would be a 
deletion af the fa~me~ s~ction as a sepa~ste section 
and aimply in~orpa~ate it into "Pa~king" section. 
To include "Posting af Smating A~eaa" within the 
"Smol:ing Regulati.)ns." In additi.)n, on updated liat 
Of no) ,3ffi•)l·:ing a~eas Will be in.::ludeod in th.:: hBl1dt .. ~·:ll:. 
If you need further cla~ification/explanation of the 
·reviaions, I'll be more than happy to provide it. I would like to 
~equeat thst these revisions be presented to Ad Council so that 
none of the members of Ad Coun.::il feel rushed in the 
deciaion-mating p~acess, as occurred last year. 
AH:mmb 
Enclosures 
. ' 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PERSONAL LEAVE POLICY 
Administrati~e and classified staff 1re eligible to convert sick leave 
to personal leave subject to the following procedures: 
1. Full-time ~taff with a· sick leave balance of 1~0 hours (15 days) at 
the end of the calendar year may convert sixteen (16) hours of sick 
leave fm· personal leave in the folll)\'ling yeat·. Pet-manent pat·t-time 
staff with a 3ick leave balance of 120 hours (15 days) at the end 
.... 
.... 
4. 
of the calendar year may convert sick leave to per5onal leave on a 
prorated basis as shown below. 
Average Work Hours Per \4eek Personal Leave 
10 hours 4 hours 
20 hout·s 8 hout·s 
30 hout·s 12 hours 
35 hours 14 hours 
Tempot·ary .::mpl.jyees are not eligible to use personal leave. 
Eligibility to use personal leave will be done .:•nee annually and based 
on sick leave records at the end of each calendar year. For classified 
staff th~ bi-weekly vacltion and sick leave report for the la3t whole 
pay period in the calendar year will be used. For administrative 
staff the sick leeve balance as of December 31 will be u3ed. Staff 
who do not have the required 120 hour sick leave balance will be ineli-
gible for personal leave until the following year. 
Personll leave used by administrative and classified staff will be 
charged in minimum units of one (1) hour. Staff may use personal 
leave only for the days and h1JUI'S fot· whidt they normally \·muld h.we 
been scheduled to work, but not to include scheduled overtime. 
Person3l leave may be used for the following reasons: 
a. 
b. 
d. 
e. 
Mandatory court appearances before a cout·t of 1 a\'1 and in a mttet· 
in \'lhich the employee is a pat·ty ot· whos.:: presence is 1·equit·ed. 
Such appearances would include, but not be limited to, criminal 
or civil ca~es, traffic court, divorce proceedings, custody proce-
edings, or appearing as directed as parent or guardian of juveniles. 
Legal or business matte1·s \1Jhi.:l1 could not n01·mally be conducted 
by an emp 1 oyee during hom·s •jthet· than noma 1 schedu 1 ed \·Jurk hours. 
Famil v emergencies nf a nature th::t requi 1·e an empl •Jyee 1 s immediate 
attention. 
Unusual family obligations which ~ould not no1~ally be conducted 
by an empl oy-=e during hou1·s othet· than n0t"'TTa 1 scheduled ~·mrr. hours. 
Examinations such ns medical, psychological, dental or optical 
examination of the employee, ot· the empl,jyee 1 s immediate family. 
3.3 
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f. 
g. 
h. 
Weddings of members of the immediate family. 
~ ---- . 
Religious holida~ which fall on a normally scheduled \'lod·day 
ror an employee. 
A~y other matter of a personal nature. 
5. Personal leave may not be used to cover unexcused absences or make 
up time. 
6. Requests for use of personal l~av8 must be made in advance g1v1ng 
reasonable notice to the immediate supervisot·, unle5s the leave is 
fur use in an emergency situation. Reasonable notice will be estab-
lished by their immediate supervisot·/d.:partment,'area head as appropdate. 
Pet·sona 1 1 eave wi 11 be reported utilizing the time report form/time 
sheet for classified staff and the leave request form for administrative 
staff. 
7. At the end of the calendar year unused personal leave will revert 
back to individual sick leave ·balances. 
8. The Unive1·sity Pay1·oll Depa1·tment vJill maintain l'eco1·ds .:of ao:cnJals, 
usage, and balances for classified staff. Supervisors of administrative 
staff will maintain similar records. 
9. Personal leave may not be used to e!tend an employee's active pay 
status fot• the put•pase ,jf accruing (oVertime ojr o:ompensatat•y time. 
It may not te used to ~xtend an employee's date of resignation or 
date of retirement. 
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balances used to supplement the benefits. plus any amount 
contributed by the state as provided in division (D) of this 
section, shall be paid at the employee's b3Se r:1te of pay in 
an amount sutTJCient to give employees up to one hundred 
per cent of pay for time on disability, 
(7) Procedures for appealing denial of payment of a 
claim. including: 
(a) A maximum of thirty days to me an appeal by the 
employee; 
(b) A maximum of fifteen days for the panies to select a 
third-pany opinion pursuant to division (F) of this section, 
unless an extension is agreed to by the parties; 
(.::) A maximum of thiny days for the third party to 
render an opinion. 
(8) Provisions for approving medical leave where :m 
employee is in no pay status bec:wse he has used all his sick 
leave, personal le:tve, vacation leave, :10d compensatory 
time. 
(C) Except as provided in division ,B)(6) oflhis section, 
time off for an employee griuued disability leave shall not 
be chargeable to any other leave gr:mted by other sections 
of the Revised Code. 
(D) While an employee is on an approved disability 
leave, the employer and employees' share of health, liie, 
and other insurance benerits shall be paid by the st:ue, and 
the retirement conuibution shall be paid as follows: 
( I) The employer's siw.re sh3ll be paid by the :>tate: 
(2) For the first three months. the employee'.s sh:u'e shall 
be paid by the employee; 
(3) Alter the first three months, the empltJ}'ee's share 
shall be paid by the state. 
(E) The approval for disability le:~ve shall be made by 
the .:lirector of administrative services, upon recommenda-
tion by the appointing authority. 
(F) If a request for disability leave is denied based on J 
me.:lical determination. the director of administrative ser-
vices shall obtain a mediCOI.l opinion from a third party, who 
shall be mutually agreed to by the employee's physician and 
the .:lirector. The decision of the third party shall be 
binding. 
(G) Any employee who is gr:mted disability le:1ve shall 
be paid additional compensation. at the r:1te of ten per .::ent 
of the employee's hourly base rote of pay, for sick leave 
use.:! during the waiting period but not paid pursuant to 
division (D) of section 11·t381of the Revised C.:~de. 
HISTORY: 1987 H 178, etT. 6-14-87 
1984 S 311; 1981 H 694 
PRACTICE AND STUDY AIDS 
Baldwin's Ohio S.:hool Law, Te.-.:t 11.07(8), 1-t06( . .\) 
LEGAL ENCYa.DPeDIAS AND ALR 
OJur Jd: 73, Pensiom1 and ~tirement Systems§ 28, 57, 37, 114 
NOTES ON DECISIONS AND OPINIONS 
35 Clev St L Rev 453 (1986-87). H.R •. noo. the Family and 
Medi.:J.I L<!:~.ve A.:t of 1986: Coogn:ss' Response to the Ch:mging 
American Family, Note. 
35 Misc(1d) 24 .. 520 NE(2d) 2S (Ct of Claims 1987), Dunkin v 
Administmtive Services DepL The o:.:~urt of .:!aims h:1s no :~ppell:lle 
jurisdiction reiatin& h> a decision by the dct33ltment of administra-
tive :ervices denying 3 st:Jte employee disability lc-;~ve f.:>r lack of 
the medical opinion necessary under RC 1:!4.3:15. 
COC 85-06866 (.5-27-87), Zugeiter v Industrial Comm. Agency 
department be:lds sd supervisors h:~ve no sr:Jtuwry ohlig:niun "' 
tell an employee the procedures to fullow concerning a di!>:!bility 
leave, such as filing of a .:!:Jim for benefrts with the department of 
:~dministmnve servu:es ~irhin tbiny days oitbe last d3y wor~eoi. 
1~4.386 PersoaalleaYe fOI' slate employees exellqlt from 
coUtd:iYe bupjaiag law 
(A) ~h full-time employee paid in accordance with 
SC\."tion 1:!4.152 of the Revised Code and those employees 
listed in divisions (B:I(2) and (4) of section 124.14 of the 
Revised Code shall be credited with thirtv-two hours of 
personal leave each ye.ar. Such credit shall be nude to each 
eligible employee beginning the first day of the base pay 
period. Employees. upon giving reasonable notice to the 
responsible administr:ltive officer of the appointing author-
ity, may use personal leave for absence due to m:mdatory 
court appearances, legator business matters, family emer-
gencies., unusual family obligations, mediC.l.l appointments. 
weddings. religious holidays, or any other matter of a per-
sonal nature. 
(8) When personal le:1ve is used, it :\hall be deducted 
from the unused balance of the employee's personal leave 
on the basis of absence in such increments of :m hour as the 
.:lirt:~.."tor of administrative services determines. C.:~mpensa­
tion for such leave shall be equal to the employee's base rate 
of pay. 
(C) A newly appointed full-time employee or a nonfull-
time employee who receives a full-time appointment shall 
be credited with personal leave of thirty-two hours, less one 
Jnd two-tenths hours for each pay period that has cl!lpsed 
tollowing the base p:1y period until the first day of the pay 
period during which the appointment was effective. 
(D) The director of administrative services shall allow 
employees to elect one of the following options with respe~."t 
til the unused balan-=e of personal leave: 
(1) C:my forward the balance. The ma.."limum credit that 
shall be avail.:lble to an employ«..oe at J.Dy one time is forty 
hours. 
(2'1 Conven the b:1lance to a.xumulated sick leave. to be 
used in the manner provided by section 124.JS2 of the 
Revised C.:~de. 
(3) Receive :1 cash benefit. The .::ash benefit shall equal 
one hour of the employee's base r:ue of pay for every hour 
•Jf unused .::redit that is converted. Such· c:~sh penetit shall 
not be subject to contributions to any of the retirement 
systems, either by the employee or the employer. 
(E) Upon separation from state service, Jn employee 
shall be entitled to .:ompensation for Jll unused personal 
leave balance. The rate of pay shall be equal to the 
employee's base rate of pay. 
(F) A full-time employee who separ:ltes from state r.er-
vice or is no longer a full-time employee during the year 
shall receive a reduction of personalle:~ve credit of one and 
two-tenths hours for each pay period that remains begin-
ning with the first pay period following the date of separa-
tion until the pay period pl'Cl.--eding the next base pay 
period. If the reduction results in a number of hours le3S 
than zero, the .:ash equivalent value of such number •Jf 
hours shall be deducted from any compensation that 
remains payable to the employee, or from the cash conver-
sion value of any vacation or sick le:~.ve that remains 
.::redited to the employee. 
cG) An employee who transfers from one public agency 
to another shall be credite.:l with the unused balJ.D.:e of 
personal leave up to the maximum personalle!lve accumu-
lation permitted in the public agency to which the employee 
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disabilitv leave benefits in accordance with Chapter 
123: l-3i of the Administrative Code. 
HISTORY: Eff. 3-29-82 
11-29-81 
Note: Effe..-tive 11-~9-81, 113:1-32-06 amuim provisions of 
former 123:1-33-03 (prior PL-26-0J). 
CROSS REFERENCES 
RC 124.38, Si.::k leave: other than sute employees 
RC 124.382. Definitions; sic:k leave for state employees 
123:1-31-07 Penoal leawe witlt pay, chup of per-
sooalleate, aod IL1eS 
(A) Eligibility for personal leave. Each full-time 
employee whose salary or wage is paid directly by warrant 
of the :1uditor of state shall be eligible for personal leave 
with pay. 
(B) Credit of personal leave. 
( 1) Each full-time employee during the base pay period 
of each year shall be credited with twenty-four hours .:Jf 
personal leave. 
(2) Each person who receives a full-time appointment 
subsequent to the base pay period shall be credited with 
twenty-four hours of personal leave less nine-tenths of :ln 
hour for each pay period subsequent to the base pay periOd 
and prior to the pay period during which the appointmept 
was made. 
(3) A full-time employee who separ:1tes from state .>er-
vice or is. no longer a full-time employee during the year 
shall receive a reduction of personal leave credit of nine-
tenths tlf an hour for e-Jch pay period that remains begin-
ning with the ftrst pay period following the date of sep:U'::t· 
tion until the pay period preceding the next b::tse pay period. 
(C) Compensation. Compensation for personal leave 
shaD be equal to an employee's base rate of pay. 
(D) Charge of personal leave. Personal leave which is 
used by an employee shall be charged in minimum units of 
one hour. Employees shall be charged personal leave only 
for the d:tys and hours for which they would have otherwise 
been scheduled to work. but shall not include scheduled 
overtime. 
(E) Uses of personal leave. Employees may use personal 
leave for the following reasons: 
(1) Mandatory coun appearances before a court of law 
and in :1 matter in which the employee is .1 party or whose 
presence is required. Sucb appearances would include, but 
not be limited to, criminal or civil c:J.SCS. traffic .:ourt, 
divorce proceedings. custody proceedings. ur appearing as 
directed ~ parent or guardian of juveniles. 
(2) Legal or business matters which could not normally 
bC conducted by an. employee during hours other than nor· 
mal scheduled worlc hours. 
(3) Family emergencies of a nature that require an 
employee's immediate attention. 
(4) Unusual family obligations which .:auld not normally 
be conducted by an employee during hours other than nor-
mally scheduled work hour5. 
(5) Examinations such as medic:1I. psychological. dental 
or optical cx:unination of the employee, or ihc employee's 
immediate family. 
(6) Weddings of members of the immedi:ue t"amily. 
(7) Religious holidays which fall on a normally sched-
uled workday for an employee. 
(8) Any other matter of a personal nature. 
(F) Notification and approv:tl of use of personal leave. 
Employ~ may use personal leave upon giving reasonable 
notice to the employee's supervisor or other responsible 
administrative officer of an appointing authority. Such 
requests should be in writing. Requests should, when possi-
ble, be made a reasonable time in advance of the date or 
dates requested for use of personal leave unless the use is for 
an emergency situation. State agencies, boards, and com-
missions should establish procedures implementing the pro-
visions of this paragraph and shall be responsible for 
informing all employ~ of the notification policy. Reasona-
ble notification policies should be based upon the opera-
tional requirements of an agency. 
cG) Personal leave m:ty not be used to extend an 
employee's :tctive pay status for the purpose of accruing 
overtime or compensatory time. 
(H) Personal leave may not be used to extend an 
employee's date oi resignation or date of retirement. 
HISTORY: Eff. 7-16-84 (1984-85 OMR 5) 
-1-5-84, 10-2-1-83, 3-29-82, 11-29-81 
CROSS REFERENCES 
RC 124.386, Persoll.liiCilve tor state employees 
123:1-31-08 Contenion or carry forward of sick leate 
or personal leate credits at year's end 
(A) Cunversion or carry-forw:ud of sick le:1ve credit or 
personal leave credit at year end. An employee whose wage 
or salary is paid by warr:mt of the auditor of state shall 
have, pursuant to the following provisions, the option to 
.:onvert to cash benefit or carry forward the b-Jhnce of any 
unused sick leave o;redit or personal leave credit :tt y~r·s 
end. For purposes of tliis rule the term "year's end" means 
the last day of the pay period preceding the base pay period. 
(I) Sick leave credit .:onversion or c:my-forward. An 
employee who is ~redii.ed sick leave pursuant to section 
124.382 of the Revised C.xle and rule 123:1-32-01 of the 
Administrative Code sh3ll have at year's end the following 
tlptions with regard to the portion of sick leave credit: 
(a) CJrry forward the balance of siclc leave credit. 
(b) Receive :1 cash benefit .:onversion for the unused 
balance uf sick leave credit. The .:.ash benefit conversion 
shall be equal to one hour of the employee's base rate of pay 
for every two hours of unused sick leave credit that is 
.:onverted. 
(c) CMry forward :1 portion of the balance of sick leave 
credit and receive :1 -=ash benefit .:onversion of a portion of 
the sick leave credit. 
(2) Personal leave .:redit .:onversion or carry forward. 
Employees who :ue credited with personalle.ave pursuant to 
section 124.386 of the Revised Code and rule 123:1·32-07 
of the Administr::ttive C.xle shall have at year-end the fol-
lowing optiuns with regard to the unused portion of personal 
leave credit: 
(a) Carry forward lhe bal:mce of personal leave credit up 
to .1 maximum uf si:tteen hours. 
.. ' 
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(b) Cilnvert the balance of personal lcaYC to accumu-
lated sick leave to be used in the manner provided by section 
124:381 ilf the Revised Code and t.bc: appropriate adminis-
trative rules. 
(c) Receive a cash benefit conversion for the unused 
balance of personal leave. The cash benefit conversion shall 
equal one hour of the employee's base r:1te of pay for every 
one hour unused credit that is converted. 
(B) Limitations of convc:nioo of sick leave credit at 
year's end. 
( 1) The ilptions for conversion of sick leave credit listed 
in paragraphs (A)( 1 )(b) and (A)( I )(c) of this rule can only 
be utilized filr sick leave credited an employee in the year in 
which the credit is given. 
(1) All sick leave credit balaoc:es that are carried for-
ward are excluded from funber cash benefits provided by 
this rule. The failure of an employee to utilize one of the 
sick leave conversion options listed in par:1graphs (A)(l)(b) 
and (A)(l)(c) of this rule shall result in the automatic 
carry-forward of any balance of siclc leave credit. 
(3) Any employee who separates from service during the 
year shall not be eligible under this rule for the .:ash conver-
sion benefit of the unused siclc leave credit. 
(C) Applicability of retirement system deductions to sick 
leave credit cash ronvcrsiom. Any cash benefit conversions 
of sick leave or personal leave made at ye:1r end under the 
provisions of this rule shall not be subject to contributions to 
any of the retirement systems either by the employee or the 
employer. .~ 
(D) Notification of option to convert sick leave credit or 
personal leave credit at ye:1r end. An employee eligible to 
receive a cash benefit conversion of sick leave credit or 
personal leave credit at year's end must indic=1te their desire 
to convert any sick leave or personal leave no later than the 
end oi Lhe pay period that includes the first day of Nov-
eml:ter. Each appointing authority shall be responsible for 
reporting the conversion requests to the department of 
administrative services. 
HISTORY: Eff. 3-29-82 
11-29·8 1 
CROSS REFERENCES 
RC 124.383, Options JS to IUI1ISCd sick leave 
RC 124.386, Personal IC3ve for state employees 
123:1-32-09 CODY~ ef sick leate aDII personal lea•e 
credit upo11 sep8ntioa fram senice 
An employee whose salary or wage is paid by warr:1nt of 
the auditor llf state shall be entitled, upon separation for 
any reason. to :1 cash conversion benefit for unused sick 
leave and personal leave credit pursuant to the provisions of 
this rule and sections 124.384 and 1:!4.386 of the Revised 
Code. For purposes of this rule the term .. sc:paration" shall 
mean any voluntary or involuntary term.irultion from ser-
vice, including, resignation, retirement. removal from ser-
vice, and layoff trom service but does not include death of 
an employee. 
(A) Cilnversion to c:LSh benefit of accumulated sick leave 
credit whose salary or wage is paid by warrant of the audi-
tor of state. 
(I) General. An employee who has accumulated sick 
leave under the provisions of SC\."lions 1:!4.38 or 1:!4.382 of 
the Revised Code shall be entitled to a cash benefit conver-
sion of the accumulated unused sick leave balance upon 
separation of service. 
(:!) Eligibility. In order to be eligible for the accumu-
lated sick leave cash ronversion benefit authorized by this 
rule an employee must have at least one year of state servic.e 
prior to separation. 
(3) Detenni.n:ltion of amount of sick leave to be con-
vened. An emplllyee about to separate or wbo has separated 
from state service shall designate in writing the percentage 
or portion of his sick leave credit accumulation that he 
desires to convert to .:ash. If olD employee designates a per-
-=entage or portion less than the total of his accumulated 
sick leave credit, the percentage or portion of the accumu-
lated sick leave credit not converted may be reinstated to 
the employee's sick leave credit upon the employee's rein-
statement or reemployment to state service. If :1n employee 
fails to designate the portion or percentage of the accumu-
lated sick leave credit he desires to convert to the cash 
benefit the entire amount of sick leave credit :lC\.""lllDUlation 
shall be converted to cash benefit. 
( 4) Payment. Payment for that percentage or portion of 
sick leave credit an employee desires to convert to a cash 
benefit shall be made at the employee's base r:1te of pay at 
the time of their sep:lfation at the r::lte of one hllur of pay 
for every two hours of accumulated balances. 
(B) Conversion to .:ash benefit of aC~.'llmulated personal 
leave credit. 
(I) An employee wlrose salary •Jr wage is paid by war-
rant oi the auditor of state who has accumulated personal 
leave credit under the provisillns of section 1::!4.386 of the 
Revised Code :1nd rule 1::!3:1-3:!-07 of the Administrative 
Code shall be entitled to, upon separation of service, a .:.ash 
benefit c.onversion for all accumulated personal leave credit. 
(!) Payment for olccumulated unused personal leave 
credit shall be at a rate equal to an employee's ba~ rat~ of 
pay. 
(C) Notification of option to convert sick leave and per· 
Silnalleave credits. Appointing aui.horiti~ shall be responsi-
ble for notifying in writing employees of their right .to con-
vert sick leave and personallea.,•e credits upon separation. 
\D) Reemployment or reinstatement during leave year. 
If an employee, who has separated from sute service and 
has received cash benefits for personal leave credit pursuant 
to the provisions of this rule, is reinstated or reemployed in 
state service he shall not be granted reinstatement llf per-
oonal leave credit converted to a cash benefit nor will the 
employee be entitled to any additional personal leave credit 
before the next base pay period. 
HISTORY: Eff. 3-29-82 
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BOI-ILING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
FINANCIAL EXIGENCY PLAN 
Subject to the authority of the President and the Board of Trustees, the 
following is th.a Financial E:dg,:::n.::y Plan for Bowling Green State University. 
A. Definition of Financial E:dgency 
Financial exigency is an imminent financial crisis which so seriously 
jeopardizes the University's academic programs and the ability of the 
University to fulfill its mandatory obligations to the public that the 
termination of probationary and tenured faculty contracts is necessary. 
Projections of enrollment, of instructional subsidies, and •::>ther sources 
of revenues must demonstrate both to the faculty and to the adminis-
tratiun that the shortage of funds will be so severe and persistent 
that there is no reasonable alternative to a change in the nature and 
character of the Institution. 
B. Declaring Financial Exigency 
.. · 
The Senate E.-.:ecutive Committee, as the repr~sentative body of the Senate, 
shall constitute the facultyg:toup to participate in the decision by the 
Board of Trustees-to declare that a state of financial exigency exists 
at Bowling Green State University. 
1. l-n1en the Senate E:·:ecutive C•::>mmittee (SEC) has heard the arguments of 
the administrati•Jn c.:.ncerning the present or anticipated e:dstence 
of a state of financial ·~:dgency, the SEC sh.all draw its O'Wn cun-
clusions coneerning the claim ,:,:f the severity of the diminishing 
resources •Jf the University and the impact of the crisis on the 
quality .:•f academic programs. 
2. The Chair of tne Faculty Senate shall report the results of the'· 
SEC's deliberations to the faculty as a. whole and to the Faculty-
Senate. The Senate may choose t•::> endorse SEC's conclusions or to 
draw its ,_:~wn conclu:;i..::.ns about the present c•r anticipated existence 
of a state af financial exigency. 
3. The general reaction of tho:: faculty as reported to the Secretary of 
the Senate, along with the formal opinions of SEC and the Faculty 
Senate, shall be transmitted tu th~ President- and the Board of 
Trustees. 
4. The Board of Trustee.5 shall consider these opini·Jns and the recorn-
mendati..:ons •Jf __ the President,_ .. ttJ&ether. with all other relev::mt 
information; in deciding wh.~ther •:.r n•:tt tc. d~clare a st::J.t•2 .Jf 
financial exigency. The resp•Jnsibility of declaring finan.::ial 
e:dgency rest.; with the President and the Board of Trust.~es. 
5. The SEC shall annually r.::vie•..1 with the administratiun th·~ state of 
the University's finan.::ial condition relative to e:·~igency until the 
Board of Trustees rev.:ob::.; the financial e:·:ig.:m•:y state. 
)-
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c. Procedures for Implementation 
Probati0nary and tenured fa.::ulty L:•)ntract3 can be terminated only through 
pr0 gram .::urt=tilment. There are three baaic C•ptions available as part of 
program curtailment: 1) consolidation .:;,f previ.:msly separate units; 
z:l reduction .~f an e:dsting unit; or, 3) eliminati0n of an e:dsting unit. 
The group charged with identifying program units which are to be 
curtailed shall be the C•)mmittee on Academic Priorities (CAP). 
Units shall be defined as to include, but not limited to, 
activities, offices, services, functions, degree programs, 
academic spe.::iali:.:ati.:.ns, departments, divisions, centers, and 
institutes in the academic area. If in the process nonacademic 
areas are identified for financial savings, these shall be 
stated to the administration and in•:luded in the c.:ommittee 's 
report to the Senate. 
t-fembership of the Commit tee: 
The membership of this C..:•mmittee (CAP) shall include: 
--the faculty membership of SEC, in•::luding Faculty Senate 
Officers (9), 
--one repre.:;entative fr.:.m the Counc:il .::•f Chair3, selected 
by the Council •)f Chairs, 
--one representativ.:: from the Coun.::il of Deana, selected 
by the Council of Deans, 
--the chit:f academi..:: offi.::.:::r t:)f the University, 
--the und.:::rgraduate and graduate mc:mb·::rs of SE•: (n.:on-voting), 
--two faculty, 3el-=:ct·::d by the SEC and C·Jm/C..::•m, to provide 
desirabl·::! p•::rtinent .:::·:pertis.:: n0t :othe::rwise repres.::nted 
am.:mg the c.:.mmitt.::.:: membership. 
The C·:tmmittee .:.n A.:ademi•:: Pri·:•ritie.:; 3hall be ·::hair.;:d by the 
Chair .:.f t-he Faculty S;::natt:, and th.:: Se.::retary .::·f the Faculty 
Senatt: sh:tll 3erve as Se.:r.::tary t.:; the Committee. 
Criteria t•J b·:: Used f.:,r Program Curtailment: 
Criterig for pro~ram curtailment are, unranked: 
1. imp·:•rtan.::.:: t.:. th·~ academi.:: mi::;sion of the University, 
2. quality, ss determined by peri.:;di.:: reviews and evaluati·:ms~ 
3. enrollment patterns, / 
4. cost-benefit .:.nd rev•:nue relationships, 
5. number .:·f pr.:;grams :;erved, 
6. frequen.::y with which a service is rend.::red~ 
7. recognition of equal opportunity principlea. 
Step ~: Before g program unit is r.::corrliTien:led t•J th.:: S•:!nac:e for curtail-
ment, thi::; Committ.::e shall state its rationale for curtailment 
of the unit and allow the unit opportunity to provide additional 
information. 
.. .. 
( 
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Step 1: The Chair ·:.f th.:: Cmnmittee shall report the recommendations of 
the Committ.'::e, . =tl•Jng with the. ba?ic rationale for thes.a recom-
m~ndations t.:,- the Faculty Senate fL,r its timely considerati•Jn. 
The Faculty Senat.:: may ch.:>ose to endorse or to modify these 
recommendati.:>ns. 
Step 4: The recommendationa .:of the Corrnnittee, and the resulting action of 
the Faculty Senate, shall be forwarded to the President for imple-
mentation. Once a decision has been made to curtail a program 
unit, University administrators shall terminate individual faculty 
contracts only after vig.:>rous good faith efforts have been made to 
reassign these faculty members, to offer them early retirement 
options, or to make other appropriate arrangements. 
D. Rights of Faculty 
1. Faculty on probationary contr~ct shall not be denied tenure or have 
employment terminated on the basis of financial exigency unless the 
program unit with which such faculty are primarily associated has been 
targeted for consolidation, reduction, or elimination. 
2. Faculty with tenure shall not have employment terminated on the basis 
of financial e:dgency unless the pr•Jgram unit with which such faculty 
are primarily associated has been targeted for elimination. 
3. The President shall inform by registered mail the individuals whose 
appointments are to be terminated providing each with a statement of 
the criteria and pr•J•:edures by which the decision \vas reached. 
4. Any faculty member who believes terminatio:m has resulted fr;:om a pre-
judicial use of tho:: f,Jregoing procedures shall hav.a the right to appeal 
within 15 days of the receipt ·Jf the noti.:e and shall have the right to 
a timely ht:aring b.::fore a Board of the Faculty Personnel and Concili-
ation C·.Jmmittee. !l.J .appeal can be heard whi·::h is based upon a 
challenge to the .:::dst.::n.::e of exigency .:1r to the procedures .:outlined 
in this document. 
E. Financial ~~igency Declared £z State 
F. 
If financial exigency should be declared by the Board of Regents •:tr the 
State Legislature, the procedures described in this docum~nt shall be 
followed in their entiro::ty at B·::t~vling Green State University. 
Short-term Financial Crisis 
A short-term financial crisis involving a shortfall of funds within a sin;le 
academic year eor fiscal period is-to be distinguished from a state of fin-
ancial exigency. Ee·:~use .:ontr=t•:tu.=t1 .:,b1igations of th·~ University are 
fixed within a given contract peri.:.d and sh.::·uld n•Jt be invalidated, there 
are little or no salary savings gained fr,Jm a financial crisis requiring 
immediate action. The administrati•)n sh•Ju1d share with the SEC its alter-
ations and plans fcor reall.:ocating the University's financial resources 
without termination of pr.:•bstio:•n:.ry and tenured faculty,.. contracts. 
Approved by Faculty Senate 10-18-8~ 
Approved by Board of Trustees 2-11-83 
Bowling Green State University Administrative Staff Cc.uncil 
Bowling Green, Ohio:· 4341 
The Administrative Staff Council hereby requests representation within the 
University Exigency Plan as approved by the Faculty Senate October 18, 198~ 
and approved by the Board .:'f Tru.stees February 11, 1983. Such 
representation would be through membership on the Committee on Academic 
Priorities (CAP) which is described under Section C, Step 1 of the 
University Exigency Plan. 
Reasons: 
1. The e:dgency policy was originally drafted by the Faculty Senate and 
then accepted as University Policy by the Board of Trustees before 
the inception of the Administrative Staff Council. Were it to be 
written now as a University policy it would most appropriately include 
a representative of the Administrative Staff Council. 
;-
2. The new "Statement of Role and Mission of Bowling Green State Univer-
·sity" states in the epilogue that " .•. creative administrative leader-
ship will be required for attaining desired goals." This same admin-
istrative leadership should be consulted and informed as part of the 
CAP also. 
3. Under Article II, Section 7: Shared Responsibilities of the University 
Academic Charter passed by the Board of Tru.stees June 17, 1983, "certain 
responsibilities are shared in varying degrees by all the basic groups 
of individuals within the University Community.lt Section (c) and (e) 
in particular refer to providing "forums for the discussion of problems 
facing higher education in general and BGSU in particular; reviewing _ 
and making recommendations about the annual budget to be recommended to 
the Board of Trustees through the President." Such participation seems 
to recommend participation on the CAP. 
4. Because the CAP will be identifying units to be curtailed within the 
academic area including "activities, offices, services, functions, 
degree programs, a·cademic specializations, departments, divisions, 
centers. and institutes" which are supported; and influenced by -
many administrative areas within the BGSU community, the input 
from Administrative Staff representing those areas would enhance 
the decision making process. 
5. Non-academic areas may also be subject to •.!urtailment recommenda-
tions by the CAP and should also be represented in such delibera-
tions by the ASC which represents the 300 Administrative Staff 
employees on campus. 
Bowling Green State University Personnel Services u_-.. Bowlin~. Green, Ohio 43403 T-= 
(419) 372-2225 
October 31, 1990 
f•1Ef40RANDIJM 
TO: Kathy Eninger, Chair 
Classified Staff Council 
Gregory DeCrane 
._ ____ A~d~m~i~n~is~t~r~a~t~i.v~e.s~~--~s~onnel 
FROM: John c. ~1oore -~· r • Executive Director 
Personnel Services 
Personal Leave SUBJECT: 
Please review with the appropriate members of your Council the attached 
documentation and draft Personal Leave Policy and Procedures. When this 
has been reviewed, please call me to set up a meeting to discuss this 
matter. If you have any questions, please feel ft~ee to call. 
JCM ljg 
Attachment 
I 
' 
An Equal Employment - AWrm.:.tive A·.:tk.n Employer 
(419) 372-8421 
(419) 37:!-.::!553 
Cable: BGSUOH 
'f3 
Bowling Green State University Personnel Services 
October-S, 1990 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(~ 19) 37~-~~25 
(419) 372-8421 
(419) 372-2558 
Cable: BGSUOH 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Robert L. Martin 
Vice President for Operations 
SUBJECT: Personal Leave for Classified and Administrative Staff 
Both the Administrative and Classified Staff Councils have proposed that 
their constituency be granted unconditional usage of sixteen (16) hours 
of personal leave annually. Personal leave is to be charged against individ-
ual sick leave balances. The only difference between the two proposals 
is that the Classified Staff Council states that the individual must have 
a cumulative sick leave balance of one hundred hours to be eligible to use 
personal leave. 
The recommendations have brought forth a number of questions and problems 
that must be addressed before any decision is made to appt·ove the proposals. 
These incl~de such items as accountability, starting date of implementation, 
supervisory approval or disapproval, eligibility, increments of usage, and 
notice of usage, to name a few. · 
Presently, full-time State employees paid by warrant of the State Auditor 
are granted 32 hours of personal leave on an annual basis. Full-time employees 
hired after the annual starting date have the personal leave prorated. (It 
should be noted that the Department of Administrative Services is considering 
granting personal leave on an accrual basis rather than granting the 32 
hours in a lump sum on an annual basis. Details of this are presently unknown.) 
The use of personal leave is limited to a minimum unit of one hour, is charged 
only for the days and hours in which the individual is normally scheduled 
to work, and does not include overtime. State employees may use personal 
leave for a number of reasons to include mandatory court appearances, legal 
or business matters, family emergencies, unusual family obligations, examin-
ations of the employee or the employce•s immediate family, weddings, religious 
obligations, holidays which fall on a normally scheduled workday, and any 
other matter of a personal nature. State employees are normally required 
to give notice in advance to the immediate supervisor unless the use is 
for an emergency situation. The notice of usage is in the form of a written 
request and requires the supervisor•s approval before personal leave is 
used. Finally, personal leave may not be used to extend an employee•s active 
pay status for the purpose of accruing overtime or compensatory time, and 
it may not be used to extend an employee•s date of resignation or date of 
retirement. At the conclusion of the year State employees have the option 
of having the unused portion returned to their sick leave balance, they 
may be paid for the remaining hours, or they may carry 16 hours forward 
into the next year • 
. As can be seen from the above summary of State procedures on persona 1 1 eave 
they are definite, have established parameters in which it can be requested, 
approved, and used. As a State university who presently follows the Ohio 
An Equal Employment- Affirmative Aclion Employer 
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Revised Code regarding sick leave and absences it would be appropriate for 
Bowling Green State University, if it adopts a personal leave policy, to 
generally parallel the procedures that are already in place for other State . 
employees. In addition, the procedure adopted at Bowling Green State Univer-:. 
sity should be the same for both the administrati~e and classified staff. 
The first area of concern has to do with eligibility. The Classified Staff 
Council has recomnended that those members of their constituency who have 
a sick leave balance of 100 hours or more be eligible for personal leave 
and those with less be ineligible. The Administrative Staff has placed 
no stipulation on their constituency. Comments from other areas have suggested 
a balance of 360 hours of sick leave be accrued before personal leave can 
be used. It would appear that by establishing a sick leave balance minimum 
before personal leave can be used, an incentive will be created for employees 
to save some of their sick leave to reach the established minimum in order 
to use pet4 sonal leave. The amount recommended by Classified Staff Council 
is less than one year•s accrual while the 360 hour figure represents three 
years of sick leave accrual. If one were to adopt 100 hours as the minimum, 
it would mean that approximately 840 full- and permanent part-time classified 
employees would be immediately eligibie to use personal leave. The number 
of administrative staff members who would be eligible is presently unknown 
as thet·e is no computerized accou11tability of their sick leave usage and 
balances. The requirement that individuals have some sick leave balance 
has merit in that it does require the employee to accrue some balance before 
the benefit is granted. From Personnel Services• point of view 100 hours 
or less than one: year•s accrual is too small and the recommendations of 
360 hours appears to be too large. A compromise would be to require the 
individual to have at least one year•s accrual (120 hours) or even two year•s 
accrual (240 hours) before personal leave can be used. 
Eligibility to use personal leave should occur once annually to eliminate 
confusion among employees whose sick leave balances shift above or below 
the stated minimum during the yeat~. Since sick leave for the majority of 
employees, the classified staff, is done on a calendar year basi~, and programs 
and accountability are well established for this group, it would appear 
appt·opri ate: to grant the use of pet4 sona 1 1 eave balances on January 1 of 
each year. Eligibility would be based on the sick leave balance for classified 
staff as of the conclusion of the last pay period in December. For adminis-
trative staff, eligibility would be based on the sick leave balance as of 
December 31. All employees who have the reguisite sick leave balance at 
that time would be eligible for the 16 hours of personal leave in the succeeding 
year. Those individuals who do not have the requisite balance will wait 
until the end of the succeeding year to determine eligibility. 
The question of accountability is also of a concern. Presently, the Payroll 
Office issues a biweekly printout of vacation and sick leave usage, accruals 
and balances for the classified staff. It would appear that a similar program 
WQUld have to be developed for personal leave for this group. For administra-
tive staff the accountability of sick leave and vacation balances rests 
with the appropriate supervisor. In absence of developing some central 
computer accountability for administrative staff absences it would appear, 
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in the interim, that immediate supervisors of the administrative staff would 
be responsible for the accountability of personal leave. Since the Payroll 
Office is responsible for monitoring sick leave, vacation, and compensatory 
time balances of classified staff, it would appear that, if approved, procedures 
for monitoring and maintaining personal leave balances would also have to ·· 
be developed in this system. Consideration should also be made to have 
the time accounted for on pay check stubs so that classified staff are aware 
of their balances of this time. This could also apply to administrative 
staff if a computerized accountability of time could be established. 
The Ohio Administrative Code defines a number of reasons in which personal 
leave may be used. In requesting personal leave, a supervisor should have 
the right to insure that personal leave is being used for what it is intended 
before approving the request. The minimum unit of usage used by State employees 
is one hour and this too, should remain the same for Bowling Green State 
University. The department/area heads should have the right to establish 
reasonable times in which they would require employees to request personal 
leave before actual use in a similar manner as vacation is requested. University 
policy should establish the limit as scheduling needs vary within University 
departments and areas. If approved, personal leave may be requested in 
writing by using the existing time report form for classified staff and 
the leave request form for adminis~rative staff. 
When personal leave was established for state employees, the intent was 
to recognize there was a bona fide need for employees to be off from work 
for reasons that did not fall under sick leave or vacation rules. However, 
it does not prevent employees from using this time as a means of getting 
time off under the guise of personal reasons, as opposed to calling in sick 
and using sick leave instead. Personal leave provides the employee with 
a more open reason to request time off from work without being forced to 
use vacation or leave without pay. L 
Since adoption of this proposal involves comuter program changes as it pertains 
to classified staff it would appear that implementation of this may not 
be feasible to begin on January 1, 1991. However, a January 1, 1992 target 
date should provide sufficient time to review and establish necessary computer 
programs for the classified staff, establish any necessary programs for 
the administrative staff, and to resolve any unknown problems that may arise 
before implementation. In addition, announcement of the program as early 
as possible after approval will provide time for individuals to build up 
sick leave balances to be eligible for personal leave usage. 
Personnel Services supports the proposal of·personal leave as it provides 
a benefit that has been made available to regular State employees, and it 
provides a means for employees to accomplish certain needed requirements 
without being forced to use other balances or to use sick leave for a purpose 
to which is not intended. On the other hand, Personnel Services does not 
support unconditional usage as it supports two additional days off from 
work without any valid reason and as if it were vacation time to which the 
employee has a recourse to use. Personal leave should.be ~sed to support. 
valid reasons for being off from work and the State gu1del1nes support th1s. 
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Attached to this memorandum is a draft of personal leave policy for consideration/' 
Also attached is a copy of the existing portion of the Ohio Revised and 
Administrative Codes regarding personal leave for regular State employees. 
----~J·"0.'1L 
: John c. M~e 
\ Execu!tive'Director, 
-~qnnel Services 
/ 
ljg : 
Attachments 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PERSONAL LEAVE POLICY 
Administrative and classified 5taff are eligible to conver~t ::ick leave 
to personal leave 3ubject to the following procedures: 
1. Full-time staff with a sick leave balance o~ 1~0 hours (15 days) at 
the end of the calendar year may convert sixteen (16) hours of sick 
leave for personal leave in the following year. Permanent part-time 
staff with a sick leave balance of 1~0 hours {15 days) at the end 
., 
.... 
3. 
4. 
of the calendar year may convert sick leave to personal leave on a 
prorated basis as shown below. 
Average Work Hours Per Week 
10 hours 
20 hours 
30 hours 
35 hours 
Personal Leave 
4 hours 
8 hours 
12 hours 
14 hours 
Temporary employees are not eligible to use personal leave. 
Eligibility to use personal leave will be done once annually and based 
on sick leave records at the end of each calendar year. For classified 
staff the bi-weekly vacation snd sick leave report for the last whole 
pay period in the calendar year will be used. For administrative 
staff the sick leave balance as of December 31 will be used. Staff 
who do not have the required lZO hour sick leave balance will be ineli-
gible for personal leave until the following year. 
Parsonal leave used by administ;~ative and classified staff 'llill be 
charged in minimum units of one (1) hour. Staff may use personal 
leave only for the days .]nd hours for which they normally \1/0uld have 
been scheduled to work, but not to include scheduled overtime. 
Personal leave may be used for the· following reasons: 
a. ~1andltory caur·t appear·ances before a .:ourt of 1 aw and in a mattet~ 
in which the employee is a party or whose presence is required. 
Such appearances would include, but not be limited to, criminal 
cr civil cases, traffic court, divorce proceedings, custody proce-
edings, or appearing as directed as parent or guardian of juveniles. 
b. Legal or business matters \tlhich could not normally be conducted 
by an emp 1 oyee duti ng haul'S othel· than norma 1 :;chedu 1 ed v10d: hours. 
c. Family emergencies •Jf a natut·e that t•equit•e an employee':; immediate 
att::mtion. 
d. Unusual family obligations which could not normally be conducted 
by an emp 1 oyee dud ng houl·s othet· than norma 1 schedu 1 ed ~·mrk hours. 
e. Examinations such as medical, psychological, dental or optical 
examination of the employee, or the employee's immedilte family. 
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f. Weddings of members of the immediate family. 
g. Religious holidays which fall on a not~ally scheduled workday 
for an employee. 
h. Any other matter of a personal nature. 
5. Personal leave may not be used to cover unexcused absences or make 
up tlme. 
6. Requests for use of personal leave must be made in advance g1v1ng 
reasonable notice to th~ immediate supervisor, unless the leave is 
for use in an emergency situation. Reasonable notice will be estab-
1 ished by their immediate supet·visor/department/area head .~s appropriate. 
Pet·sona 1 1 eave \'li 11 be 1·eported uti 1 i :i ng the time report form/time 
sheet for classified staff and the leave 1·equest form for administrative 
staff. 
7. At the end of th~ calendar year unused perzonal leave will revert 
back to individual sick leave ·balances. 
8. The Univet·sity Pay•·oll Depat·tment vJill maintain l'ecords of accruals, 
usage, and balances for classified staff. Supervisors of administr~tive 
staff will maintain similar records. 
9. Personal leave may not be used to extend an employee•s active pay 
status fat· the purpo:::e of accruing overtimE: m· compensatory time. 
It may not be used to extend an employee•s date of resignation or 
date of retirement. 
"~·P.!!Wi" OJ. = 
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124.386 
balances used to supplement the betiefits. plus any amount 
contributed by the state as provided in division (D) of this 
section, shall be paid at the employee's base rate of pay in 
an amount sufficient to give employees up to one hundred 
per cent of pay for time on disability; 
(7) Procedures for appe:iliDg denial of payment of a 
claim. including: 
(a) A maximum of thirty days to ftle an appeal by the 
employee; 
(b) A maximum of fifteen days for the parties to select a 
third-party opinion pursuant to division (F) of this section, 
unless an extension is agreed to by the parties; 
(c) A maximum of thirty days for the third party to 
render an opinion. 
(8') Provisions for approving medic:al lea,•e where an 
employee is in no pay status bec:luse he hns used all his sick 
leave, penonal leave. vacation leave, and compensatory 
time. ·· 
(C) Except as provided in division (B)(6) of this section, 
time off for an employee granted disability lcave shall not 
be chargeable to any other leave granted by other SCI.'"lions 
of the Revised Code. 
(0) While an employee is on an approved disability 
leave. the employer and employees' share of health, life. 
and other in.sur:mce benefits shall be paid by the state. :md 
the retirement contribution shall be paid as follows: 
(I) The employer's share shall be paid by the state; 
(2) For the first three months. the employee'~ share shall 
be paid by the employee; 
(3) After the fll'Sl three months. the empl~ee·s share 
shall be paid by the state. 
(E) The approval for disability leave shall be made by 
the director of administr.ltive services, upon recommenda-
tion by the appointing authority. 
(F) If a reqUCSI for disability le:1ve is denied based on a 
medic:d dctenninalion. the director of administrative ser-
vices shall obt:Un a medic::ll opinion from a third p:1.rty, who 
shall be mutu:illy agreed to by the employee's pbysici:m and 
the director. The decision of the third party shall be 
binding. 
(G) Any employee who is granted disability le:J.ve sh:.tll 
be p:J.id additional compensation. at the rate of ten per cent 
of the employee's hourly base rate of P:I.Y. for sick leave 
used during the waiting period but not paid pursuant to 
division (D) of section 124.382 of lhe Revised Code. 
HISTORY; 1987 H 178, eff. 6-2"'-87 
1984 S 311; 1981 H 694 
PRAcnCE AND STUDY AIDS 
Baldwin's Ohio 5.:hool Law, Text 11.07(8), l·t06(A) 
LEGAL ENCYCLOPEDIAS AND ALR 
OJur 3d: 73, Pensions ood Reti~ent Systems§ 28, 57, 87, 114 
NOTES ON DECISIONS AND OPINIONS 
3.5 Oev· St L Rev 45.5 (1986-87}. H.R. 4300. the Family and 
MediC.ll Lc:lve Act of 1986: Cllngress' Response hl the Changing 
American F3111ily, Note. 
35 Mis..i:!.d) :!4. !i:!O NEC!d) 2S (Ct ofO:lims 1~87), Dunkin v 
Administmtive Seniccs Dept.. The coun of d:lims h3S no oppell:ne 
jurisdiction rdating to a decision by the department of administra-
tive sen·ices denying a state employee dis:1bility leave for l:ld.: of 
the medical oJI)inion necessary under RC 124.385. 
COC 85-06866 (.5-27-87). Zugelter v Industrial Comm. Agency 
dep:~nment beads and supervison have no smtutory oblig.Jtion to 
tell an employee the procedures to follow conceminc a disability 
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leave, such as tiling of a cl:tim for benefits with tbe depanment or 
administl'lllive services within thirty days of the lasl day worked~ 
124.386 PersooallcaYe for state employees exempt from 
coUeeme barpiniag law 
(A) E:J.ch full-time employee paid in aceordance with 
section 124.l!i2 of the Revised Code and those employees 
listed in divisions (8)(2) and (4) of section 114.14 of the 
Revised Code shall be credited with thirty-two hours of 
personal leave e:J.ch ye:J.t. Such credit shall be made to each 
eligible employee beginning the first day of the base pay 
period. Employees. upon giving reasonable notice to the 
responsible administrative officer of the appointing author-
ity, may use personal leave for 3bsence due to mand:ltory 
court appearances. legal or business m:J.tters, family emer-
gencies, unusual family obligations. medical appointments, 
weddings. religious holidays, or :my other m:J.tter of a per-
sonal nature. 
(8) When personal leave is used. it sh:.tll be deducted 
from the unused bal:lncc of the employee's personal le:1ve 
on the b:J.sis of :J.bsence in such increments of an hour as the 
director of administrative services determines. Compens:l-
tion for such leave shall be equal to the employee's base r:J.te 
of pay. 
(C) A newly appointed fuJI-time employee or a nonfull-
time employee who receives a full-time appointment shall 
be credited with personal leave of thirty-two hours, less one 
and two-tenths hours for each p3y period that has el:J.psed 
following the base p:J.y period until the fmt day of the p:J.y 
period during which the appointment was effective. 
(0) The director of administrative services shall allow 
employees to elect one of the following options with respect 
to the unused balance of personal leave: 
(I) Carry forward the balance. The maximum credit that 
shall be avail:lble to an employee :J.t any one time is forty 
hours. 
(1) CoD\•ert the b:J.l:mce to accumubted sick leave, to be 
used in the manner provided by section 124.382 of the 
Revised Code. 
(3) Receive a cash benefit The cash benefit shall equ:J.l 
one hour of the employee's base r:J.te of pay for every hour 
of unused credit that is converted. Such cash benetit shall 
not be subjC~-'"1 to contributions to any of the retirement 
systems. either by the employee or the employer. 
(E) Upon separation from sute ser\'ice, 3D cmt:~loyee 
shall be entitl.:d to compensation for all unused personal 
leave balance. The rate of pay shall be equal to the 
employee's base rate of pay. 
(F) A full-time employee who separates from state ser-
vice or is no longer a full-time employee during the year 
shall receive a reduction of person:J.lleave credit of one and 
two-tenths hours for each pay period that remains begin-
ning with the first pay period following the date of separa-
tion until the pay period preceding the next base p:J.y 
period. If the reduction results in a number of hours less 
th:m zero, the cash equivalent value of such number of 
hours shall be deducted from any compensation that 
rem:J.ins payable to the employee, or from the cash conver-
sion value of :~.ny vacation or sick le:tve that rem:J.ins 
credited to the employee. 
(G) An employee who trnnsfers from one public agency 
to another shall be credited with the unused balance of 
personal leave up to the maximum personal leave accumu-
lation permitted in the public agency to which the employee 
1988 
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disability leave benefits in accordance with Chapter 
123:1-33 of the Administrative Code. 
HISTORY: Err. 3-29-82 
11-29-81 
Note: Effective 11·29·81, 123:1-32-06 cmnailla proriaious of 
fanner 123:1·33·03 (prior PL-16-03). 
CROSS REFERENCES 
RC 124.38. Sick !cave; other than sute employees 
RC 124.Jil2. Dc1initions; sick lc:1ve for state employees 
123:1-32-07 Persoaa.l lean witb pay, charge of per· 
sonaJ leaYe, aad uses 
(A) Eligibility for personal leave. Each full-time 
employee whose S:l.lary or wage is p3id directly by warrant 
of the auditor tJf state shall be eligible for personal lea\'e 
with pay. 
(B) Credit of personal leave. 
( 1) Each full-time employee during the base pay period 
of each year shall be credited with twenty-four hours of 
personal leave. 
(2) Each person who rec:cives a full-time appointment 
subsequent to the base pay period shall be credited with 
twenty-four hours of personal leave less nine-tenths of an 
hour for each pay period subsequent to the base pay periOd 
and prior to the pay period during which the appointmept 
was made. 
(3) A full-time empltJYee who separ:1tes from state ser-
vice or is no longer a full-time employee during the year 
shall receive a reduction of personal leave credit of nine-
tenths of an hour for each pay period that remains begin-
ning with the rmt pay period following the date of separa-
tion until the pay period preceding the next base pay period. 
(C) Compensation. Clmpensation for personal leave 
shall be equal to an employee's base r:ue of pay. 
(D) Charge of personal leave. Personal leave which is 
used by an employee shall be charged in minimum unitS of 
one hour. Employees shall be charged personal leave only 
for the days and hours for which they would have otherwise 
been scheduled to work. but shall not include scheduled 
overtime. 
(E) Uses of personal leave. Employees may usc personal 
leave for the following reasons: 
( 1) Mandatory court appearances before a court of law 
and in a matter in wbich the employee is a party or whose 
presence is required. Such appearances would include. but 
not be limited to. criminal or civil c:a.scs. traffic court. 
divorce proceedings. custody proceedings. or appearing as 
directed as parent or guardian of juveniles. 
(2) Legal or business matters which could not normally 
be conducted by an employee during hours other than nor-
mal scheduled work hours. 
(3) Family emergencies of a nature that require an 
employee's immediate attention. 
(4) Unusual family obligations which could not normally 
be conducted by an employee during hours other than nor-
mally scheduled work houn. 
(S) Examinations such as medical psychological, dental 
or optical examin:ltion of the employee. or the employee's 
immediate family. 
(6) Weddings of members of the immediate family. 
(7) Religious holidays which fall on a normally sched-
uled workday for an employee. 
(8) Any other matter of a personal nature. 
(F) Notification and approval of usc of personal leave;· 
Employees 013:Y usc personal leave upon giving reasonable 
notice to the employee's supervisor or other responsible 
administrative officer of an appointing authority. Such 
requestS should be in writing. Requests should, when possi-
ble. be made a reasonable time in advance of the date or 
dates requested for use tJf personal leave unless the usc is for 
an emergency situation. State agencies. boards, and com-
missions should establish procedures implementing the pro-
visions of this paragraph and shall be responsible for 
informing all employees of the notification policy. Reasona-
ble notification policies should be based upon the opera-
tional requirements of an agency. 
(G) Personal leave may not be used to extend an 
employee's active pay status ftJr the purpose of accruing 
overtime or compensatory time. 
(H) Personal leave may not be used to extend an 
empltJyec's date of resignation or date of retirement. 
HISTORY: Eff. 7-16-84 (1984-85 OMR S) 
4-5-84, 10-24-83, 3-29-82, 11-29-81 
CROSS REFERENCES 
RC 124.386, PcnoiUII=ve for state employees 
113:1-32-08 Cootenion or carry forward of sick Jeaye 
or penonalleaYe ned.its at year's ead 
(A) Conversion or carry-ftJrward of sick leave credit or 
personal leave credit at year end. An employee whose wage 
or salary is paid by warrant of the auditor of state shall 
have, pursuant to the following provisions. the option to 
convert to cash benefit or carry forward the balance of any 
unused sick leave credit or personal leave credit at year's 
end. For purpoSes tJf this rule the term .. year's end" means 
the last day of the pay period pn:<:4:ding the base pay period. 
( 1) Sick leave credit conversion or carry-forward. An 
empltJyec who is credited sick. leave pursuant to section 
124.382 tJf the Revised Code and rule 123:1-32-01 of the 
Administrative Code shall have at year's end the following 
options with regard to the portion of sick leave credit: 
(a·l Carry forward the balance of sick leave credit. 
(b) Receive a .:ash benefit conversion for the unused 
balance of sick leave credit. The cash benefit conversion 
shall be equal to tJne hour of the employee's base rate of pay 
for every two hours of unused sick lea\·e credit that is 
convened. 
(c) Carry forward a portion of the balance ofsick leave 
credit and receive a cash benetit conversion of a ponion tJf 
the sick leave credit. 
(2) Personal leave credit conversion or carry forward. 
Employees who are credited with personal leave pursuant to 
section 124.386 of the Revised Ctlde and rule 123:1-32-07 
of the Administrative Code shall have at year-end the fol-
lowing options with regard to the unused portion of personal 
leave credit: 
(a) Carry forward the balance of personal leave credit up 
to a maximum of sixteen hours. 
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(b) Canven the balance oC personal lean to acaunu-
lated sick leave to be used in the manner pi'OYided by section 
124:38:!af the Revised Code and the appropriate adminis· 
trative rules. 
(c) Receive a cash benefit conversion for the unused 
balance of personall~vc. The cash benefit amvcnion shall 
equal one hour of the employee's base rate of pay for every 
one hour unused credit that is convened. 
(B) Limitations of conversion of sick leave credit at 
yenr's end. 
(I) The options for convenion of sick leave credit listed 
in paragr::tphs (A)(I)(b) and (A)(I)(c) ofthis rule can only 
be utilized for sick leave credited an employee in the year in 
which the credit is given. 
(2) All sick leave credit balances that arc carried for· 
ward are excluded from further cash benefits provided by 
this rule. The failure of an employee to utilize one of the 
sick lea,·e con\·ersion options listed in paragraphs (A)(I)(b) 
and (A)(I),(c) of this rule shall result in the automatic 
carry-forward of any balance of sick leave credit. 
(3) Any employee who separates from service during the 
y~r shall not be eligible under this rule for the cash conver· 
sion benefit of the unused sick leave credit. 
(C) Applicability of retirement system deductions to sick 
l~ve credit cash conversions. Any cash benefit conversions 
of sick leave or personal leave made at year end under the 
provisions of this rule shall not be subject to contributions to 
any of the retirement systems either by the employee or the 
employer. , 
(D) Notification of option to convert sick leave credit or 
personal leave credit at year end. An employee eli(ible to 
receive a cash benefit conversion of sick leave credit or 
personal leave credit at year's end must indicate their desire 
to conven any sick lenve or personal leave no later than the 
end of the pay period that includes the rtrst day of Nov-
ember. E:lch appointing authority shall be responsible for 
reponing the conversion requests to the department of 
adm.inistntive services. 
HISTORY: Eff. 3-29-82 
11-29-81 
CROSS REFERENCES 
RC 124.383, Options as to UDUSed sick leave 
RC 124.386, Person:1l leave for state employees 
ll3:1·3l-09 COII'fersioe of sick Jeaye aad personal INYe 
credit apoo separatioa froiD senice 
An employee whose salary or wage is paid by warrant of 
the auditor of state shall be entitled. upon sep:lfation for 
any reason. to a cash conversion benefit for unused sick 
l~ve and personal leave credit pursuant to the provisions of 
this rule and sections 124.384 and 124.386 of the Revised 
Code. For purposes of this rule the term .. sep:u-ation" shall 
mean any voluntary or involuntary termination from ser-
vice. including, resignation, retirement. removal from ser· 
vice, :uad layoff from service but does not include death of 
m employee. . 
(A) Conversion to cash benerrt of accumulated sick leave 
credit whose salary or wage is paid by warrant of the audi· 
tor of state. 
(I) General. An employee who has accumulated sick 
leave under the provisions of sections 124.38 or 124,382 af 
the Revised C.xle shall be entitled to a cash benefit conver- .· " -' 
sion of the accumulated unused sick leave balance upon · ' 
separation of service. 
(:!) Eligibility. In order to be eligible for the acc;1lmu-
lated sick leave cash conversion benefit authorized by this 
rule an employee must have at least one year of state service 
prior to separation. 
(3) Determination of amount of sick leave to be con-
verted. An employee about to separate or who has separated 
from state service shall designate in writing the percentage 
or portion of his sick leave credit accumulation that he 
desires to conven to cash. If an employee designates a per· 
ccntage or ponion less th:tn the total of his accumulated 
sick leave credit, the percentage or portion of the acaunu-
lated sick leave credit not convened may be reinstated to 
the employee's sick leave credit upon the employee's rein-
statement or reemployment to state service. If an employee 
fails to designate the portion or percentage of the accumu-
lated sick leave credit be desires to convert to the cash 
benefit the entire amount of sick leave credit acaunulation 
shall be converted to cash benefit. 
(4) Payment. Payment for that percentage or ponion of 
sick leave credit an employee desires to convert to a cash 
benefit shall be made at the employee's base r:1te of p:ty :1t 
the time of their sepamtion at the r:1tc of one hour of pay 
for every two hours of accumulated balances. 
(B) Conversion to cash benefit of accumulated perso113l 
leave credit. 
( l) An employee whose salary or wage is paid by war-
rant of the auditor of state who has accumulated personal 
leave credit under the provisions of section 1:!4.386 of the 
Revised Code and rule 123:1-31-07 of the Administrative 
Cxle shall be entitled to. upon separation of service. a cash 
benefit conversion for all accumulated personal leave credit. 
(:!) Payment for accumulated unused personal l~ve 
credit shall be at a r:1te equal to an employee's base nte of 
pay. 
(C) Notification of option to conven sick leave and per· 
sonalleave 'credits. Appointing authorities shall be responsi-
ble for notifying in writing employees of their right ~o con-
ven sick leave and personal lea\'e credits upon separation. 
(D) Reemployment or reinstatement during leave y~r. 
If an employee, who has separated from state scn'ice and 
has received cash benefits for personal leave credit pursuant 
to the provisions of this rule, is reinstated or reemployed in 
state service he shall not be gr:1nted rciustatement of per-
sonal leave credit convened to :1 C:lSh benefit nor will the 
employee be entitled to any additional personal leave credit 
before the next base pay period. 
HISTORY: Eff. 3-29-82 
11-29-81 
CROSS REFERENCES 
RC 124.384, P:lyment for unused sick le:1vc upon separation 
RC 124.386, Pcrsonalle:lve for state employees 
ll3:1-3l-10 Tnmfer of sick leaYe ud per!OIIIllleaYe 
credits. restoration of sick leaYe credit ud comenioa to 
March 1986 
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TO: PWC Committeej 
FROM: Ann Bowers()f" 
DATE: November. 5, 1990 
MEMORANDUM 
RE: Summary of October 23, 1990 meeting 
( 
CQC Center for Archival Collections 5th Floor, Jerome Library Bowling Green, Ohio -B-tu3 (419) 372-24-11 
Fax (419) 37~-6877 
Cable: BGSUOH 
Holdings; Nortlwiest Ohio 
University Archives 
Rare Books and 
Special Collections 
1. Ann Bowe1~s t,epOI~ed on t·eciprocity for fee vtaivers \'lith othet· state 
universities. After discussin this with Linda Ogden at the Ohio Board of 
Regents, it appears that this would be a difficult request to achieve at 
this point,in time. It is up to each institution to develop its own 
t·ecipt·ocity agreements, hm·tevet·, OBOR does have the t~ight to appt·ove or 
disapprove the agreements. With declining enrollment and increased 
competition; it may be an issue to put aside for now. Ann will explore 
furthet~ the possibility of dependent fee \·taivet·s being accepted at the 
University of Toledo. 
2. Lori Schumacher reported on administrative staff supplemental payment 
policies. It would be difficult to impossible for administt·ative staff to 
be paid for supplemental work in any other way than through payroll 
because of tax restrictions. 
3. Bob Graham reported on the administrative closure issue and 
distributed infm·mation on administt~ative closure at Northern Illinois. 
He surveyed several state universities in Ohio and none have 
administrative closure bet\>Jeen Chl'istmas and New Year's Day. He is in the 
process of obtaining cost savings information based on BGS~ being closed 
between these bto holidays. He also disttibuted a copy of the 
administrative staff contract. Discussion toot place on the wording, 
especially in paragraph 5. One recommended change in this paragraph would 
be to substitute, "written job description" for "appointed position or 
title." Any othe1· changes will be reviewed at the next meeting. 
4. Lewis Johnson t·epor·ted on benefits fo1· pm·t time administr·ative 
staff. Concer·ns wet·e 1·a i sed as to hm·t many part time staff at'e currently 
employed at BGSU and h0\>1 many houi~s per week they vwrk. He \>lill try to 
obtain this information for the next meeting. 
5. A last issue discussed was how the PWC could assist the Affirmative 
Action Office in better educating administrative staff on the Affirmative 
Action Plan. Marshall Rose will be contacted and invited to the next PWC 
meeting convenient with his schedule. 
Next meeting: November 13, 1990, beginning at 11:00 a.m.~ fifth floor, 
Jerome L ibrat·y. 
Also pl2ase plan to stay after the next ASC meeting~ December 6, 1990, to 
meet bt'iefly \'lith the Salcwy Committee. Thanl:s! 
A Division of Lil::,rarie:s and Le<:rning F'esources 
(D R A F T) 
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Administrative and classified staff are eligible to convert sict leave 
to personal leave subject to the following procedures: 
1. 
.... 
.... 
? 
..Jo 
4. 
Full-time ztaff with a sick leave balance of 100 hours during the 
calendar year may convert sixteen (16) hours of sict leave for use 
of personal leave during the calendar year. Permanent part-time staff 
with sick leave balance of 100 hours during the calendar year may 
convert sick leave to personal leave on a prorated basis as shown 
below: 
Average Wor~ Hours Pet' \~ee~~ Personal Leave 
10 hours 4 hours 
20 hours 8 houts 
30 hours 12 hours 
35 hours 14 hours 
T empm·a t·y employees .:m~ not eligible to use person::tl leave. 
Eligibility to use pe1·sonal leave will be ongoing during the calendal' 
year. The staff member may use pers0nal leave once the sic~ leave 
balance of 100 hours ha~ been attained. 
Personal leave used by administrative and classified staff will be 
charged in minimum units of one (1) hour. Staff may use personal 
leave only fat· the days a.nd hour~. fot· \'Jhich they normally would have 
been scheduled to war~, but not to include scheduled overtime. 
Pt:1·sona 1 1 t:a ve may be used fot· ma tt•::t·s Ctf .:t pet·sc.na 1 na ttll't:. ~ume 
examples of personal leave usage include but are not limited to the 
following reasons: 
a. Mandatm·y a:eau1·t .=tppeal·ances befeon:: a cuu1·t of 1 aw and in a m:ttte1· 
in \>lhich the employee is a party o~· whose pt·esen.:e is i'equit·ed. 
Such o.ppeoa1·ance~ \'luuld include, but not be 1 imited to~ criminal 
or civil cases, traffic court, divorce proceedings, custody proce-
edings, or appearing as directed as parent or guardian of juveniles. 
b. Legal or business matters which could not not·mally be conducted 
by an employet: dui'in•J hoUI'S oth•::1· than nonnal .::chedult:d vwl'f: hoUI·s. 
c. Family emergencies of a natm·e that i'equil'e an employee's immediate 
attention. 
d. Unusual family obligations v1hich could not nm·mally be conducted 
by an emp 1 oyee during hotn-s other than norma 1 scheduled \>Jork hour·s. 
e. Examinations such as medical, psychological, dental or optical 
examination of the employee, •)~· the ~mployee's immediate family. 
f. Heddi ngs of members of the immediate family. 
g. Religious holidays \·Jhich fall on a no1·m.:tlly scheduled ~tlorkday 
for an employee. 
- ..... .. --
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5. Personal leave may not be used to cover unexcused absences or ma~e 
up time. 
6. Requests for use of personal leave must be made in advance g1v1ng 
rea£onable notice to the immedi3te supervisor, unle~s the leave is 
for use in an .::mergency .;ituation. Reasonable notice will be •:!Stab-
lished by their i~nediate supervisor/department/area head as appropriate. 
p,~rsonal leave \·Jill be t'epm·ted utilizing the time repm·t form/time 
:ileet fCJt' o::;lassified staff and the leave i'equest fm·m for administntive 
staff. 
7. At the end c,f the .:a l t:nd3r year unused pt:i'Sojna 1 l .::ave \•Ji ll l'E:Vert 
bac~ to individual sict le3ve balances. 
8. The University Payroll Department will maintain records of accruals~ 
usage, and balances for classified staff. Supervisors of administrative 
staff will maintain similar records. 
9. Personal leave may not be used to extend an emplGyee's active pay 
statuz fGr tile purpo3e of accruing overtime or compensatory time. 
It m::ty tK•t be used to e:·:tend an employee' z date of t'esignation 01, 
date of retirement. 
Bowling Green State University's Affirmative Action Plan is a 
long document which has many elements of what an equal 
opportunity/affirmative action document should contain. The 
University President, who is charged with implementing the 
Affirmative Action Plan, introduces the plan in a clear statement 
of institutional support for the concept. The responsibility of 
the President and that of the vice presidents and deans should be 
clarified with more precision, since different sections of the 
plan assigns this responsibility to the President, the President 
with the assistance of the vice presidents and deans, and to the 
President and the vice presidents and deans. These discrepancies 
may be just a matter of clarifying the language in those 
sections, but the reader should be have certainty as to who is 
the prime mover for affirmative action at the University. 
The University's definition of populations covered by the 
affirmative action policy is inclusive: race (Afro-Americans, 
Native Americans, Asians and Pacific Islanders, Hispanics), 
color, religious beliefs, sex, national origins, physically and 
mentally handicapped, disabled veterans, and Vietnam veterans. 
But, as with the issue of program responsibility, the reader has 
to piece together this list of protected groups by reading 40 
pages of text. An Affirmative Action Plan should clearly define 
who affirmative action refers to, and should do so early in the 
document. 
Discrimination by age and marital status is mentioned almost 
incidentally. The rights and privileges of these two groups in 
university life should be more prominent in this document. 
The scope of the affirmative action policy is also broad, and 
covers new appointments, promotions, layoffs, and student 
activities. A written commitment is made to accommodate the 
handicapped employee whenever it is possible to do so. A strong 
statement is made regarding the importance of equal pay for equal 
work. The Director of Affirmative Action is charged with 
investigating complaints of discrimination, racial harassment, or 
sexual harassment. Findings and recommendations are made to the 
President and vi~e presidents for action, which can include 
disciplinary action. The complaintant can appeal the Director's 
findings to a hearing board, and the President hears the final 
appeal procedure within the University. These are signifi~ant 
provisions of the policy. 
The University is to be commended for the comprehensive scope of 
the student affirmative action plan. The affirmative action 
rights of students with respect to admissions policies, 
educational opportunities, access to facilities, financial aid, 
counseling, placement services, housing, and student employment 
are suc~in~tly yet adequately summari=ed in a brochure devoted to 
this subject. 
With respect to hiring, compliance with affirmative action 
practices is monitored by the Director of Affirmative Action. 
The Director must approve personnel request forms and appointment 
ss 
fil~s before an offer of employments is made. The policy 
recommends female and minority representatives on search 
committees. Contractors are notified of their EEO obligations, 
and the submissions of acceptable EEO documents is a prerequisite 
for awarding a contract to a firm. 
The Affirmative Action Plan references information and 
educational programs for the campus community via brochures, 
meeting, orientations, and correspondence. Although informative 
brochures are available in the Director's office, none are 
available in Personnel. Although the absence of this information 
in public places can be understood in large institution, more 
distressing is a general lack of understanding about affirmative 
action among many students, employees, even administrators. 
The most serious deficiency in the BGSU Affirmative Action Plan 
lies not in the document itself, but in the gap between the 
policy's intent and the reality of minority groups among students 
and the work force. The policy has the goal of increasing the 
numbers of minorities, women, and veterans. Special recruitment 
procedures articulate how this will be accomplished. Goals and 
timetables to increase under-represented groups are stated. Yet, 
in spite of these goals, and although the Board of Trustees 
adopted an affirmative action policy over ten years go, the 
number of minorities in the student body and among University 
faculty and staff is not impressive. 
For example, less than one percent of Afro-Americans or Hispanics 
have 10-month and 12-month contracts. Only 25 percent of the 
contract staff is comprised of women. Fewer women are found in 
higher pay categories than in lower pay ranges. In the highest 
executive and administrative positions on campus, all of the 
minority categories combined total less than 3 percent of th~ 
contract staff, and less than 16 percent for women. One could 
reasonably expect to see more accomplishments from a policy that 
seeks a work force which better reflects the demographic 
composition of the surrounding community. 
The authority of the Director of Affirmative action should be 
broadened, so that the implementation and monitoring functions of 
this position has greater force in university affairs. The Equal 
Opportunity Committee, which presently advises the Director, 
should, perhaps, be given a larger role. Preferential training 
opportunities should be pursued. A thorough review of all merit 
examinations should be made to assure that they are devoid of 
ethnic, racial, and gender bias. 
In short, there should be a greater responsiveness to the 
implementation of the existing plan. This, and the re-drafting 
of a mor~ succinct plan that includes the changes suggested in 
this report, should improve Bowling Green State University's 
affirmative action record. 
Bowling Green State University 
Mill10RlLNDUH 
TO: 
FROH: 
DATE: 
RE: 
John Hoore 
Director of Personnel Services 
~ D ~ _..., )/) 
~.:~regg ecrru/'i.l'JI(~a..-­
Chair, ASC (_M 
November 28, 1990 
Personal Day Policy 
Adminis<ra<ivc Staff Council 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0373 
Acting vn the recc•mmendation of the ASC Pers..:•nnel Welfare Committee, the 
Administrative Staff c .. mncil approved the (revised 11/::!1/90) B.G.S.U. 
Personal Leave Policy at it's N.::.wember ~7th meeting. This new propusal is 
in accord with the proposed policy passed by Administrative Staff Council 
in 1989. It is the desire of ASC to have the polic:r implemented on July 
1, 1991. \ofuile the policy is applicable to both administrative and 
classified staff personnel, it is not felt that the implementation for 
both groups need be simultaneous. 
GD/bal 
pc: ASC Exec , 
Bowling Green State University 
HEHORANDUM 
TO: 
FROH: 
DATE: 
RE: 
Aru1 Bowers 
Chair, Pers.:•rmel Welfare Committee 
Gregg DeCra.Il~'¥M' 
Chair, ASC UJ}J 
November 28, 1990 
Participation Statement 
Adminislraiive Staff Council 
Bowling Gre<::n, Ohio Ll3~03-0J73 
The attached statement regarding the importance of administrative staff 
participation in the g.:wernance of the university was endorsed by the ASC 
Executive C•)fl..llDittee at it 1 s November ~7th meeting. 
It is felt that this statement sh•)Uld be included in the Administrative 
Staff Handbook. 
GD/bal 
pc : ~1\.:SC Exec.·-
~~ QZC(O Bowling Green State University 
-=D'= -:::::::::7~'7 
TO: 
FROH: 
Walt Hontenegro 
Per .:; .:> n n e 1 ~; r J i ~ e s 
Ann Bowers\)!(' 
HEMORANDUM 
Chair, ASC Personnel Welfare Committee 
DATE: October 31, 1990 
RE: Administrative Staff Handbook 
CCC Ct:nter for Archival Collections 5th Floor, Jerome Library Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 (419) 372-2411 
Fax (419) 372-6877 
Cable: BGSUOH 
Holdings: Northwest Ohio 
University Archives 
Rare Books and 
Special Colla-tions 
I have discussed any Administrative Staff Handbook changes with the 
Personnel Welfare Committee and also with Gregg DeCrane, Chair of ASC. We 
have none to report at this time. Council actions during the rest 0f this 
fiscal year may result in changes to the Handbook, however, these will be 
submitted as they are approved by the Council. 
Thank you. 
xc: Gregg DeCrane 
;., Division ol Librarie; and l2arnin3 P.esources 
~~ 
-="[?~~ Du8Q Bowling Green State University 
o:::::::::Jc:;;:>V' 
November 14, 1990 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Gregg DeCrane 
FROf~: 
Chair·, Adm:ni-~.r.:=ttive Staff Council 
Ann Bowet·s fJI" 
Chair, Personnel Welfare Committee 
RE: Personal Leave Policy 
C<?nt<?r for Archival C.:olk:dions 
5th Fkn:.r, jerome Library 
Bowling Gr.;en, Ohio -B403 
(419) 372-2411 
Fa:·: (419) 372-6877 
Cable: BGSUOH 
Holding,;: t Jorthwest Ohio 
University Archives 
Rare Books and 
Special Collections 
The Pe1·sonnel Helfa1·e Cormnittee dis.:ussd the dl'Etft Per;onal Leave Policy 
and Pr0cedures submitted by John C. M0ore, Executiv~ Director of Personnel 
Services at the November 13th meeting. Listed below are the 
recommendations of PWC l'egal'ding t.l-ds draft pl'upo:;al. 
(1) We do not agree with the minimum accrual rat0 of 1~0 hours to be 
eligibl·:: fm· personal le.:.ve. W(:: undt:l'·;tand th;:~t the ASC pl'op.:,sal in.:luded 
100 ~p)fJI'·; as a minimum trj tu:: C(tt"IS i stent \·Jith the CSC propOSE! l, hOW8V21', 
aftel' much dicussion, we do not believe that any minimum accl'ual l'ate 
should b~ 1·equired. 3ince ea1·ned sick l•::av•:: i.; being use.j fot pel·:;c.nal 
leave, there should be no need fol' an "eligibility" rate, especially one 
so hi,Jh. Abuses \·lill occur, no mattet' \·that pl'•)Ct:dures .:we in place. 
These abuses should be handled through propel' sup~t'vision and not by 
pt:!nali:ing everyone. If an accw·.:tl l'at.::: is requ-ired, then w~ l'ee;,jmm,::nd 
tho.t it b·:: kept low (unl•:!5S .:. change in the stab? l.:t\<1 requi1·es oth·::nlis•:!). 
(2) We also do not agree with an annual decision on eligibility. 
ObviOU$ly if the1·•:: is no minimurn acCl'ual r·at.::, then th•:!l'e is r11) n•::ed to 
de.:ide on ·::ligibil-ity; if (1r11:: has the sick l~ave hours, then •)lh:: can tal:e 
up to 16 hotw.:; fm· pt:1'sont:1l leave ~.:tch ye.:t~·. If .j minimum eli•]ibility 
~~.J.te i::; requin:d, \·thy penali:::e sofileonc:- f•)l' the enti1·e f.:•llovting ye.w \'lho 
had un·~:{pc::.::ted sic!: l•::ave in D•::cembet' :tnd fell b•:!l(M the mhaimum l',J.te. 
P•:!l'Sc:.n.:tl leave sh.)uld b·:: allo\'t•::d b) b.:: t.:d:en at any tim.:: as long as th•:! 
minimum required accruad l'ate of sic~ leave is available. 
(3) Concer·ns .:.l.;o \·tere l'aised on th.::: t.::.:tsons f,jr personal l•::ave liste.j in 
tht: policy rJndet' item {,'4. It.::m "e" should be l't:m•jV~·j as use of sic!: leave 
is pe1·mi.;sible f•JI' sucJ, ex.:tminations unde1· Admini.;tl·atiVi? Staff Sid Leave 
Pc•l'icies ;:.s listed in the A~C H.:tndbook. Wt: .;.lso ft:C•jl'fliTI•::nd Urflt unde1·· it,,;:m 
"c" the f•)llorling ~·hn.se i:; .:tdded .:.t the e.-•. j, "that al't: n.Jt normally 
C•jv,::r-ed under the Administ.:ative St.:aff Sid: Leav,:: Policy." 
(4) Although this may seem obvious, we do beli~ve it should b.:: written in 
the policy that no reason oth~l' than "personal leave" need be stated on 
the l'equast to use pel'sonal leave. 
(5) Last, we believe use of personal leave could begin in 1991, especially 
if the pro.:edul'e •Jn annual r·evi.::w of •?ligibility i.; l'emoved. 
A Division .::.f Lit.r<::ries and Learnin;s resources 
Bowling Green Stole Uniwcull¥ CCC 
Gregg: 
Center for Archival Collcction5 
Sth Fk:w J~ro~ libr!Jry 
Bm·Jiing GrE;?n. Ohio :C-iOJ 
(419) 372-2 .. 11 
Cable. BGSUOH 
Holdinr;:~. r-lorthw('Sf Ohio 
UnivNsltV Archives 
~are B(H')ks and 
Special Collections 
I decided not to put these thoughts on the 
"offici~l" Ifl•::mo' l:ut wo:~nt.::.:l to ro::lay them t.:• you. 
Th·.:: ruain philo.3.:•phy behind PWC 1 s recomiit•::nd::Ltions 
on the peraon9l leave policy draft is that this 
p.:.licy lE!YS d.:.wn ao many rules for using p.::rsonal 
leave that it r.:::llly no:. longer can ]:..:;, perceived as 
a ]: .. .::n•.::fit; just another r·r.: .. :::edut··:: under r::icl: leave. 
We .3hould not he penali~ed because of fear of abuee. 
Also I am en.:::lo:= ing the CC•PY you gave me on 1:25; I 
have distributed it to PWC. Lori reported that 1~5 
is on the Ineuranc.:: Cummi t te•:: 1 2 agenda, hc.wev . .::r ~ 
cost concerns were rai2ed at the firet meating. We 
seem to be hitting 3C•m·:: "wall:::" con this is:=ue. 
--Ann 
... 
( 
( 
( 
BOHLillG GREEN STATE U1HVERSITY 
FIUAUCLA.L EXIGEUCI PLAN 
Financial Exigency Plan 
Page 1 of 3 
Subject t0 the authority of the President and the Bo::ird of Trustees, the 
f.:ollowing is the Financial Exigency Plan for B.::•wling Green State University. 
A. Definition of Financial ~{igency 
B. 
Finano~i.al exigency is an imminent financial cr1s1s which s.:o seri.:ously 
jeopardi:::o::s th.:: University's acado::mic pro:•grams and the ability of the 
Univ.::rsity teo fulfill its mandat.::ory .::obligations t•J the public that the 
terminati.:on 0f pr.::•ba tio:mary and t.::nured faculty contra.::ts is necessary. 
Prc•jection.:; .::•f enr.:ollment, of instru.::tional subsidies, and other S•Jur.::es 
of revenuo::s must dem•Jnstrato:: both to the faculty and to tho:: adminis-
tration that the shortago:: of funds will be s.::• sevo::re and persi3t.::nt 
that tho::re is nco reasonable alternativ.:: to a change in the natur.:: and 
character of the Institution. 
Deo::l:tring Financial E:dgen.::y 
The Senate Exe.::utive Committee, as the representative b.::ody o:•f the Senate, 
shall constituto:: the faculty gr.::•up to parti.::ipat.:: in the decision by the 
Board of Trustees to de.::lare that a state oJf finano::ial e:dgency e:::ists 
at Bowling Green State University. 
1. l·1hen the Senate E:·:ecutive Committee (SEC) has heard the arguments .::_,f 
the administration concerning the present or antio::ipated e:dstence 
of a state of financial e:dgericy, the SEC shall draw its own con-
clusicms concerning thE: claim of the severity of the Jiminishing 
resourct::s of the University anJ the impact •.Jf th.:: crisis un the 
quality of academic programs. 
2. The Chair of the Faculty Senate shall report the rt::sults of the 
SEC's deliberations to the faculty as a wh.:ole and t•J the Faculty 
Senate. The St::na tE: may choose to endorse SEC's con.~lusi.:ons or to 
draw its own conclusions about the present or anticipated existence 
of a state of financial exigency. 
3. The general reaction of the faculty as reporto::d t0 the Secretary •Jf 
the s~nate, al.:ong with tho:: formal opiniuns o)f SEC and the Faculty 
Senate, shall be transmitted to the Prt::sident and tho:: B.:.ard of 
Trustees. 
4. Tht:: Board of Trustees shall consido::r tho:: so:: op1n1.)ns and thE: rt::o::om-
mendations of th~ Prt::sido::nt, together with all utht::r relo::vant 
information, in do::ciding wheth~r or not to declaro:: a state of 
financial exigency. ThE: responsibility of de.::laring financial 
e::dgency ro::sts with th•:: PresiJent and the Board of Trustees. 
5. Tho2 SEC shall annually review with the administration tho:: state of 
the Univt::rsity' s finan.::ial c.::•nd.ition ro::lativ.:: to e:dgency until tho:: 
Board of Trustees reYol~es the financial e:dg.::n.:y state. 
( 
( 
(_ 
C. Procedure.s f.:·r Implementation 
Finan~ial Exigency Plan 
Page2 of 3 
Pr·Jbati•Jnary and tenured fa.:::ulty .:::.:•ntracts can be tt:rminated only thr.:.ugh 
program curtailment. There aro:: three basic options available as part of 
program curtailment: 1) ccmsolidation of previously separate units; 
2) reduction of an existing unit; or, 3) elimination of an e~·:isting unit. 
Step !_: The group charged with identifying program units which are to be 
curtailed shall be the C.:•mmittee on A.:::ademi.::: Priorities (CAP). 
Units shall be defined as t•J in·:::lude, but not limited t.J, 
activities, offices, s.::rvi.:::e2, functi·:-ns, degree programs, 
a•::::td.~mic sp.::ciali=ati·:•ns, departments, divisi.:.ns, .::enters, and 
institutes in the a.:::ademi·: area. If in tho:: pro.:::ess nonacad.::mic 
areas are identified f.Jr finaneial savings, these: shall be 
stated t.:• the administrati·Jn and i.ncluded in the Committee's 
report t•J th.:: Senate. 
H.::mbership ,Jf th.:: Commit tee: 
The membership of this C.:l!lnnit t.::e (CAP) shall include: 
--the faculty membership of SEC, induding Faculty Senate 
Officers (9), 
--one representative fr.:1m the Council of Chairs, s.::lected 
by the Council of Chairs, 
--one representative frum the Cc•uncil of D.::ans, selected 
by the Council of D.::ans, 
--the chief academic .:•ffi . .::er .:•f the University, 
--the und.::rgraduate and graduat.:: memb.::rs of SEC (n•Jn-voting), 
--two:• faculty, select.::d by the SEC and C·Jm/C.::lm, t0 provide 
desirable pertinent e:·:pertis.:: nvt otherwise represent.::d 
among the Committee membership. 
The Committ.::.:: on Academic. Pri•Jrities shall be chaired by the 
Chair .:•f the Faculty Sena t.::, and the Secretary of the Faculty 
Senate shall serve as Secr.::tary to th.:: Committee. 
Crit.::ria to:• b.:: Us.::d f.:•r Prugram Curtailment: 
Crit.::ria for program curtailment are, unranked: 
1. 
., 
-· 3." 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
importance tv th.:: a.:::ademic missivn •)f th.:: University, 
quality, as determined by p-=:riodic rt::views and evaluati.~ns, 
enrollment patterns, 
cost-benefit and revenue r.::lationships, 
numb~r of programs served, 
frequency with whi..::h a s.::rvic.:: is render.::d, 
recognition of equal opp.:-rtunity principles. 
Step 2: Befvre a pr.::1gram unit is r.::.::onun.::nded to the Senate f.:-r curtail-
ment, this CommitteE! shall stat.:: its rati.:male for curtailment 
of the unit and allow th.:: unit opp.:.rtunity to provid.:: additional 
information. 
( 
( 
( 
Financial Ezigency Plan 
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St-=:p _l: The: Chair of the Co:.mmitt~o::: shall ro:::port tht: ro::o::o:omn1o::ndations o:of 
tho:: Ccommittt:e, alo:.ng with the basic ratio:onal.: fc.r thes-=: rco::.om-
mendations to:. th.:: Faculty Senate fo:or its timo:::ly o::on:?ideratio:m. 
The Faculty Senate may choos~ t•::t endo:.rse c•r tc• mcodify th~se 
recommendations. 
Step ~: The rt:commendations of the Cunnnittet:, and the resulting ao:::ti.:m of 
the Faculty Senate, shall be forwarded t.:o the President f.:·r imple-
mentation. One•:: a deo:::ision ha3 been made to o::urtail a pro:ogram 
unit, University administrators shall t•::rminate individual faculty 
contracts .:only 3ftt:r vi.soro:ous g.:•.:•d faith efforts h:tv.:: b.::en made tu 
ro::!assign these faculty memb.::rs, tL' o:Off;::r th.:::m ·==<rly retiremo::nt 
optf . .:.n.:;, .:or t.:. Illdb:: oth.::r apprc•priate arrangem•::nts. 
D. Rights of Faculty 
1. Faculty on pr.Jbationary co:ontra•:::t shall not b.:: do::nied t•::nure o:•r have 
employm•::nt terminated .:.11 the basis of fin-:mo::ial e:dgeno:::y unles.:; the 
program unit with which such faculty are prirnarily asso.::iat.:d has been 
targeted for co:•nso:.lidati.:on, reducti•:•n, ur elimination. 
2. Fa.::ulty with tenure shall nc•t have emploJyment t.::rminate.:l un the basis 
of fina11o.::ial .:::dgency unless the program unit with which such fa.::ulty 
are primarily ass0.::iated has been targeted f.:,r elimination. 
3. The President shall inf.:orm by registered mail th.:: individuals whose 
appointments are t•J be terminat.::d providing .::a.::h with a statement of 
the criteria and pro.:::edur.::s by which the d.::cisi.:•n was reaehed. 
4. Any faculty member wh.:· b.::lieves termin3ti•Jn has resultt::d fr.:om a pre-
judi.::ial use 0f the foregoing procedures shall hav.:: the right to appeal 
within 15 days of the receipt of the nutio:::e and shall have the right to 
a timely hearing before a Board of the Faculty Pers0nn.::l and c.:oncili-
ation Committee. N;) appeal can be h-::ard whidt is based up0n a 
challenge t0 the e:dsten•:e of exigency or t•J the procedures outlined 
in this document. 
E. Financial E:d¢en.::y Declared .£z State 
F. 
If financial t::dgen.::y should be de.::lared by the B.:•ard of Re.sents or the 
State L-::gislatur-::, the pr.::•cedur.::s described in this d·:lcument shall b·::! 
foll.:owed i:l. their entirety at Bc•wling Green State University. 
Short-term Financial Crisis 
A short-term finari.;i.9.l crisis involving a sh•Jrtfall of fund.:; within a single 
academic year 0r fiso:::al period is tc• bt: distinguished fr..:•m a state of fin-
ancial e:dgency. Because contractual obligations of the University are 
fb:ed within a given cuntract period and shuuld no::1t be invalidated, there 
are little or n.:• salary savings gained from a financial crisis requiring 
imm.=:diate a.::ti0n. The administration sl-..:•uld share with the SEC its alt•::r-
ati•='ns and plans for r-::allcu:::ating the University's finan.::ial reso:our.::ea 
without termination of prob9.tiunary and tenurt:d faculty contra•::ts. 
Approved by Faculty Senate 10-18-82 
Appr;:.v,;::d by B0ard uf Trustees 2-11-83 
Bowling Green State University 
HEHORANDUM 
TO: Atm Bowers 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 
Chair, Personnel Welfare Committee 
Gregg DeCran<;-~.hf 
Chair, ASC (J.!J; 
November 28, 1990 
Participation Statement 
Adrninisiraliv-e Staii Council 
8•:JV'IIin3 t:;,\:-=n, Ohio t.~Jt..:OJ-OJ7J 
The attached statement regarding the imp•)rtance of administrative staff 
participatic•n in the g.:>vernance ,,f the university was endorsed by the ASC 
Executive Committee at it's November ~7th meeting. 
It is felt that this statement should be included in the Administrative 
Staff Handbook. 
GD/bal 
pc: ASC Exec 
The Administrative Staff of B.G.S.U. actively participates in the 
governance of the University both informally through involvement on 
committees and task forces and formally through the Administrative Staff 
Council. This concept .::tf shared governance is clearly stated in the 
Academic Charter, Article II. 
In light of the importance of Administrative Staff Council members 
actively participating in the governance ·:>f the uni1Jersity, the following 
is understood: 
Administrative Staff elected or appointed to serve on Administrative 
Staff Cow1cil, it 1 s cvmmittees, ur University C•::~mmittees will be 
allowed time for purpvses uf performing the duties ass•:>ciated with 
these obligations. 
[/<l ~ ~ QE"-GO Bowling Green State University 
=0= 
r::::::::::Jc:;::Jf? 
TO: 
FROM: 
RE: 
Gr·egg DeCr'GJane 
Chair, ASC 
Ann Bowet'S 
Chair, PWC 
PWC Business 
DATE: January 17, 1991 
CCC 
MEMORANDUM 
Center lor Archival Cc.lle.:tions 
5th Fluor, jer.:.me Library 
Bowling Green, Ohio -13-ICJJ 
(419) 372-2411 
Fa:-: (419) 372-6877 
Cable: BGSUOH 
Holding;: t Jorthwe-3t Ohio 
University Archives 
Rare Books and 
Spedal Colle...-tions 
Please find enclosed with this memo a f~w items of business completed by 
PWC &nd now being sent to you for Executive Conmittee infonnation and/or 
approval. 
(1) We \·Jet"·e .3.sh::d to discov•?l' if .jnrjtl·,,::t' method (if t'eCelVHrg supplr::m·~ntal 
pay besides the monthly payroll chec~· could b~ developed. Enclosed is a 
copy of a memo \·witten by Lc•t'i ~.chumErChr::r· t .. :tst~d C•n cc.nv~::t·sations with Carl 
Lip~. t'egat·ding the pt'obl.::ms inherent with any othH method than payroll. 
(2) The PWC v·lishes b:r ar:krK•\<Jl•::dge th•:: wod of the Affi1·mative Action 
Offi.:e and SC• :=tppl·oved th.:: en.:h.~r::d rr::~ .• :olution. ~lith th•:: E:.:ecutive 
Committee's .:.ppr-.:rv.:tl, \'It: \'!l,uld lH:e to bl'ing this b~f.:we the Coun.:il. 
(3) After" study·ing ow' culTt-nt. Cajntr.:.ct·:. :.long \·Jith ch;:~.n.~es in the 
Handbool: which emphasi:·:: .:~.nnu.:rl evalu.:.th,ns bas•::d ~.:.n \·witt•::n job 
des.:::riptions, \·Je are recommending that the contr.:td \JO:•rding be chanqed to 
require that wr-itt~n job descriptions be attach~d to the contract. 
Enclosed is our- recommended change and rationale for the E~ecutive 
Committee's approval. 
Pleas•:: l•::t me !:r1.:•\"i H th~ Executive C•)mmittee has need O:•f fu1·ther 
information. Thank you. 
A Division of Librariez and Le3rnin3 P.esources 
11/26/90 
HEHORAt~DUH 
TO: 
FROH: 
R.E.: 
Ann B·:·Hers. P8rS•)rll"l'~l 'velf::trr=. Gc..mntit.t.:::.::: Ghairp.=:rs•:•n 
L·ori S0humad•.;,r - Pan-·=·11~~ 
Payment of Supplemental or additional contrscts 
As 3. f.:.ll·:•H up t . .::. o)Ul' dis•.:mssi·:·n o)[l 10 /:-:.!3 .1 90, f·:.ll·:•Hing 
are the ieasons cited by Carl Lipp for processine all 
supplemental 0r additional contract pavm~nts throu~h 
the Payroll Office: 
Any work done outside ~~me department is still considered 
work, and the University ·~onsidet•s this work as 'n1ges. 
The employee h3s no options as to whether they can decide 
if t.he~.~ want. this mone~,r ta:·:ed ·:or n·:ot. There m.:..v be rami-
fi·:?.ati•:•ns f,::.r tlv~ Universit:: if ·~mplr:.ye,:;:,s were paid thr1:.u~h 
the Business Offic~ 3nd the Pavroll Office. An~ pavments 
totalling $600.00 or over. the Business Office issues 1098 
formz. A cop~,· ·=·f ·the 10:39 form e;et.s s•:::nt l:.o IRS simili3r to t.h8 
W-2 form bein~ sent to IRS. Should an employee receive a W-2 
f.::..rm. as ¥1E:ll as a 1089 f,:.rm , IR.S mav .::.:tm•3 ba.::k •:On th8 Uni',T8rsi t•,-
and do:::.mand ~n ~:-:planat.ic•n .:of th·=' t.HC• :f.:.rms. We ·~·=·uld ul timatel~: 
be fined. IRS is ~8ttin~ ver~ pi~k~ about misspelled names 
and inae.~ur':tt•::: ,::;.: .. Jial se·~urit.:; numbo::.rs l:,.~.ing •:m b.:.th W-2 forms 
and 1099 f~rm~. so issuin~ an 8mplovee both types of forms would 
almost ceriainlv be looked upon ak~otically by the IRS. 
The Pole and Mi~sion Statement of Bowling Green ~tate University 
emphasi:•::s u~~~ im~o(lt'tano:o:: (of o::re.:tting .:.n envit·onment \oJhich pt'ojiTJ(Jtes 
multicultural ~alue3 in student~, faculty and staff. An important 
f'E:SOUI'CJ? ir. ;;,ttaininy thi.; oJIJdl i:?. the Affil'JH,:tt·iv.:: Actio:on Office. 
Administrative ~taff Council strongly supports the activities of this 
Office and t·ecogni:es that ~specially during this academic year, the 
Affinnativ~ Action Office h::ts pr•)i'fiOt•::d its educational mission as 'IJ•::ll as 
incn:ased its visibility •)t'• c::nnpus tht'•)ugh a set·io::::. cof tt·air'ling S•::ssion·;, 
1,/0d:si·P:.p::: .:tnd inf•)t'rrJ:=,l ta.Hs. Administxativ•:: staff ::tt'e urged to 
participate in these educational programs themselves and to support the 
partici~ation of staff members whom they supervise by providing 
appropriate release time. 
P.•::sout·ces .we t·equhr:-d tr) .:.ttain th•:: Affit·nv:,tiv.:: Action Plan'.; bl'·o;:"j 
objectives of education, advocacy and accountability. Thus it is urged 
th.3t thr:: Faculty S•::nab~ .:tnd University Budg·~t ComrnittF.t?S t'ecc.gni:r:: .:.nd 
plan fcot' additi•JilO:•l pet'SO:rnnel and buJg,::tary suprn:ot·t for this t:offi•:•:!. 
Added ro::so:riJI'CE::?. \-.Jill alluw this Office tcr (UI'Itinuo::- teo ii"ICI't:.Ee its 
visibility c1nd prom.:.tt: .:1 multicultut·.:tl erwir·onmo::nt on c.:tmpus. 
Approved PWC: January 3, 1991 
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CURRENT CONTRACT WORDING 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT 
5. Obligations of the Appointee: In consideration of the terms of this 
appointment, the Appointee agrees to perform such professional duties and 
services as identified in the appointed position title, and/or as may be 
assigned or changed to the satisfaction of the Appointee's immediate 
supervisor. It is the responsibility of the officer(s) signing for the 
University to verify whether or not the Appointee's performance is in 
accord with prevailing University practice. 
PROPOSED GONTRAGT WORDING 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOJ.1.tENT 
5. Obligations of the Appointee: In consideration of the terms of this 
appointment, the Appointee agrees to perform such professional duties and 
services as identified in the attached written position description. 
and/or as rna)' be assigned or changed, to the satisfaction of the 
Appointee's immediate supervisor. It is the responsibility of the 
officer(s) signing for the University to verify whether or not the 
Appointe~'s performance is in accord with prevailing University practice. 
RATIONALE FOR PROPOSED CHANGE 
According to procedures outlined in the Administrative Staff Handbook (see 
below), written position descriptions are an essential part of the 
appointment and annual evaluation processes. Position descriptions are 
subject to revision as part of the annual evaluation process and any 
revisions become effective with the new contract period. The proposed 
change in contract wording insures that ·~hanges in position descriptions 
become an integral part of the staff member's contract. 
~: 
Administrative Staff Handboot, page ~7: Appointment Information 
"AdminisJ;.ratlve staff members shall be advised in writing at the time 
of initi~l appointment of the primary responsibility of the position 
including title, salary, and pay period." 
Administrative St.:tff Handbool:, page 3·1: Evaluation Procedure, 4A 
"The staff member ::tnd supo::rvisor should meet and accomplish the 
following: 
Review and det8rmine staff member's job description and goals for the 
next contract period and mal:~ any changes to the basic job 
description. 
Based on the above agreements, determine evaluation criteria that will 
be used to ass~ss the staff member's performance. 
The staff member and supervisor will confirm the job deseription, 
goals and 8Valuation criteria in writing." 
Approved by PWC: Jo_nuary 8, 1991 
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DZ~a Bowling Green state University 
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MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
RE: Comments on Implications o 
March 28, 1991 
71 
Offit:e of the Pr,esident 
B0wlin~ Green, Ohi;-, -l~,lo:J-0010 
Cable: RGSUOH 
We have now received the details of the Governor's Executive Budget proposals for 
state support for higher education for the next bienniwn (1991-92 & 1992-93). The proposed 
budget, as I have noted below, would cause very significant prohlem5 fiw Bowling Green 
State University. \Ve are working vigorously with the General Assembly to enhance the 
funding for BGSU and all of public higher education, but there can be no assurance, given 
the current budget problems which Ohio faces, that our efforts will be successful. It is only 
prudent, therefore, to base our planning for 1991-92 on the revenue we would receive under 
the Executive Budget recommendations. I feel that it is important to communicate to you 
what this implies for Bowling Green State University for the next biennium and 
particularly for 1991-92. · 
Under the Executive Budget assun1ptions, net. instructional subsidy for the BGSU 
main campus is projected to be approximately $3.6 million (6%) lower next year than our 
current instructional subsidy for 1990-91. Since tllis cut is in addition to February's $1.9 
million reduction, instructional subsidy for the BGSU main campus would be $5.5 million 
(9%'> k~88 than the 1990-91level authorized by the Ollio Board of Regents. 
' 
The Executive Budget also recommends that increases in tuition for 1991-9~ be 
limited to 7% or $225 per year, \vhichever is greater. For Bowling Green, the proposed fee 
cap would permit a maximum tuition increase of 8% which would generate approximately 
$4.1 million in additional student fee income for the Educational Budget (assuming our 
enrollment remains unchanged). Other sources of income for 1991-fl2 are projected to 
decrease by approximately $500,000, primarily because the recent mid-year budgtt 
reductions have eliminated 1990-91 carryover that could have been used as income in 1991- . 
92. Given these projections (subsidy down $3.6 million, fee income up $-1.1 million, other 
income down $0.5 million) one can readily see that our projected income for next year is 
essentially unchanged from tllis year's level. 
With no increase in educational budget income for 1991-92, it f,Jllows that any 
increase in costs for a particular activity or program for next. year requires a 
corresponding decrease in expenditures somewhere else in the budg(~t. Unfortunately, 
there are many expenditure increases for 1991-92 over which we have little, if any, conti·ol. 
Items such as postage, utilities, scholarships and fee waivers (which increase as fe•3S 
increase), are budget areas which are either mandated or in which only small eavings are 
possible. We have already made significant budget reductions C.::.r 1990-91 in resp(lnse to the 
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$1.9 million ·subsidy cut we received in February. Further, more painful, reductions for·. 
1991-92 appear inevitable in order to fund "unavoidable" cost increases, and to have an 
hope at all of providing even the most minimal increases in salary and operating budge.., 
increases in a few areas where the needs are most critical. 
In order to provide the ability to cover "mandated" expense increases and addres.s 
critical needs in next year's budget, the Vice Presidents and Deans are initially planning, 
in consultation with appropriate colleagues~ for a reduction in our continuing educational 
budget expenditures on the order of $3.5 million- a little under 3% of our total educational 
budget. I think that it is important, given that subsidy and fee income for 1992-93 are 
projected to be only 4.5% - 5.0% higher than for 1991-92, that the majmity of our budget 
reductions be permanent cuts in our base level of expenditures rather than temporary 
reductions which we try to add back in 1992-93. Therefore, one of the important steps in 
our planning should involve carefully examining our current. activities to determine 
which of them can be made more efficient or even, in some ca::.es, eliminated without 
having a significant detrimental impact on the central academic miesion of the university. 
Instructional activities have been protected thus far, but programs and activities outside of 
the instructional area cannot bear the total brunt of the propc.sed additional cut::. Wr~ will, 
clearly, also have to examine ways to increase the efficiency of our instructional activities, 
such as selected increases in class sizes. 
We also need vigorously to address ways to hold expenditure increase.:; to the , 
absolute minimum. The largest such increase the past several years has been in the ct.•3t 
of employee health care benefits. I urge you to read the accompanying memo from Bob 
Martin and Chris Dalton which details the steps we are taking to addn::ss the rapic' 
escalation in the University's costs for providing health care coverag~:. fur BGSU employr?I3L 
and dependents. 
I would like all of you to know that next to the preservation of our essential academic 
mission, our priority will be to preserve the jobs of continuing BGSU employees of all 
classifications. This will take precedence over salary increases. 
If there is any positive aspect of our current budget situation it is that. it provides an 
opportunity, albeit an unwelcome one, to .fi)cus and streamline our activities as we look for 
ways to cut costs and eliminate lower priority activities. I'm sure I speak for all the 
members of the central administration in saying that. we welcome. your suggestions for 
ways to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of University operations. 
The next year will, most likely, be difficult and require some degree of sacrifice from 
all of us at Bowling Green State University. I'm confident, however, based primmily on 
the extraordinary degree of dedication and commitment that the faculty and statT have to 
the institution, that Bowling Green State University will weather this b?mpc.rary storm 
and prosper in the future. 
. ~)J 
! DZ>={] Bowling Green State University 
c::::::r ~ 
~c::::>t::l" 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
BGSU Faculty and Staff 
J. Christopher Dalton 
Vice President for Planning & Budgeting 
Robert L. Martin -j(,_?..£1-{_r;:t. ?11c.1_r~,.-t:...~,__ 
Vice President for Operations 
Vice President for 
Planning and Budg•?ting 
Bawling Gr.:en, Ohio 43403-0080 
(419) 372-8262 
FAX: (419) 372-8446 
Cable: BGSUOH 
March 28, 1991 
RE: Need for Changes in the BGSU Health Care Plan for 1£191-92 
As indicated in the accompanying letter from President Olscamp, 
projections based on the Governor's Executive Budget recommendations suggest 
that there will be no increase in BGSU Educational Budget Income for 1991-92. As 
the President notes, "it follows that any increase in costs fcn· a particular activity 
or program for next year requires a corresponding decrease in expenditures 
somewhere else in the budget." Clearly in this environment we must hold 
expenditure increases to the absolute minimum. 
Aside from salary increases, the largest annual expenditure increase for 
the past several years has beei1 in the cost of employee health care benefits. In two 
of the past three years these costs have increased more than 20c;r,. For 1990-91, the 
total cost to all University budgets for employee health care benefit coverage will be 
approximately $8.4 million dollars. The University pays 940ft-, of these costs 
(approximately $3600/employee) with employee contributions providing the 
remaining 6%. The University's share of health care _costs is projected to 
increase 16% ($1.3 million) for 1991-92. 
In view of the current and pending budget constraints, the University is 
unable to continue to increase its contributions toward the provision of employee 
and dependent health care benefits as it has in prior years. We have asked 
Costeffex, a health care consulting firm, to review the BGSU health care benefit 
plan and provide initial recommendations by the end of April on ways to 
substantially reduce the rate of increase in the University's contributions for 
health care benefits for 1991-92 and beyond. They have also been aBked to conduct 
an evaluation of our current health care plan and to make recommendations on 
plan redesign to improve employee costs, utilization and efficiency of service 
delivery. 
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The initial recommendations Costeffex provides are likely to involve greater 
employee sharing in the cost of providing health care benefits, a modification that 
has already occurred at many other universities in Ohio and nationally. We 
realize that being asked to increase your contributions to the funding of your 
health care plan is not pleasant. We hope, though, that you can understand the 
impossibility of having to reduce the budgets for our other continuing operations 
by an additional $1.3 million in order to fund the projected increase in health care 
benefit costs for 1991-92. 
As part of the process for preparation of their initial recommendations, 
Costeffex will be on campus April 3 - April 5 for consultations with employee 
constituent groups (Faculty Senate Executive Committee, Classified Staff Council 
Executive Committee, Administrative Staff Cow1cil Executive Committee) as well 
as employee focus groups in order to solicit opinions from faculty and staff on how 
best to structure the initial changes in the plan. Some of the options to be 
considered may in~lude: (a) an increase in employee "premium" contributions for 
single and/or family coverage coupled with the implementation of a St-ction 125 
plan allowing employees to use pretax dollars to pay their health care 
"premiums"; (b) increasing the amount of eligible expenses (deductible) that the 
individual/family must pay before benefits are payable; or (c) extending the 
percentage of eligible expenses (co-payment) which the user(s) of the plan must 
pay up to the predetermined employee/family maximums. 
During the· second phase of their evaluations (.June - December 1991), 
Costeffex will be conducting statistical evaluations of the current health care plan 
and conducting extensive surveys and interviews of employee constituent and 
focus groups. A goal of this phase will be to improve the design of the health care 
plan with the aim of limiting cost increases for employees and improving 
utilization of services. Issues to be considered may include plan utilization, user 
demographics, provider costs, health maintenance organizations (HMO), 
preferred provider organizations (PPO), direct service contracts, wellness 
programs, and cafeteria plans. 
We hope you'll have an opportunity to consider these difficult issues 
regarding the funding of health care benefits and communicate your thoughts to 
your constituent representatives or to Costeffex. We would also, of course, be 
happy to hear from you directly. Comments should be sent to .Jim Morris, 
Benefits Manager, Personnel Services, College Park Office Building. 
7S" ~ [] Bowlin1 Green St•te University Administrative Stad Council Bowling Gr.?>?n. Ohio .!]~03-0 3 73 OC:O:O(/P 
HEMORANDUM 
TO: Hal Lunde 
Chair, Faculty Senate 
Gregg DeCrane C~~(c;q__.,-
Chair, ASC ~ . 
April 8, 1991 
FF:OH: 
DATE: 
RE: Ht:mbership .:.n CAP Co)Dlflli ttee 
The Administrative Staff c.:mncil 1 s Executive C.::mlfllitte•~ has rt:ceived the 
enclosed d.:..:::umentati.::•n and rec.:.nllnendati.)Ll in regard t.) membership .:on the 
C·:.mmittee ,)n Academic Pri·:.rities rele'Jant to the University Financial 
Exigency Plan. 
At it 1 s meeting .:.n April 2, 1991 the ASG E:-:ecutiv·~ C·:tniffiitt•~e rec.)mntende.i 
that the three officers of ASC as well as the Chair of the ASC Personnel 
\oi'elfare C·Jnlfllittee be added to the GAP C,)lnrnittee for purposes .:of dealing 
with financial exigency if it should be declared. 
Please take this rec.JnuuenJatiwn f,:,rward thr.:mgh the pr.Jper channels f,Jr 
implementation. 
GD/bal 
pc: ASC Exec. 
Ann B..:nvers, ASG P\oi'C Chair 
Bob 'Hartin, V.P. Operations 
April 10, 1991 
All Faculty and Staff: 
Office of the President 
Bowling Green, Ohi.::• 43403-0010 
Cable: BGSUOH 
Phone: (419) 372-2211 
Fax: (419) 372-M46 
As you know from my March 28 men1orandum, the University may 
face a budget crisis during the neA-t biennium (1991-92 and 1992-93). 
I feel that it is in1portant to keep you apprised of the situation, as well 
as to seek input from you on ways that we might address the potential 
crisis. 
On klonday, AprU 22, frmn 3:00 to 5:00p.m. in the AfcFall Center 
Assembly Room I will host a discussion of the budget crisis and 
University options. This discussion is open to all university faculty, 
staff, and students and is an opportwlity for you to ask questions, and 
to provide connnents or suggestions for increasing the efficiency and 
effectiveness of University operations. 
I look forward to seeing you on April 22 and to hearing your 
thoughts on the n1atter. 
Sincerely, 
Jl ~t·'),l /t/f •• (! )//4 . . ... 
' . ' . "" ·J~ .,. 1 ._u~L- =:J.L .. r . .-·. , ;·-;!' 
I' ·- "'"/ 
Paul J. Olscamp 
President 
dmm 
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.-\dmir.tstratt~;; Stari Council 
Bowlin~ Green. Ohto -B .. 03-0F3 
MEMORANDUM 
Tit• 
-. Bob Martin 
Vice President 
FROM: 
for Operations 
. /~!; '(~-· Gre•;m I:•eCrane, Cha1r t ~, •.-~.;,._.. __ _ 
Administrati·.re. Staf·Ocouncil 
DATE: April 10, 1991 
SUBJECT: Quotes from Costeffe:·: Meetin9 
As requested, here are quot.~s made b~l Scott Frictor and relayed to me 
by those in attendance at various Focus Group meetings. 
-To a person trying to make a point on there being more than four 
options "I thinl: you have had your say and if :t·ou can't limit your 
discussion, leave the room." 
-To the same individual "Please put ~~our pencil dm·m, there t.·lill be no 
notes allowed." 
-To the t.·lOmen' s group "The reason \ole separated ~·ou t.·1as because t.·lhen the 
group is mi:·:ed, t.·10men tend to be intimidated." To the men's group 
"The reason t.ve separated :,_·ou \·las because \vhen the ';}roup is mixed, 
women tend to dominate." 
-To the t.·mmen' s ']roup t.-lhen there t;leren' t enough chairs "Vle do that on 
purpose so that one of you has to sit on my lap." 
-To the group of upper administrators "We are concerned about classi-
fied unionizing." in response to a question about why equity of 
benefits is not being addressed. 
-"You '.-Jill not be .:;retting any raises and you \olill be getting less in 
your pay." 
-At men's meeting "The four options came from you." 
-"If you \·lere a business you t.·10uld be bankrupt today." 
-To the last group "The overwhelmin:;J r•:commendations from the other 
focus groups has been to deduct $50 from each person's pay." At 
least t~ .. 1o of the other ·;Jroups listed this as a last choice option. 
-When the Insurance Committee met with him, Josh Kaplan objected to his 
initial statement about ho'.-1 the meeting t.·10uld be conducted. At 
another meeting he made a disparaging remark about Josh which was 
in violation of his own rule of not discussing what individuals say 
at the meetings. 
·..Lou can see that these remarks can be construed as se:dst, offensive, 
rude and in some instances they cast doubts about vlhat ~ .. 1e had been lead 
to believe was an open process. 
GD:dkh 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
BGSU Faculty and~ 
Paul J. Olscamp /;· 
President t U {)lui?~ 
April11, 1991 
Offi.:e vf the President 
r::o:.wling Grc:•?ro, Ohio 13•10?-0010 
Cable. BGSUOH 
RE: Comments on Changes in BGSU Health Care Benefit Plan 
Since there are a number of rumors circulating on campus concerning 
potential changes in our health care plan, I thought it important to clarify for you 
what changes are under consideration for 1991-92 as well as what changes we are 
llilt considering for this coming year. 
First, there will be no reductions in the current health care plan coyerage 
(medical. dental. yi~ion. prescriptions. etc.) for 1991-92. Nor will there be any 
reductions in the amount of money the University currently provides for employee 
and dependent health care benefits. 
What is under consideration is having faculty and staff pay the m~jor share 
of the projected increases in the cost of providing health care benefits for 1991-92. 
This is, unfortw1ately, the only realistic option for covering the increased cost of 
health care benefits, given the fact that projections based on Governor Voinovich's 
recently released Executive Budget recommendations indicate that there will be a 
reduction in educational budget revenue for BGSU for 1991-92. Even though we 
will implement a plan permitting faculty and staff to pay their share of health 
care "premium" costs with pretax dollars, I fully understand that increased 
employee cost-sharing is not a step that employees will like. I assure you that it is 
not an action that we will take without extensive consultation, careful thought 
and considerable effort to distribute cost-sharing contributions equitably among 
employee groups. 
After the cost-sharing changes dictated by the immediate financial problem 
have been finalized, a much more extensive cost containment evaluation of our 
current health care plan will be performed. It will consider level and types of 
benefits, cost of providers' services, and availability of alternate provider options, 
among other matters. There will be extensive consultation with employee groups 
designed to allow us all to work together toward developing a restructured Health 
Care plan which can meet the long range goals of managing costs for both the 
University and the employees. It will also be designed to allow further tailoring of 
benefits to individualized employee needs to include opportunities for tax 
sheltering of out-of-pocket health care costs. Changes recommended as a result of 
tllis process will become effective in 1992-93. 
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This second phase of our health care plan review should begin this 
summer with initial recommendations for restructuring of the health care plan 
available by the end of the fall semester. The spring semester will be mainly 
devoted to providing extensive information to faculty and staff so they can better 
understand their opportunities to structure their participation in a revised health 
care benefits plan in a way that is most advantageous to them. It is the intent. of 
the University that the re;;tnwturing of the health care plan be done in such a way 
that no group ofemnloyees is di~advant.aged relative to any other. and the needs of 
all be equally considered. 
We originally intended to consider options for increasing employee sharing 
in the cost of providing health care benefits as part of the full evaluation and 
restructuring of th~ BGSU health care plan to be implemE-nted in 1992. However, 
tllis spring's fast-breaking state budget crisis, culminating in the release of the 
Executive Budget during the week before spring break, forced us into a situation 
where we had to move ahead to plan greater employee cost-sharing for 1991-92. 
We had no control over this sequence of events, and little warning of the 
unexpectedly large reductions being proposed. In order to give acadenlic-year 
employees an opportunity to have input and to be fully apprised of any changes 
before they left for the summer, we needed to begin soliciting employee input 
immediately following spring break. Unfortunately, tllis allowed only nlinimal 
advance notice for participating faculty and staff. 
We felt that it would be beneficial in gaining thls input to utilize Costeffex, 
the health care consultant recently lured to assist the University in reviewing and 
restructuring its health care plan. As a result, a representative of Costeffex held 
a series of meetings on April 3rd - 5th with constituent groups as well as groups of 
employees (focus groups). Costeffex~s charge was to gather input from 
consultations with employees, and to make recommendations on how best to 
implement increased employee cost-sharing as an initial strategy to address the 
University's rapidly increasing health care costs. These recommendations will 
be shared with constituent groups on April 24th and 25th for their comment before 
final decisions on the recommendations are made in early May. 
I hope that this letter has clarified the changes that we are considering in 
the BGSU health care benefit plan and the reasons that we are considering those 
changes. Should you have additional questions, comments, concerns or advice 
that you would like us to consider, please feel free to commutlicate them to me, 
Vice Presidents Martin or Dalton, or Director of Benefits, Jim Morris. 
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Bowling Green State University 
CHANGES IN PRESIDENT OLSCAMP'S MEETING 
ONAPRIL22 
April 15, 1991 
All Faculty and Staff: 
Office of the Pr~ident 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0010 
Cable: BGSUOH 
Phone: (419) 372-2211 
Fa.-:: (419) 372-13446 
So much interest has been e:\."Pressed in the meeting plmmed for 
April 22 that it now appears the McFall Asseinbly Room will not be 
large enough to acconm1odate those wishing to attend. We also have 
son1e new infonuation to convey about the Health Care Plan review, 
and a general discussion of financial and budgetary matters seems 
appropriate. Therefore, I am changing the location of ne:\."t l\1onday's 
meeting. 
On the previously rumounced date and at the srune tiine -- 1\fonday, 
April 22, from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. -- I will host a University Convocation 
in the Ballroom of the Uniuersitu Union on the topic of the proposed 
changes in our Health Care Benefit Plan. 
I will make a presentation at that tiine, and the vice presidents, as 
well as a representative of Costeffex, will be present to answer 
questions. 
All1nen1bers of the University conununily ru·e invited to attend the 
Convocation in the Ballroom neA.i: Monday. 
dmm 
1? /i~J /t.!ttt.cf ~1 
Paul J. Olscamp 
President 
~. 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Pat ~oehler, Mary Beth Zachary, Cindy Puffer, Bob Graham, Lori 
Schumacher A ) 
FROt·1: Ann Bor1ers(}lt' 
DATE: April 18, 1991 
RE: Health benefits survey 
After our discussion Tuesday, I thought I would summarize for each of you 
the .. to d::tte .. t·•::sults f•·om the sm·v.::y; hm·tevet·, as \·te decide,j this 
information should not be circulated at this time. Since we are working 
rtith just .:.bout 50 ;·esponses, it \•touldbe ilYesponsible: to have the -
results used as definitive responses from administrative staff. 
Question one: cost-sharing equal=~2 
pt·o-t·ated=29 
Comments: Use sliding scale if pro-rate 
Pro-rate by use, not 5alary 
Phase in costs for classified 
Health cat·e does not equal salat·y, thet·ef.:we costs 
should not be pro-rated on salary 
Question two: Employee pay dependent care=24 
University pick up in some way=26 
Comments: Mol'i~ equitabl•:: to hav.:: dep.::nd•::nt care paid by •?mployee 
Univet·sity pay % •)f depend;::nt cal·,:: bas.::d on salary 
differences should be based on salary irregardles3 
of constituent group 
Univ~rsity pay dependent care but earlier age that 
covet•.:tge ends such as 18 1·1ith option f(W 1?rnploye2 
to pick up coverage after 18 
Need tc, p1·ovide pe1·manent pat·t time staff rlith 
ability to at least buy health care 
Dependent care should be purchased based on # dependents 
Offet· tht·ee l'::vels: sing•?, couple, family 
Options should be provided, i.e. cafeteria plan 
Question three: Premium=12 
Deductible=17 
Copay=17 
Corrlll•?nts: 1::51~ pl.:m is n'::cessaty, but need to educate people 
so understand where money not used goes 
Deductible should not be so high that it discoutages 
people from see~ing medic&l attention, i. e., $500 
per person too high, perhaps per family deductible 
such as $250 per person/$500 per family 
Higher capay so usets pay 
Higher premium based on salary 
Whatever decided, should be combination so equitable 
(thi5 comment came ft'I)ITI sevel'al people) 
8>1 
«. • ' -
PWC members 
April 18, 1991 
Page two 
More comments from question three: 
Combine deductible and capay with cap, then goes to 100% coverage 
If raise premium, them must start incentive plan to help keep 
costs down 
Combination: raise deductible on dental/vision, capay prescription 
drugs; raise major/medical deductible 
Always place cap on increases in payment so covered for major health 
costs 
Question four: 25 no 
14 yes 
5 maybes/not sure depending on high costs were raised 
Comments: More may drop out if positive, not negative incentive to 
do so 
General Comments: 
1. Great concern that cuts not be so severe that discourage utilization. 
If care is only provided at least level of medical intervention then 
costs will just increase because health problems will be greater/more 
costly. . 
2~ Keep in mind that with no salary increase and raise in health care 
costs, many families/individuals may be forced to make decisions 
based on first comment 
3. 125K-people want, but are somewhat distrustful as to how it will be 
presented, administered and where excess monies will go 
4. 1.3 million dollar figure; is this just an easy mark? 
5. Preventive care must be provided; especially if we pay more for 
our health care. Also educational programs, incentivee (both positive 
and negative) to promote better health, i.e. smoking. 
6. Provide options and equity 
7. Language used during this time must be very clear: Yes, this is a 
reduction in our benefits; that is, not what is offered, but that we 
are paying more for health care. 
Health Insurance: 
Hospitalization 
Employe,a 
Family 
Physician Services 
Prescription Drug Plan 
Hajor Hedical: 
Empl.:>yee 
Family 
Dental 
Vision 
Life Insurance 
Long Tetn Disability 
Vacation 
Fee Waiver Dependent 
Fee Waivers 
Comparison of ASC Benefits 
Full-Time Employees 
July 1, 1984 
BGSU pays 
Employee pays 
BGSU pays 
Family 
None 
Emplo::)j'ee pays 
100 d,ad./6 mo. 
BGSU pays 
Empl.::)y,ae o)nly c.:werage 
BGSU pays 
Empl.:Jyee (:only C•:O•Jerage 
Empl•}yee pays 
Employee p.ays 
20 days annuall:l 
July 1, 1990 
BGSU pays 
Split 
EGSU pays 
Single or family 
EGSU paj'S 
BGSU pays 
100 ded. I year 
Split 
BGSU pays 
Empl.:.yee 0nly coverage 
BGSU pays 
Ernpl.:•yee o::ml:r coverage 
BGSU pay premium on 
lX salary, emplo:ryee pays 
on 1 l/2X salary 
Split 
'1'1 days annually 
After 5 years of service After 3 years of service 
Part-Time Employees 
None For employee after 1 full-time 
equivalent y,aar .:.,f service 
q 
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MEMORANDUM 
TO: Chris Dalton 
Bob Martin 
Paul Olscamp 
FROM: Josh Kaplan 
RE: Cost Reduction Plan for Health Insurance 
t.\edical Direct·::>r 
Student H.:alth Service5 
8.:;wlirog Gr·~·~n. Ohi.:; ,13•10~-0147 
(419) 372-2271 
Cable: BGSUOH 
I would like to propose a plan to meet the need for a 
$1,300,000 reduction in health insurance costs for the 1991-
92 year. This plan is my own, and does not represent the 
opinions of the Insurance Committee or the Administrative 
staff Council. 
THE PLAN: 
1. Classified staff would be required to contribute to the 
cost of dependent coverage at the same level as contract 
staff, $892 per year. For each classified staff member 
currently receiving dependent coverage, $892 would be placed 
in a salary pool to be distributed as an across the board 
raise to classified staff. 
Assumption: Classified staff participation in dependent 
coverage would drop by 177 participants, from 768 (78~) to 
591 (60%). (Current levels of participation for faculty and 
administrative staff are, respectively, 56% and 45~.) 
Assumption: For each person who drops dependent coverage, 
the savings would be 60% of the average cost of dependent 
coverage. (I assume that the people who drop have an 
alternate source of dependent coverage, which is currently 
primary in half the cases. I choose 60% instead of 50~ 
because the alternate coverage may be potential, rather than 
actually present, because even when we are secondary we may 
pay some expenses, and because we are projecting a 16% 
increase in utilization.) 
Financial impact of salary increase: 768 * $892 = $685,000, 
all of which would be returned to classified staff as a $670 
salary increase, for a $685 1 000 net cost. 
Financial impact of new dependent premium: 591 * $892 = 
$527,000 net savinq. 
Financial impact of 177 people dropping dependent coverage: 
177 * $3,150 * .6 = $335,000 net savinq. 
2. The premium contribution for dependent coverage for all 
staff would be further increased to $1,200. 
Assumption: No further change in the number of participants, 
which is 191 administrative staff, 433 faculty, plus the 
estimated 591 classified staff, for a total of 1,215. 
Financial impact: 1,215 * $308 = $374,000 net saving. 
3. All employees would contribute $360 per year to the cost 
of their individual coverage. 
Assumptions: 100 employees would drop coverage due to 
availability of alternative coverage. A multiplier of .6 
will again be used to estimate the savings from dropped 
coverage. Individual coverage this year cost approximately 
$2,000. 
Financial impact of 100 people dropping individual coverage: 
100 * $2,000 * .6 = $120,000 net saving. 
Financial impact of premium contribution: 2,085 * $360 = 
$751,000 net saving. 
TOTAL NET SAVING = $1,422 1 000. 
RATIONALE AND ADVANTAGES 
My intent was to shift costs as much as possible to other 
employers, rather than our own staff. Our current plan, 
particularly the lack of classified staff employee 
contribution for dependent coverage, results in BGSU paying 
a disproportionately large share of dependent costs when an 
employee has a spouse working elsewhere. I estimate that of 
the $1,422,000 saved by this plan, $455,000 would be saved 
by shifting expenses to other employers. 
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I believe this plan is fair in its treatment of the three 
constituent groups; perhaps more to the point, I believe it 
would be perceived as fair. I have talked to numerous 
classified staff members, all of whom are upset because they 
anticipate losing free dependent coverage and feel that this 
is a benefit that they have had in lieu of past salary 
increases. The people I have talked to would accept a plan 
that removed this benefit but returned the money as salary. 
The administrative staff I have talked to perceive the 
current benefit package as inequitable, primarily because of 
classified staff's free dependent coverage, and I believe 
they would also be satisfied. I have had less opportunity 
to explore the concerns of faculty, but I hope they too will 
find this approach to be fair. 
I have made all the changes in premiums, and none in co-
payments or deductibles. I saw several advantages to this 
approach: 
1. I believe it is easier to project the financial impact of 
premium changes than of deductibles or co-payments. (I 
would suggest that both this assumption, and the other 
assumptions I used in my estimates, be discussed with 
Costeffex.) 
2. It is certainly easier to utilize a 125k plan to tax 
shelter premiums than co-payments and deductibles, both for 
employees and for the University. Employees would not need 
to estimate how much to contribute, and only the simplest 
type of 125k plan would be required. 
3. The costs are shared by all employees, whereas increases 
in co-payments and deductibles would shift costs only to 
those who were ill. While co-payments and deductibles may 
well have desirable effects on utilization patterns, and be 
part of longer term changes in our health benefits, I do not 
think they are appropriate as a way to accomplish large 
scale cost shifting. 
4. University Administration has stated that the immediate 
changes will not reduce current health plan coverage. I do 
not believe that this statement was intended to exclude co-
payments or deductibles. However, I believe that co-
payments and deductibles, by reducing the level of 
reimbursement for covered expenses, would be perceived as a 
reduction in coverage by a substantial number of employees. 
I tried to make my estimates conservative, and I also built 
in a margin for error of approximately 9%. In the absolute 
worst case scenario, in which these changes result in nobody 
dropping coverage, this plan still generates a net saving of 
$1,215,000. Thus I believe that it is extremely likely that 
this plan would meet or exceed the projected need. 
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FINANCIAL IMPACT ON EMPLOYEES OF PROPOSED PREMitrn CHANGES 
by Constituent Group, Type of Coverage, and Tax Brac}:et 
-:e '~ .. ,._,~_-" I 11- . ---. - ·-. ~~!~¥~t~~· ·-~·.'~' ·. ,0'·+~:;:;_;:: CLASSIFIED 
Individual Dependent Individual Dependent 
PRE-TAX +$310 -$890 -$360 -$668 
POST-TAX: 
. -. 
~8% +254 -$739..---/ -$295 -$548 
33% +208 -$596 -$241 -$449 
40% +186 -$534 -$216 -$402 
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4/21/91 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Chris Dalton 
Bob Martin 
Paul Olscamp 
FROM: Josh Kaplan 
RE: Cost Reduction Plan for Health Insurance 
t.\e.:li.:al Direct.:Jr 
~tuder.t Health ~ervic•?S 
E:O::.wlirog (~ro?•ero, •::.hi.:. 43,10~-(;1 ,17 
(419) 372-2271 
Cable: BGSUOH 
I would like to propose a plan to meet the need for a 
$1,300,000 reduction in health insurance cost~ for the 1991-
92 year. This plan is my own, and does not represent the 
opinions of the Insurance Committee or the Administrative 
Staff Council. 
THE PLAN: 
1. Classified staff would be required to contribute to the 
cost of dependent coverage at the same level as contract 
staff, $892 per year. For each classified staff member 
currently receiving dependent coverage, $892 would be placed 
in a salary pool to be distributed as an across the board 
raise to classified staff. 
Assumption: Classified staff participation in dependent 
coverage would drop by 177 participants, from 768 (78%) to 
591 (60%). (Current levels of participation for faculty and 
administrative staff are, respectively, 56% and 45%.) 
Assumption: For each person who drops dependent coverage, 
the savings would be 60~ of the average cost of dependent 
coverage. (I assume that the people who drop have an 
alternate source of dependent coverage, which is currently 
primary in half the cases. I choose 60% instead of 50% 
because the alternate coverage may be potential, rather than 
actually present, because even when we are secondary we may 
pay some eA~enses, and because we are projecting a 16% 
increase in utilization.) 
Financial impact of salary increase: 768 * $892 = $685,000, 
all of which would be returned to classified staff as a $670 
salary increase, for a $685,000 net cost. 
Financial impact of new dependent premium: 591 * $892 = 
$527,000 net savinq. 
Financial impact of 177 people dropping dependent coverage: 
177 * $3,150 * .6 = $335,000 net savinq. 
2. The premium contribution for dependent coverage for all 
staff would be further increased to $1,080. 
Assumption: No further change in the number of participants, 
which is 191 administrative staff, 433 faculty, plus the 
estimated 591 classified staff, for a total of 1,215. 
Financial impact: 1,215 * $188 = $228,000 net savinq. 
3. All employees would contribute $420 per year to the cost 
of their individual coverage. 
Assumptions: 100 employees would drop coverage due to 
availability of alternative coverage. A multiplier of .6 
will again be used to estimate the savings from dropped 
coverage. Individual coverage this year cost approximately 
$2,000. 
Financial impact of 100 people dropping individual coverage: 
100 * $2,000 * .6 = $120,000 net savinq. 
Financial impact of premium contribution: 2,085 * $420 = 
$876,000 net savinq. 
TOTAL NET SAVING = $1,401,000. 
RATIONALE AND ADVANTAGES 
My intent was to shift costs as much as possible to other 
employers, rather than our own staff. Our current plan, 
particularly the lack of classified staff employee 
contribution for dependent coverage, results in BGSU paying 
a disproportionately large share of dependent costs when an 
employee has a spouse working elsewhere. I estimate that of 
the $1,401,000 saved by this plan, $455,000 would be saved 
by shifting expenses to other employers. 
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I believe this plan is fair in its treatment of the three 
constituent groups; perhaps more to the point, I believe it 
would be perceived as fair. I have talked to numerous 
classified staff members, all of whom are upset because they 
anticipate losing free dependent coverage and feel that this 
is a benefit that they have had in lieu of past salary 
increases. The people I have talked to would accept a plan 
that removed this benefit but returned the money as salary. 
The administrative staff I have talked to perceive the 
current benefit package as inequitable, primarily because of 
classified staff's free dependent coverage, and I believe 
they would also be satisfied. I have had less opportunity 
to explore the concerns of faculty, but I hope they too will 
find this approach to be fair. 
I have made all the changes in premiums, and none in co-
payments or deductibles. I saw several advantages to this 
approach: 
1. I believe it is easier to project the financial impact of 
premium changes than of deductibles or co-payments. (I 
would suggest that both this assumption, and the other 
assumptions I used in my estimates, be discussed with 
Costeffex.) 
2. It is certainly easier to utilize a 125k plan to tax 
shelter premiums than co-payments and deductibles, both for 
employees and for the University. Employees would not need 
to estimate how much to contribute, and only the simplest 
type of 125k plan would be required. 
3. The costs are shared by all employees, whereas increases 
in co-payments and deductibles would shift costs only to 
those who were ill. While co-payments and deductibles may 
well have desirable effects on utilization patterns, and be 
part of longer term changes in our health benefits, I do not 
think they are appropriate as a way to accomplish large 
scale cost shifting. 
4. University Administration has stated that the immediate 
changes will not reduce current health plan coverage. I do 
not believe that this statement was intended to exclude co-
payments or deductibles. However, I believe that co-
payments and deductibles, by reducing the level of 
reimbursement for covered expenses, would be perceived as a 
reduction in coverage by.a substantial number of employees. 
I tried to make my estimates conservative, and I also built 
in a margin for error of approximately 8%. In the absolute 
worst case scenario, in which these changes result in nobody 
dropping coverage, this plan still generates a net saving of 
$1,180,000. Thus I believe that it is extremely liJ~ely that 
this plan would meet or exceed the projected need. 
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FINANCIAL IMPACT ON EMPLOYEES OF PROPOSED PREMil~ CHANGES 
by Constituent Group, Type of coverage, and Tax Bracket 
PRE-TAX 
POST-TAX: 
18% 
33% 
40% 
CLASSIFIED 
Individual Dependent 
+$250 
+205 
+168 
+150 
-$830 
(:_$681 
-$556 
-$498 
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ADMINISTRATIVE 
Individual Dependent 
-$420 -$608 
-$344 -$499 
-$281 -$407 
-$252 -$365 
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4/22/91 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
RE: 
Paul Olscamp 
Eloise Clark 
Chris Dalton ~ 
Bob Martin Mary Edmonds ~ 
Phil Mason I ~-
Josh Kaplan ~' 
Cost Reduction Plan for Health Insurance 
Medk.'ll Director 
~ludenl He.'llth ~ervi.::es 
Eowling Gr•':ero, o:)hi.:o 4::"10]-0147 
(419) 372-2271 
Cable: BGSUOH 
I would like to propose a plan to meet the need for a 
$1,300,000 reduction in health insurance costs for the 1991-
92 year. The plan was discussed this morning by officers of 
Faculty Senat*:y, Classified Staff Council and Administrative 
Staff Council: Harold Lunde, Lee Chiarelott, Evron Collins, 
Kathy Eninger, Kay Williamson, Gregg DeCrane, and Greg 
Jordan. These officers have endorsed the plan and will be 
presenting it to their respective groups' executive 
committees within the next twenty-four hours. 
THE PLAN: 
1. Classified staff would be required to contribute to the 
cost of dependent coverage at the same level as contract 
staff, $892 per year. For each classified staff member 
currently receiving dependent coverage, $392 would be placed 
in a salary pool to be distributed as an across the board 
raise to classified staff. 
Assumption: Classified staff participation in dependent 
coverage would drop by 177 participants, from 768 (78~) to 
591 (60%). (Current levels of participation for faculty and 
administrative staff are, respectively, 56% and 45%.) 
Assumption: For each person who drops dependent coverage, 
the savings would be 60% of the average cost of dependent 
•· \ 
. 
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coverage. (I assume that the people who drop have an 
alternate source of dependent coverage, which is currently 
primary in half the cases. I choose 60% instead of 50% 
because the alternate coverage may be potential, rather than 
actually present, because even when we are secondary we may 
pay some expenses, and because we are projecting a 16% 
increase in utilization.) 
Financial impact of salary increase: 768 * $892 = $685,000 
net cost. Including 15% for PERS, etc., this would allow an 
across the board raise of $584 for all full time classified 
staff. 
Financial impact of new dependent premium: 591 * $892 = 
$527,000 net saving. 
Financial impact of 177 people dropping dependent coverage: 
177 * $3,150 * .6 = $335,000 net saving. 
2. The premium contribution for dependent coverage for all 
staff would be further increased to $1,080. 
Assumption: No further change in the number of participants, 
which is 191 administrative staff, 433 faculty, plus the 
estimated 591 classified staff, for a total of 1,215. 
Financial impact: 1,215 * $188 = $228,000 net saving. 
3. All employees would contribute $420 per year to the cost 
of their individual coverage. 
Assumptions: 100 employees would drop coverage due to 
availability of alternative coverage. A multiplier of .6 
will again be used to estimate the savings from dropped 
coverage. Individual coverage this year cost approximately 
$2,000. 
Financial impact of 100 people dropping individual coverage: 
100 * $2,000 * .6 = $120,000 net saving. 
Financial impact of premium contribution: 2,085 * $420 = 
$876,000 net saving. 
TOTAL NET SAVING = $1,401 1 000. 
RATIONALE AND ADVANTAGES 
My intent was to shift costs as much as possible to other 
employers, rather than our own staff. Our current plan, 
particularly the lack of classified staff employee 
contribution for dependent coverage, results in BGSU paying 
a disproportionately large share of dependent costs when an 
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employee has a spouse working elsewhere. I estimate that of 
the $1,401,000 saved by this plan, $455,000 would be saved 
by shifting eA~enses to other employers. 
I believe this plan is fair in its treatment of the three 
constituent groups; perhaps more to the point, I believe it 
would be perceived as fair. I have talked to numerous 
classified staff members, all of whom are upset because they 
anticipate losing free dependent coverage and feel that this 
is a benefit that they have had in lieu of past salary 
increases. The people I have talked to would accept a plan 
that removed this benefit but returned the money as salary. 
The administrative staff I have talked to perceive the 
current benefit package as inequitable, primarily because of 
classified staff's free dependent coverage, and I believe 
they would also be satisfied. I have had less opportunity 
to explore the concerns of faculty, but I hope they too will 
find this approach to be fair. 
I have made all the changes in premiums, and none in co-
payments or deductibles. I saw several advantages to this 
approach: 
1. I believe it is easier to project the financial impact of 
premium changes than of deductibles or co-payments. (I 
would suggest that both this assumption, and the other 
assumptions I used in my estimates, be discussed with 
Costeffex.) 
2. It is certainly easier to utilize a 125k plan to tax 
shelter premiums than co-payments and deductibles, both for 
employees and for the University. Employees would not need 
to estimate how much to contribute, and only the simplest 
type of 125k plan would be required. 
3. The costs are shared by all employees, whereas increases 
in co-payments and deductibles would shift costs only to 
those who were ill. While co-payments and deductibles may 
well have desirable effects on utilization patterns, and be 
part of longer term changes in our health benefits, I do not 
think they are appropriate as a way to accomplish large 
scale cost shifting. 
4. University Administration has stated that the immediate 
changes will not reduce current health plan coverage. I do 
not believe that this statement was intended to exclude co-
payments or deductibles. However, I believe that co-
payments and deductibles, by reducing the level of 
reimbursement for covered eA~enses, would be perceived as a 
reduction in coverage by a substantial number of employees. 
I tried to make my estimates conservative, and I also built 
in a margin for error of approximately 8%. In the absolute 
worst case scenario, in which these changes result in nobody 
dropping coverage, this plan still generates a net saving of 
$1,180,000. Thus I believe that it is extremely likely that 
this plan would meet or exceed the projected need. 
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FINANCIAL IlwlPACT ON El·1PLOYEES OF PROPOSED PREMIUM CHANGES 
by Constituent Group, Type of Coverage, and Combined State 
and Federal Tax Bracket 
PRE-T&~ 18% TAX 33% TAX 40% TAX 
CLASSIFIED 
Individual Only +$164 +$134 +$110 +$98 
Individual & Dependent -$916 -$751 -$614 -$550 
Weighted Average -$484 -$397 -$324 -$291 
FACULTY Al~D ADMINISTRATIVE 
Individual Only -$420 -$344 -$281 -$252 
Individual and Dependent -$608 -$499 -$407 -$365 
Weighted Average -$514 -$422 -$344 -$309 
Notes: 
1. Classified staff will also receive an additional $86 per 
employee in benefits associated with the $584 raise. 
2. For contract staff who are already taking dependent 
coverage, addition of a 125k plan will generate additional 
savings on the current premium contribution. This will not 
cost the University anything, but will further lower the 
average cost for contract employees, after taxes in the 
lowest bracket, to $342. 
xc: Gaylyn Finn 
John Moore 
Jim Morris 
Hal Lunde 
Kathy Eninger 
Gregg DeCrane 
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MEl-!ORANDUM 
TO: Paul Olscamp 
Eloise Clark 
Chris Dalton 
Mary Edmonds 
Bob Martin 
Phil Mason 
l.i.:dio:<JI Director 
~tudent Health 52rvi.:es 
E:.:.wlinil Green. (lilio -ls•!(J3-D1•'7 
(419) 372-2271 
Cable Bc:;uoH 
FROM: Faculty Senate, Classified Staff Council and 
Administrative Staff Council Executive Committees 
RE: Cost Reduction Plan for Health Insurance 
We would like to propose a plan to meet the need for a 
$1,300,000 reduction in health insurance costs for the· 1991~ 
92 year. 
THE PLAN: 
1. Classified staff would be required to contribute to the 
cost of dependent coverage at the same level as contract 
staff, $893 per year. For each classified staff member 
currently receiving dependent coverage, $892 would be placed 
in a salary pool to be distributed as an across the board 
raise to classified staff. 
Assumption: Classified staff participation in dependent 
coverage would drop by 177 participants, from 768 (78%) to 
591 (60~). (Current levels of participation for faculty and 
administrative staff are, respectively, 56% and 45%.) 
Assumption: For each person who drops dependent coverage, 
the savings would be 60% of the average cost of dependent 
coverage. (We assume that the people who drop have an 
alternate source of dependent coverage, which is currently 
primary in half the cases. We choose 60% instead of 50~ 
because the alternate coverage may be potential, rather than 
actually present, because even when we are secondary we may 
pay some expenses, and because we are projecting a 16% 
increase in utilization.) 
Financial impact of salary increase: 768 * $892 = $685,000 
net cost. This would allow an across the board raise of 
$584 for all full time classified staff; plus an additional 
15% for PERS, etc. ($584 * 1020 Classified staff = 
$596,000. $596,000 * 1.15 = $685,000.) 
Financial impact of new dependent premium: 591 * $892 = 
$527,000 net savinq. 
Financial impact of 177 people dropping dependent coverage: 
177 * $3,150 * .6 = $335,000 net savinq. 
2. The premium contribution for dependent coverage for all 
staff would be further increased to $1,080. · 
Assumption: No further change in the number of participants, 
which is 110 administrative staff, 319 faculty, plus the 
estimated 591 classified staff, for a total of 1,020. 
Financial impact: 1,020 * $188 = $192,000 net savinq. 
3. All employees would contribute $420 per year to the cost 
of their individual coverage. 
Assumptions: 100 employees would drop coverage due to 
availability of alternative coverage. A multiplier of .6 
will again be used to estimate the savings from dropped 
coverage. Individual coverage this year cost approximately 
$2,000. 
Financial impact of 100 people dropping individual coverage: 
100 * $2,000 * .6·= $120,000 net savinq. 
Financial impact of premium contribution: 2,085 * $420 = 
$876,000 net savinq. 
TOTAL NET SAVING = $1,365,000. 
RATIONALE AND ADVANTAGES 
Our intent was to shift costs as much as possible to other 
employers, rather than our own staff. our current plan, 
particularly the lack of classified staff employee 
contribution for dependent coverage, results in BGSU paying 
a disproportionately large share of dependent costs when an 
employee has a spouse working elsewhere. We estimate that 
of the $1,365,000 saved by this plan, $455,000 would be 
saved by shifting expenses to other employers. 
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We believe this plan is fair in its treatment of the three 
constituent 9roups; perhaps more to the point, we believe'it 
would be perceived as fair. 
We have made all the changes in premiums, and none in co-
payments or deductibles. We saw several' advanta9es to this 
approach: 
1. We believe it is easier to project the financial impact 
of premium changes than of deductibles or co-payments. (We 
would suggest that both this assumption, and the other 
assumptions we used in our estimates, be discussed with 
Costef f ex. ) 
2. It is certainly easier to utilize a 125k plan to tax 
shelter premiums than co-payments and deductibles, both for 
employees and for the University. Employees would not need 
to estimate how much to contribute, and only the simplest 
type of 125k plan would be required. 
3. The costs are shared by all employees, whereas increa$es 
in co-payments and deductibles would shift cost$ only to , 
those who were ill. While co-payments and deductibles· may 
well have desirable effects on utilization patterns, and be 
part of longer term changes in our health benefits, we do 
not think they are appropriate as a way to accomplish large 
scale cost shifting. 
4. University Administration has stated that the immediate 
changes will not reduce current health plan coverage. We do 
not believe that this statement was intended to exclude co~ 
payments or deductibles. However, we believe that co-
payments and deductibles, by reducing the level of 
reimbursement for covered e~~enses, would be perceived as a 
reduction in coverage by a substantial number of employees. 
We tried to make our estimates conser~,ati ve, and we also 
built in a margin for error of approximately 5%. In the 
absolute worst case scenario, in which these changes result 
in nobody dropping coverage, this plan still generates a net 
savin9 of $1,180,000. Thus we believe that it is extremely 
likely that this pl:m would meet or e:·:ceed the projected 
need. 
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FINANCIAL II-IPACT OU E1·fPLOYEES OF PROPOSED PREMIUM CH.;I·JGES 
by Constituent Group, Type of Coverage, and Combined State 
and Federal Tax Bracket 
PRE-TAX 13% TAX 33~ TAX -10% TAX 
CLASSIFIED 
Individual Only +$164 
Individual & Dependent -$916 
Weighted Average -$434 
FACULTY AND ADMINISTR~TIVE 
Individual Only 
Individual & Dependent 
Weighted Average 
xc: Gaylyn Finn 
John I-loore 
Jim Morris 
Hal Lunde 
Kathy Eninger 
Gregg DeCrane 
-$420 
-$603 
-$514 
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+$134 +$110 +$98 
-$751 -$614 -$550 
-$397 -$324 -$291 
. -$344 
-$::!81 -$252 
-$499 -$407 -$365 
-$422 -$34-1 -$309 
ASC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
AGENDA 
1. 
2. 
':l Jo 
BENEFITS MEETING 
EXEC .f-lEETING AT FIRELAl·IDS 
END OF YEAR RAP UP 
- COMMITTEE REPORTS 
- LIST OF ACCOHPLISI-TI1ENTS 
4. AGENDA FOR MAY 2 
5. ELECTION UPDATE -:JM 
6. REPLACEHENT FOH CHRIS DUNN 
APRIL 23, 1991 
Health Care Benefit Plan Project Team 
Working Proposal for Conhibution Changes for 1991~92 
April24, 1991 
This proposal was initially developt~d by Josh Kaplan. His proposal was 
favorably reviewed by the Executive Committees of the Faculty Senate, Classified 
Staff Council, and Administrative Staff Council. 
As an approach to addressing the short-term proble.m for 1£1£11-92 the 
proposal relies on changes in employee "premium" contributions rather than 
changes in deductibles or eo-insurance. There would be employee contributions 
for both single and family health care coveragrj. All employees electing single 
coverage would pay the same monthly premium. Employ(~rjS elr~cting family 
coverage would pay a highrjr premitm1, but it, too, would be tlk same for all 
employees with family coverage. 
A very significant feature of the proposal is that inb:t:.duction of employee 
contributions for fainily and single coverage for cla~sified staff would be 
accompanied by an across-the-board salary increas1:- {i)l· full-time classill.ed stall~ of 
approximately $584. 
--The proposal also presumes that ernployee premium contributions would be 
paid with "prd.ax" dollars via a Section 1~5 K account, thus reduci11g the impar2t c.f 
the "premium" contributions on an ~~mployee's take-home pay. 
The implementation of the change for fiscal year emplr)yer~s could cu2cm· as 
early as :July 1st, if the Section 1~5 plan can be implemented by then. Jo.....rf-L 
A pn:~liminary review of the "Kaplan" propoaal by Costeffex indicates that 
the savings generated by employees opting to drop single or family coverage . 
through the BGSU plan are overc:-stimated by an amount on the orda· of $300,000. . t.J·l~ f· Two models of changes in premium contributions arc?. att.adted. Model A 
reflects the "Kaplan" proposal, which in its current. form appears to fall around 
$300,000 short r:.fmeeting the increaaes in hr::alth care costs projected for 1991-!:12. 
Model B ase.umes that this $300,000 is made up by increasing the both the single 
and dependent premiums proposed in the "Kaplan" plan by $10 per month. 
We eneourage you to provide li::edback t.o .Jim MorTis, DirectrJl' of Benefits, or 
Vice Presidents Dalton or Martin. · 
DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION AND STAFF FEEDBACK 
BGSU Health Care Benefits Plan 
Classified Staff Contributions for 91-92 
Model A: Meets approximately $1,000,000 of $1,300,000 target . 
Employee Contribution 
monthly 
annual 
Pay Increase (partial contribution offset) 
monthly 
annual 
Estimated Mter Tax Impact 
For lSo;.j Tax Bracket 
For 33°-{; Ta:;;: Bracket 
For 40% Tax Bracket 
Approach suggested by .J. Kaplan, M.D. 
mon 
annual 
........... _..." ... Coverage Family Coverage 
Option Option 
i.e. one employee 
$35 
$420 
$49 
$584 
($11) 
($134) 
($9) 
($110) 
($8) 
includes enrolling 
& 
$125 
$1,500 
$49 
$584 
$63 
$751 
$51 
$614 
$46 
~--------~~~----------~--~ 
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DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION AND STAFF FEEDBACK 
BGSU Health Care Benefits Plan 
Classified Staff Contributions for 91-92 
Model B: Projected to meet $1,300,000 target. 
\;li.&AL&.t::.AL~ Coverage Family Coverage 
Option Option 
i.e. one employee includes enrolling 
Employee Contribution 
monthly 
annual 
Pay Increase (partial contribution offset) 
Estimated Mter Tax Impact 
For 18% Tax Bi·acket .,. 
I~~:; qJ) (?~ ,,. ·~-< ~ .... ~t 'f 
_ - 1 ~ut.Jl:.fu ~ lrV -,ft. 
For 33% Tax Bracket 
For 40%i Tax Bracket 
$45 
$540 
$49 
$584 
($3) 
{$3Gj 
($2) 
($29) 
($2) 
.,.....,nlnv"""' & 
4/'::.8/91 Prepared by BGSU Health Care Benefit Plan Project Team 
$145 
$1,740 
$49 
$584 
$79 
$£14:3 
$65 
$775 
$58 
$694 
.. . 
DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION AND STAFF FEEDBACK 
BGSU Health Care Benefits Plan 
Faculty I Administrative Staff Contributions for 91-92 
Model A: Meets approximately $1,000,000 of $1,300,000 target. 
Employee Contribution 
Current Conuibution; for 90-91 
monthly 
annual 
monthly 
annual 
Estimated Mter Tax Impact 
For 18% Tax Bracket 
For 33%j Tax Bracket 
For 400fcj Tax Bracket 
Apprc.ach suggested by .J. Kaplan. M.D. 
monthly 
annual 
monthly 
annual 
monthly 
annual 
Single Coverage 
Option 
i.e. one employee only 
$35 
$420 
$0 
$0 
$29 
$344 
$23 
$281 
$21 
$252 
Family Coverage 
Option 
includes enrolling 
employee & dependents 
$125 
$1,500 
$74 
$892. 
.. 
$103 
•• ,..2;,'!>0 $1,:2:30 . 
$84 
$1,005 
$75 
$900 
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DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION AND STAFF FEEDBACK 
BGSU Health Care Benefits Plan 
Faculty/Administrative Staff Contributions for 91-92 
Model B: Projected to meet $1,300,000 target. 
Employee Contribution 
Current Contiibution; for ·90-9 l 
monthly 
annual 
monthly 
annual 
Estimated Mter Tax Impact 
For 18% Ta:.;: Bracket 
For 33% Tax Bracket 
For 40% Tax Bracket 
monthly 
annual 
monthly 
annual 
m.onthly 
annual 
Single Coverage 
Option 
i.e. one employee only 
( 
$45 
$540 
$0 
$0 
$37 
$<-1<-13 
$30 
$362 
$27 
$324 
Family Coverage 
Option ~", .. sen~ 
employee & dependents 
.::--..,._ 
$145 
$1,740 
$74 $--') ~!:I:.. 
$119 
~ $1,427 
$97 
$1,166 
$87 
$1,044 
4/23/91 Pr·~pared by BGSU Health Care 86ne.fit Plan Pruje • .::t Team 
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D 
•. 
Bowling Green State University 
April 30, 1991 
Vice Pre;ident for 
Planning and Bud6·~ting 
Bawling Grc ... ::n, Cthiu 4J403-00130 
(419) 3 72-8262 
FAX: (419) 37:!-3446 
Cable: BGSUOH 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FR()M: 
RE: 
Faculty Senate Executive Conm1ittee 
Classified Staff Council Executive Committee 
Administrative Staff Council Executive Conunittee 
Robert Martin, Viee President for Operation~~\ 
Chris Dalton, Vice President for Planning&. Budgetinggc.~ 
Propos,:;d Health Car•:: Contlibutions Plan fbr 1991-92 
This is in response to your memo of April 23 which propos.::d a "Cost Reallocation 
Plan for Health Insurance" to mec::t the ne,~d for a $1.3 million reduc::tion in l11::alth 
insurance costs for the 1£191-92 year. 
A8 you 1-.:now, this plan was diBeussed ext•?.nsivdy during our meetings with 
employ'=':: groups on April ~-1th and April ~5th. As we noted during thos·~ rnt:etings, ~1 
r.:-view of the SEC/CSC/ASC proposal by th.:- underwriting expt::.rts at Costeffex, the 
u'niversity's health eare consultant, indicati::d that tht~ projf:~cted n~duction in claims 
resulting from employ•=es who would be expeeted to drop single or family coverage:: through 
the? BGSU plan was overestimated. Two plans were therefore presentt:·d in the meetings 
with employc::e groups on April ~-! and ~5. Model A, which COlTespond·::.·d to t.he 
SEC/CSC/ASC propoBal, propo3E>d the introduction of annual employee:. "premiums'' of $4~0 
for single covc:.rage and $1500 for family cove:.rage. Model B made:. up 1~)1' the shortfall 
(initially estimated at approximatdy $300,0(11)) generated by the ovc::rest.imat.e of claims 
saving3 by increasing the annual employee contributions to $5-10 for eingl,:, cov•?.ragc:: and 
$17-10 £:n· family coverage. (Further refinement of the analysis has reduced the pr(.jed.ed 
shortfall to approximately $~03,000. If t.hiE differencr:: were made up by equal increases in 
the rates for dependent and singl•:: coverage, the annual single:. and family rates would be 
$490 and $1640, respectively.) 
Strong support was expressed in all our t?.mploy.:-e group rrwetings last wed: for the 
~onc.::pts in the:: SEC/CSC/ASC proposal which include: (a) addr•::ssing the H"J£•1-9:2 problem 
via increased prc:.mium contributi•)nS rather than changt:s in deductible and co-insurance 
levels; (b) introduetion of employee contributions for both singl•:. and family coverage~; (c) 
equal employee contributions from contract and clas::;ified staff; (d) coupling the 
introduction of dassified staff "premium" contributions with an acr.:•ss-the-bosm:l salary 
increase D)r clasaified stafr (paid for by funds that were used to cover a portion of classified 
staff family health insurance premiums) ; and (e) simultane•)US implementation of a 
Section 1~5K Plan allowing employ.~es to reduce their federal and state taxes by using 
pretax dollars to mal:.?. their h•?.alth car.:- contributions. The major concern that was 
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expressed by nc:-arly every group was the?. ability of BGSU employees at or near the bcjtt•jm c.f 
tht? salary scales with a nc~ed fcJr dc:-pm1elent coverage to absorb the proposed 1991-9:2 rates 
for family eoverage. A common theme, again from nearly evc~ry g1·oup, was the sugge~:::tion 
that employee contributions for family ccwerage vary, in some fashion, with employc::e 
salary. 
Thc:: revised proposal, which we are forwarding for your review and comment, has 
been devc?.loped hy the Health Care Benefit Plan Project Team taking into account both the 
clearly expressed dc"'sire of the employee group;:; that employee ec:mtributions fur family 
coverage be pro-rated to employee salary, as well as the nec:-d to produce a plan which 
comes close to generating savings c:~qual to the $1.3 million incre:-ase project.c::d for health 
care costs for 1991-9:2. The only difference between the enclosc~d proposal and the 
SEC/CSC/ASC plan is that the annual employee contribution for family covc::rage has bc::c::n · 
changed from $1500 ior $16-10 if the rates of employee contributions for single and 
depende11t coverage were increased equally to cover the $:JOS,OOO shortfall) to $1100 plus 
_1.5% of annual salary. This proposal, with e~mployee eont.rihutions that vary with salary, 
will result in a cost of less than $1500 for family coverage f.:n· faculty and sta1T with annual 
BGSU earnings lower than $:26,6fi7 (and a eost of less than $113-10 1~w f::unily coverage for 
employe?.e~s with annual BGSU earnings le)W,?.r than $36,000.) Costs of family coverage will, 
of course, be higher fe)r emplrJyec~s with annual BGSU earnings above~ these levels. 
More details on the:- propose~cl plan including the impact e)n both classified and 
contract e?.mployee?s with either single or family coverage are included in the encloo::ed 
materials. Although the plan now generates savings approximatdy $71,000 short of the 
original targe:-t of $1.3 million, we arc:- comfcwtable with its results. The plan prc::sunK-s that 
all employee contributic)US would be paid via a Section 1:]51\: account.. We are curn~ntly 
planning on a .July 1, 1!?J91 implementation date~ for for the changes in employee 
contributions for 1991-9:2, given that the 1~5E: plans ean be? t:-stablished by that date. If the 
implementation is delayed beyond .July 1, t.he?n the monthly and biwc~eldy contribution rates 
will be adjusted to generate t.lK· annual contribution rates projected assuming a July 1 
implementation. · 
We ask that you and your eonstituents return any commE:nts you may have on this 
rc:~vised plan to Robert Martin or Chris Dalton by noon on Friday, May 3, Hlfll. We assur•3 
you that your cornment.s will be carefully considerc:-d. The final plan for employee sharing 
of increasing BGSU Health Care Benc?.fit Plan costs will be? announced next we~ek, on or 
about May 8th. 
We would lib:- to express our appre:-ciation to the Faculty Senate Executive 
Committee, the Classified Staff Council Executive~ c,)mrrrittc:-e and the Administrative Stan~ 
Council Executive Ce)mmitte::e fc)r the fine~ spirit of cooperation with which they appre)ached 
worldng with each otha· and the~ central administratiun on devde)ping a cost rr~alle)C&tic,n 
plan to ge:-nerate the $1.3 millie:.n nec::ded to cover thE· increases in health care:- Ce)Sts fc)r 1£191-
9:2. Special thanks are also due to Dr .• Josh Kaplan, the principal author of the 
SEC/CSC/ ASC plan. 
As we near the completion of Phase I of this project., we look fonvaid to your 
continuc::d assistance a~ we move forward to the Phase II comprehensive evaluation of the 
BGSU Health Care Benefit Plan as de::.eribed in our earlier memo. 
BGSU Health Care Benefits 
Employee Contributions Plan for 1991-92 
Impact on Classified Staff · 
Employee Contribution 
Biweekly 
I Annua 
Pay Increase (partial contribution offset) 
Biweekly 
Annual 
Estimated Mter Tax Impact 
(Contribution - Pay Increase) 
With Annual BGSTJ Salary = $16,000 
With Annual BGSTJ Salary = $25,000 
With Almual BGSU Salary= $40,000 
Annual 
Biweekly 
Annual 
Biweekly 
Annual 
Biweekly 
Single Coverage 
Option 
i.e. one employee only 
$16.15 
$420 
$22.40 
$582.40 
($132) 
($5) 
($109) 
($4) 
($109) 
($4) 
Family Coverage 
Option 
includes enrolling 
employee & dependents 
$42.31 + 1.5% 
of Biweekly Salary 
$1100 + 1.5% 
of Annual Salary 
$22.40 
$582.40 
.. 
$633 
$24 
$719 
$28 
$900 
$35 
4/3 0/91 Pr.::pared by 8GSU Ho?.alth Car.:: B.:m.:.fil Plan Proj.so::t Team 
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BGSU Health Care Benefits 
Employee Contributions Plan for 1991-92 
Impact on Faculty & Administrative Staff 
Employee Contribution 
Current Contribution; for 90-91 
Monthly 
Annual 
monthly 
annual 
Estimated Increased Contribution 
(From 1990-91 - Mter Tax Impact) 
With BGSU Salary= $20,000 
With BGSU Salary = $30,000 
With BGSU Salary = $40,000 
With BGSU Salmy = $50,000 
With BGSU Salary= $80,000 
4/3 0/91 
1 Annua 
Monthly 
1 Annua 
Monthly 
Annual 
Monthly 
Annual 
Monthly 
Annual 
Monthly 
Single Coverage 
Option 
i.e. one employee only 
$35 
$420 
$0 
$0 
$341 
$28 
$284 
$24 
$284 
$24 
$281 
$23 
$260 
$22 
Family Coverage 
Option 
includes enrolling 
employee & dependents 
$91.67 + 1.5% 
of Monthly Salary 
$1100 + 1.5% 
of Annual Salary 
$74 
$8£12 
$246 
$20 
$356 
$30 
$477 
$40 
$344 
$29 
$644 
$54 
C7')] ~ -~ [7~ Bowling Green State University Cl<u~ifie.:l :;taff C.:.un.:il Repre::enting O:bs>ifie-oj Empk.yees 
P.O. Bo:-: 91 
University Hall 
B.:.wlin;; Gr·~en, Ohi.:. 43403-0379 
Cable: BCSUOH 
""'c.>' 
May 2, 1991 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
Pr~sidant Paul J. Ols~amp 
Ad Council 
Classified Staff C0un~il 
Fr.::,posed Health O.::ar~ Contributi.:.ns Plan 
fc.r 1991-92 
After revie~·lin·J the modified r~-:..pl:tn pr•=•PC•2al ;;ubmittad t.:J the 
Cla.::.::i fi.:::d St :tff C..::.un~il ~lTG have .::e•..r.=.ral n~aj,)r prc.J:,lems. They 
are .:ts follows: 
1. It doe.:: not meet PrezideLt Ol2camp's stated goal of not 
ch-:..nging the benefitz. The $89~ premium benefit Claasified 
St -:..ff .::urr.::ntly h.-:..s 0ve:r c.:.ntra =t ::.nd A-iministr.:.ti ve staff 
in family coverage h:.a been cut t0 $58~.40. 
2. We strongly object to stated -:..nnual premium contributions as 
it ~mounts tc a 6% salary reduction in the lower paid 
e:mpl.:,yees. This :tm.:mnt decre-:...::e.:: .:ta the s-:..1.-:..r~l in.:::rea2es, 
there again not meeting Fre2ident Olscamp's gcal 0f being 
fair .:..nd e·:p.1i tablo: tc· all ·JT01lf·3. 
3. TG keep the 2ame family benefits the aver-:..ge Cla.::sified 
e:mpl.:,y.=:,e t·l·:.uld e::peric,n,=e :t 3. Ei5% in.::re-:..~e ir1 benefit •X•3t 
a2 C•f·p.:.zect t .. :, a 1. 97% in•::re-:....:.:: in c.:.:::t f.:.r Adminiztrativa 
St-:..ff and a 1.95% incre:t3e for Faculty. 
4. LG~king int.:. the future and reali=ing thi.:: is not a ah0rt 
te:crn r:·r.:.bl.=::m, if y.:.u .:::.:.ntinue t.:. b.:t3E: th.=:: r:·remium rates 
acr:,23 th~ board and rai..:e..: on a perc.=::nt~ge of s:tlary, l.:.war 
paid employe~a could pozzibly n0t get ~nough to c0ver the 
pr . .=:miurn v1hile higher p.aid eml:·l·=•7eaz are n.:.t .:.nl:;,• o;JE:ttin.;r 
e:nough to cover the p:cemium b11t t·lill alB(• re.:::ei.,._~..:: a 't·1ag9 
increase. 
Page Two 
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5. Under tho:: m.:.ctified J:~.3.I.=·lan f.·la.n .;:J...n.:>:: c.::,ntra.:t arLd Fa.::ul t::z· 
aro:: cutting into s0me of the benefit.:: currently ez~lu.::ive to 
Cl2a.s~:ified empl.::'lyees, (Se.:: J?::tr:t.·Jrafh #1) \vill Classified 
empl.:.yees have ac.:ess t.:. benefits .:urrentl:t• e:·:.:lusive to 
c.:.ntract and Fa.:ul ty members? 
In ~lc.sing the Clazzifie.:l 2t:t.ff .:::.:.un<:il r.;;:.:.:,o.Jni::::es tho::re is a 
defi . ::it .=.n.:l iz \villing t0 du it's f.:t.ir sh.ara in r-=sc.lvin•;r this 
problem. H0wev.:!r, we do not feel the modified K2a.plan pl~n iz an 
equitablo:: solution. Therefore, we are suggesting two :t.lternate 
methods t.:. rez.:·l vin•J the defi,:i t .:.f 1. :;: milli·:·n. Cor·~f·pin·;r the 
premium from $1,100 + 1.5% to ~39~ :t.nd pro-rate any additional 
percentage for all groups. Doing 20 ~)uld result in a savings to 
tho: l·=·•·1er inc.:,rne pe.:.ple in all •JrC·Uf•S. 
Ar1•:•ther altern2a.tive fav.:;r.::d by .::l::t.ssified Staff •:'c.un.:il w.::.uld be 
an equ.al a·:r.:.zs tho:: b.: .. a;cd per.:o::nta·Je redu .. :ti.:·n •:,f evG,r:l·:.ne' s 
sal.ary. This pro.:edure \·l·:.uld allc•vT rn.:•re time t.:; ::.arefull~l 
evaluate insurance ben~fits so that a deci2i0n rn2a.y be reached 
't"lhi.:h ·t,.J'·:·uld t.e f::t.ir :t.nd .a.:.::ept able t.: .. all unhrersit7 empl·:·yees. 
mls 
xc: L.::s Barber 
Gre•J•J DeCrane 
Harold Lundy 
EGSU Health ~are Eenefit Plan Projo::ct To::arn 
BGSU Board of Trustees 
E'GSU Clas2·ified Ernpl·=·~7 eE:3 
Ill 
Bowlins Green St.tte Uni\'ersity 
Adminostratove Start Council 
Bowling Green. Ohoo ..! J.!Q J-OJ ~ l 
HEHORANDl.n-1 
TO: Chris Dalton 
Vice President f.:.r Planning .~ Budgeting 
Bob Hartin 
Vice President for Operatim1s /~' 
FROH: l~_.hal· r· //~~·,.. .!J,_~·-2~ Gregg D·?Crane, b.:. ·~~ ~ 
Administrative Staf /c.:. 
DATE: May 3, 1991 
RE: Inf.:.rmation from Hay 2, ASC Heeting 
The Administrative Staff Council at it's Hay 2 meeting passed the atta.::ht:d 
resolution by a vote of Jl for, 2 against and 2 abstention. 
The general tone .:of the meeting was such that the pr.::.p.)sed plan was an 
acceptabl.:: s.:•lution f.:~r the short t~rm pr.::,blem and that the l.:mg term 
planning pro.::ess must begin suon and all.:M f.::•r empl.:-yee input. 
S.:orne of the maj.)r .::·:.neerns, ideas and questi·)l1S presented at the m.~eting 
are noted as follows: 
Short Term Solution: 
-Can we include life insurance premiums in the 125 Y.: pr.:~gram? 
-\Hll the increase in premiums be absurbed f,)r the President and 
Vice Presidents? 
-Hal:e sure that educati.::,nal inf.::•rmation .gbout new plan includes 
details .:.n tht: effect .:of a 125 1: plan. Tht:rt: is a C•)ncern that 
pe.::·ple may sign up f.:or something that may n.Jt be. worthwhile f·)r them. 
-If we drop the plan, can we re-enroll at an.:-ther time 0ther than 
the Oct.)ber window? (\-lhat if Universit:,' empl.:oyee ·:opts t•:- g.:. with 
spouses coverage and spouse l·:O•::tses job?) 
Long Term Planning: 
-Why n.:ot base premiwns .:m number .:.f dependents rather than salary? 
-I::; there a chance that the long t.~rm s.:.lutiml could happen before 
July 1991, thus P·)Ssibly relie\ring the impact ·=-n empl.::~yees? 
-Hinimi:::e the impact on the employee in light .:.f the impact of the 
short term plan on the employee. 
-Be sensitive to the effect a :::ero ~ salary increase has on the long 
term employee in regard t.:. retirement plans. 
-Consid·~r having :1 number c•f plans f.:or empl.:•:,'•:'!•~s t.) <:•:onsider as a 
final choice. Maybe put it to a vote. 
HEHORANDTJ1-t 
May 3, 1991 
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It is clear that trust is playing, gnJ will continue to play, a major role 
in this \vl·wle pr.:.cess. Empl.:•yees need tc• have a.5 mu.~h inf·:.rmation as 
poasible available to them, the message needs to be consistent and a 
C•::.nc:ern ::~b.:•ut impact .:•n the empl.::.yee (b.:.th in the p.:.d:etb.:rc.l: 3nd in terms 
c·f rit•:.ral•3) must be pararr.ount in the planning pr.:.cess. 
GD/bal 
pc: ASC Exec. 
113 
Given the 3ssurnpti.:.n that th·~ $1.2 rnilli.:·n had to ba generated by empl.:.yee 
contributions to the health banefit plan, ASC endorses the solution 
offered by the Proposed Health Care Contribution Plan in the April 30, 
1991 memc• fr,:.m VPs Daltm1 and Hartin. 
ASC str.:ongly urges the administrati.:on teo s.:olicit input fr.:om all 
constituent groups in a timely and deliberate manner during the l:ong range 
health benefits planning pr.:o.::;ess. \v.a fu1·ther rec·:omm•~nd that 
representation on the H.aalth Care Benefit Plan Project Team include 
representativ·~s from all constituent groups. The team sho:•uld als.:o include 
women. 
II'/. 
We, the undersigned, are deeply concerned about the central administration's sudden action re-
garding our health care benefits. 
Cost Effex, a ~onsulring fum hired by the administration, has outlined four options the Univer-
sity could take to eut $1.3 million from our he.alth care costs next year: 
1. Eliminate or reduce the drug card plan, or other coverage such as vision or de.ntal; 
2. Keep our benefics at their current level, but assess every University employee approximately 
$47 per month; 
3. Raise deductibles from $100 per year to as high as $525 per year; 
4. Institute co-payments (as high as 20 percent) on medical creatment servkes with a cap for 
employee contribution. ·· 
011e or a combination of these options will be recommended to the central administration to take 
effect July 1, 1991. 
In light of the current budget situation, with little. hope for adequate salary increases, a cut in our 
health care benefits would be the same as a (:ut in pay. Salary studies conducted by Administrative 
Staff Council, Classified Staff Council and Faculty Senate already indkate that University em-
ployee salaries rank below average in the state. A cut in our benefit package would be espe~ially 
alarming at a time of spiraling inflation and with the expectation of an increase in the cost of living 
\Ve will not tolerate this erosion of our salary and benefit package, and demand that the current 
Cost Effex re.conm1endations and timetable be rejecte-d. 
May9, 1991 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: BGSU Faculty and"~ 
Paul.J. Olscampf..J') 17 J;});J 
Prewlent {.-J! 1::<~ AffLtt·'U J-Y._, 
Employee Health Care Vo'ntributions for 1991-92 
FROM: 
RE: 
Office of the President 
Bowling Green, Ohi.:o -13403-0010 
Cable: BGSUOH 
Phone: (419) 3,.:!-:!:!11 
Fa:•:: (419) 3::'~-3.W6 
As you are no doubt. aware, the central administration has spent m.uch of the last month 
discussing options fiir inereasing employee contributions for health care coverage with many 
·groups. Inc-reasing c~mployc::e health care contributions is necessary because of the~ continued 
rapid escalation of BGSU e~mploye~e health care costs, projected to incre.:-ase $1.3 million for Hl91-
9~, and whil:~h have in rece:-nt years increased at an average annual rate of more than 15%. 
Recent major reductions in state:- alloeations coupled with limitations on our ability to rais.:: 
student fees have removed the~ flc~xibility to u.3e increased subsidy and fee inconk to cover the· 
increases in employee healt.h care benefit costs. In an attempt to address these concerns we 
have, over the past month, consultc~d with the Insurance Conunittee, the Executive Committees 
of the~ Facult.y Senate, Administrative: Staff Council and the: Classified Staff Couneil, and 
employee focus groups. More than ~5 such meetings have bee:n held. We have also recc::ived 
recommendations and eonuuc~nts from t.he Faculty Senate, Ac.:hninistrative Staff Council, and 
Classified StatT Council, as well as individual faculty and staff members. 
The advice from groups and individuals, as well as the input from Admi.ni::.trat.ive 
Council, the Health Care Bdlc:-fits Proje::ct. Team, and the repre:.s,:.ntat.ivc::s from CostdTex, our 
health care consultants, has hc::c::n carc::fully studied. The respcmse::s from the:: Cla,:;si11c::d Staff 
Council, Administrative Staff Council and Faculty Senate:. to the proposal put forth in the: April 
30th memo from Vice:: Presidents Martin and Dalton, along with 8everal t::e.Jnst.itw.:-nt group 
proposals, have also been evaluated. 
It. is clear from the eollective respon::;es that this is a diffit::ult and potentially divisive 
issue. Although I have mcu:lc: a sineere effort to be informe:-d by these respc.JrlSeS and to 
recommend a proposal that. is balanced and fair to all eonstituent groups, I have no illusions 
that. every employee of t.he Uni versit.y will pere::c:ive my (·hoiee as fair. Equity, like beauty, is 
apparently in the eye of the beholder. 
In the final analysis, given the lack e:.f agTeement among the:: various constituent groups 
on how best to allcicate the necessary increasc::s in en1ployc::c:: contributions, a.3 well as the 
upcoming comprc::he:.nsive review of the health eare: benefits plan which may well re::;ult. in a 
re.:;t.rurturing of the:- plan for 1£19~-93 and after, I have dc:eiclc::d that the most reasonable approach 
to eover the increase in hc::alt.h care co.3t.s for 1991-f):] is to inc.:-rert"H:Ont the 19f10-!)'J employee:! 
contributions by an amount. equivalent to the projected 16% incrc~ast::: in en1ployee health care 
costs. This plan would result. in the employc:::c:.. eont.ribut.ions fcir he:::alth eare cove.::rage for 1991-~t~ 
shown in the table on the?. top of t.ht? next page. Be~causc:.. for sir1gle coverage the health c-are 
benefits arc~ the ~ame for all employee? groups, I will recommend the same contribution levc::l for 
single covc:::rage fcJr 1fl91-£1~ for both classified and contract. employees. 
-2-
Projected 
19::11)-91 Inerease 1£J::ICH)1 1::l'J1-92 
Plan in Plan Employee Employt:e 
Cost. c.-,st (16%) Contribution (~on tribu tion 
Single Coverage $1£169 $ :n5 $ 0 $ :315 
Classified Family $5415 $ St3t3 $ 
'T 0 $ S6t3 
Contract Family $42~H3 $ 
'T 6S7 $S£12 $ 'T 1579 
I recogni::e that these changes will r.::::.ult. in a reduction in th·~ take-hom·~ pay (if all 
employees who participate~ in the BGSU health care plan. This n~duct.ion will, as noted b.::low, be 
somewhat. mitigatHl by the introduction of a Sedion 1~5K r·lan. In addition, I will recommend 
to the Board of Trustees, if the~ final hudge:-t. bill from the Ohio General Assembly provides for a 
sufficient increase in the BGSU bw:lg.:-t, a one:--time adjustment. of $315 to t.he bas.~ .:;alary for all 
BGSU full-time faeulty and staff 1~)1· HlfJ1-fJ2 to help le~ssen the impad c,f the higher employee 
contributions for health care cov.:::rage::. If this adjust.rnent, which will have a highe:-r priority 
than a general salary incrc:,~me:-nt, is not possible for 1991-9:J, it will be made at. t.h•:. •:.arliest 
subsequent opportunity that. university r•:-venues allow. 
Section 12.51{ Plan. Tl11:. new leve:-ls of e:.mple:,y.:-e:- contributions 1~)1' h.::alth care eov.::rag.:: are 
currently schedule:.d, p•:.nding approval by the Board of Trust.:e:.s, to be:-come effective with the 
beginning of the: new fiseal year on ,July 1, 1991. At the .:;ame time that the employee 
contribution leve:,ls an:. increased, a S.:-ctie:,n 1~5K Plan will be implc:,r{lentc::d which will allow 
faculty and .::taff to make their health eare plan "premium" contributions wJt.h pretax dollars. 
This will" result in a rc:duetion in "taxable:." income:: and t.h•:.refore a low•:.ring of but.h federal and 
state:: income tax obligations. THIS WILL NOT IV\PPEN AUTOMATICALLY! YOU 1\'IUST 
FILL OUT A FORM ELECTING TO I-Ll\ VE YOUR ""TA.""V\BLE~· INCOME REDUCED BY .AN 
AMOUNT EQU.AL TO YOUR EMPLO\""EE HEALTH CARE •·PREMilTlVf' CONTRffillTION. H: 
is, therefore, very impm1:ant that you fill out and reim"lt the Section 125K election form that you 
will be receiving from the Benefits 0111ce later tltis month. Failw·e to file an eleetion form 
PRIOR TO JUNE 1ST wiU result in yotn• losing· the oppm1:mtity to reduce yow· income ta~es by 
utilizing this SECTION 12.51{ PLAN in malcing yom· health cru·e "premimu" conbibut.ions in the 
1991-92 year. 
Information Mf·etini:·· A sl11:-d providing more d·~t.ailed information on th•::: advantages of 
a 1~5K plan is enclosed. In addit.ion, an opc:.n eounseling S•::2 . .::ion, with a tax •:::xpc:rt in 
attendan,~e, will be hc::ld in t.he .Jenson Auditorium, 115 Edueation Building, from 10:00 a.m. to 
1:00 p.m. on Wc:-dn.:.sday, May 15, 1991. All those who wish t.o att.c:-nd will have an opplntunity to 
ask private questions of the ta.::·: eonsultant and any ot.her univ.:rsity official there. 
It will be P•jSsible for empl.:,yees t.o chc:.ose not to parti·~ipat.:. ir1 tho:. BGSU Hc::alth Care 
Plan, if they have alt.::rnat.e health car.:: covc::rag.:. through, for e:-:ample, a spc.use's emplc.yc:-r. We 
very strongly urge that. empl.:,y.::es not drop th,:: BGSU plan unless they have ad • .?.quat.•:. alternative 
health insurance. 
1991-ro Contrads. As not.c:-d above, W•:- are unable t.o e::st.imat.e the probability pf a general 
salary increase?. for 1£191-H~ at this time. For continuing e:.mploye:.e:.s on contraet. it. i:::. our intention 
to fc:;nvard the apprc,priate fiseal or academk yc::ar contraets for HJ£11-9:2, which will include 
notification of the 1991-fi:J salary level, in July. As many of you will recall from prior Y•?.ars, 
contracts are riormally iseued in ,July in the year when the :::.tate~ is passing its biennial budg,_:.t. 
This is a result. of our having t(• wait for determination of the final state budget in Columbus 
befiJre the BGSU Board ofTruste::e8 can approve:- the:- BGSU budgd. fc,r the coming ye:-ar. 
A singlo;. employ.:,.:. (PEAS) 8Etrning :!:f.O,O(Ill and 
paying $315 annual f·)r be.n•:.fits: 
USING 
AFTER- USING 
TAX PRE-TA>~ 
DOLLARS [JC,LLARS 
ln.::ome $50,000 $50,000 
PEAS 8.5"'~, $-1 .~50 $-l,250 
Annual Benefit $0 $315 
. Contributions 
Ja\abl8 ln.::orne $-15,750 $-15,435 
Estimated ta:.:es; 
fed•?.ral and state $10,380 $10,275 
Income after tm:es $35,370 $35,1 eo 
Less b.:.nefit c:.)ntributions $315 :to 
Actual ~:.p.?.ndable in;::.:.mt< $35,055 ~;35, 1 €;1) 
lncreast?. in spendabl.:. $0 4'1 05 
income 
The diffe.r•;:.ne:o:. .:,f $105 sh•)WS th•:: added value cof 
paying b..:.no:.fit .-::o:,ntributk.ns with pre-t.:r-: dollars. 
A m:mied o::l.issifi.:.d emplo:.y•=-·=- earning $.fO,(u)O 
with IW•) childr,:,n and paying .i;St;6 annu&l f.:,r 
benefits: 
ln.-:;.:.m.;. 
PEAS 8.5"1:. 
Annual Bent.fit 
Contributions 
Ta:•:abl·:. ln.::.:.me 
E~:.timat•:.d ta:-:es; 
federal and stat.:. 
ln.::.:.me after ta:•:es 
Less bo:.n.:.fit e;.:.ntributi.:.ns 
lno::r.:.aSt3 in ::p.:.ndabl.:. 
income 
USING 
·AFTER-
TAX 
CIC•LLAR~; 
U:-1 0,000 
$3,-100 
$36, eoo 
:f-1,-133 
$31,3(11 
USING 
PRE-TAX 
c~:·LU\RS 
:~ ..J.I), (1 (II) 
$3,-100 
:t31 ,-r7o 
.f 1 f:;9 
Til.:~ diff,:;rt<nt::•? ,jf $1•~9 sh.:ows tho:; addo:.d valu.:. uf 
paying benefit G•)ntrit.utia:.ns with pre-t&:•: dollars. 
II~ 
A marri8d dassifi·:.d o:.rnplo:•yo:.e •:·arning $::0,000 with 
IW•) t::hildre.n and paying :£866 annu.:dly for b81"18iits: 
USING 
AFTER- U~:ING 
TA:·: PFiE-TA>~ 
IY.:•LU\F:.::: [H:oLLAF.S 
ln.:;eome ~;~(I' 01)0 :t20,Cli'JO 
PERS 8.5·" ~. ~; 1, 700 $1,:-'00 
Annual Ben.;,fit ~j(J $eee 
Contributions 
Ta:o:abl0 ln.:;.:.me ~:18,300 $17,434 
Estimated taxes; 
f.:.do:.ral and stat.:. ~.:;liH .$7-13 
ln.::omo:. afto:.r ta·-:.:.s ~'17,398 $16,891 
Less ber.o:,fit ;:;c.n lributi.:.ns $888 $0 
A.:;tual spo:.r.dabl.:. in.:;o:.rn.;. $16,530 !£: 1•3, 1391 
ln.::re.ase in ::~·8ndsble :!: 0 1' h31 
income 
Tho:. diff,?r•:.rK:o:< of ~; 1•31 again illu.:;tr::tt•?.S th•:. advantage of 
p:tying b.:.n.::fit Cl:ontributio:.ns with pre-ta:·: dcollctrs. 
A m.:orri·:..:l c.:•ntract .:,mpk·Y•3•:. with twQ children 
earning ~1:3(r,OOt:r and r.:·a.ying annually ,f; 1 ,579 for 
benefits: 
ln.~: com•:. 
PERS E:.5'"l, 
Annual B·:.ne.fit 
Contributions 
Ta:•able ln·X•n18 
Estimat.;.d ta:·:es; 
fE<d•:.ral and slat•?. 
ln.:::o:on·li3 after ta:·:•?.3 
L•:.ss t .. :;n.:.fit CC•n tributic.ns 
lncr.:.as.:, in ::pe·ndabl•:. 
income 
USING 
AFTER-
IX•LL<\RS 
~i~,550 
:tO 
USING 
PRE-TA;...: 
DCILI...ARS 
:11,579 
:£2, 65~ .t~,3-15 
~)::.-1, :'~t8 $~3,f.~G 
:11,579 $0 
Tho:. diff,;r.:;nc& •:.f :t3•)7 again illu:3trat..:.s tho;. adva.ntag.:: •:Of 
paying b·:.n.;.fit .::ontributions with pre-ta:•: dollars. 
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The Univer.sity will be implementing, on July 1, 1991, a "contribution conv·~rsion plan" whicll is the 
simplest form of a Section 1 ~5~~ or fle:.:ible btC!n8fits plan. The "contribution conv•?.rsion plan" allows for a 
reduction in the Amployee's pay equal to his/her health care contribution. This i::; a ta:~ effective method of 
delivering health c..qr,? as the employ0.e dO•:!S not pay ta:-:88 (federal and state in,:;ome) on the .:::ompensati•)n whicll 
he/she usGs to pay the employee contributions for the 11eallh care benefitp,, All that is requirecl is that the employee 
agree to a payroll reduction in the amount of the requir•~d contribution (l·1eallh car.? premium) in e:.:changt:! for 
receiving health care ben•:ifits. Bt:cause the "contribution conversion plan" av.)ids rat11er than d•?fers til•? tao:, it do•?S 
not creata a liabili_ty ror future taxes. 
· The ele.:::tion to participate (a Section 125~~ ele.::tion form that mu.3t be E:igned by tile empi•)Y88) must be 
made 30 days prior to the beginning of th-3 plan year and is irrevocable during that plan year, unless t!l•31'•3 is a 
·:chang a in family statu.:;". A "change in family status" results when t11ere is a change in tl1e employee's family 
situation. Divorce, legal separation, birth or death of a child, and tile spoust:'s obtaining or losing employment are 
all e:.:amples of a "chang.:l in family status". Such change allows for immediate •31t.::ction (enrolllll•3nt). 
It should be pointed out that participation in a Section i25K plan may redu.:e, by an amuunt •C!qual t•) twenty 
per.::ent (:::o·:::) of ttle s.::ction 1~5~: payroll reduction, t11e ma:.:imum amount an employ•:::e can defer in a -l03(b) 
Tax Deferred Annuity pr.)gram. At th•?. proje~t.?cl contribution lev.C!Is, t~1is limitation will impa.:;t cmly t~&ose 
employ•18S .;arning less than $55,000 and dd•3rring the full lW•?.nty P·~rcent (2Cr'X:-) of ta·:abl•? incom=J allow.::d. The 
initial revi•.:~w of the University's re.:;ords indical~s that f·~wer tllan twenty .:.mpt.:.'IY•?-•38 would t.•:. •3ffected. Th•)Se 
individuals will b.; P·~r::.i)nally c:ontactecl to review their SP•:1Cifi·~ ;:.ituation. 
Also employe.:.s approaching r8tir.:.ment witll thirty four (3-l) or mor•?. y.:.ars of stat•? service who ara 
participating in a -l03(b) Ta.- Deferred Annuity program should contact lll•:. Bt::ndit.s Offic.;: to •?nsure that their 
retirement benefit will not b•?. adv.:.rs•:<ly aff.:<(:ted by ta··:able income reduc:tions. 
Below am six e:-:ampl~s which desc:ribe tile irnpa.::t of 8l•:!cting the S•?.ction 125~~ contributi•)n .::onv•3rsion 
plan (see reverse side also). 
A singlo:. clae::ifi.:.d .:.mplcy.;.:. .;arning ~:::•),000 and 
J:·aying :!'315 annual for b•'lno:.fits: 
USING 
AFTER- l_t31NG 
TAX PRE-TAX 
DOLLARS DOLLARS 
lnc.:;m.:. $:! 0. l)(llj :!20,000 
PERS 8.5"'c- :t1,700 $1,700 
Annual B·~n.;,fit .p 1) :1:315 
Contributions 
Ta:·=abl~· lncoma:- ;t1 ;~.3(1(1 :f.17,985 
Estimat.:.d ta:•:es; 
fedt:r:tl and stat.;, $~.289 ~~~.~30 
Income a flo:. r t::t:•:O.:.~ ~; 1 6,1) 11 $15,75':1 
Less b·~nefit .::ontrit.ution~ ~;315 ~·o 
Actu:tl S~··::ndabl·~ incom.~ .t 1 5 , •:: ~~n3 $15,755 
ln~rea2e in spo:;ndsbl8 :ro $59 
income 
Th~ diffo:.r.;,nc.;, of $59 shows the add.;.d v;tlu,;, of 
paying b.:-n8fit contributions with pro:.-ta:·: dollars. 
A m:mi.;,d faculty mo?mbo:.r with two Cl'&ildro:.n 8arning 
$51),(i(•0 and p::,ying annu.:.lly ~ 1,570 iwr b.;,n.;,fit::;: 
USING 
AFTER- USING 
" 
TAX PRE-TA;.;, 
[•GLLAR:3 [tC>LLAR:3 
lnGOIT18 ~· 5 (I , (I (Ill .i:5C.,OOO 
STR3 £1.2.5~1:. ~-+,6:::5 $-f,f::25 
Annual E'o:.n.;,fit .}0 :£1,579 
Contributions 
Ta:•:abl.:. lncom.:~ $..!.5,375 ;f .. 13, :'~1t3 
Estimat.:.d ta:.:es; 
f.;,.:J,:.ral :tnd st:tt8 :r;e,1•:;o :f;5 • .341 
ln.::oJm.;, aft,;,r t:r·o~:: \f;3~1,215 .f,:37.~t55 
Lt?..=s b·~n.;,fit contributio:.ns ~i1,579 .to 
Ac:tU:tl ::p.:.ndat.lr:. incum.o. ~~37,13;:,1) .}87,955 
lrtU83S8 in :=-p.;nd::.t.lt.t :~0 $319 
income 
Tho;, difft:r,;,nce of $318 again illustr;;.t,;,s tht. advantag.a of 
p::.yirag b.:.no:.fit contritouti•ji'IS with pr.:--t:r·: duii::Jrs. 
'· ~ I~ 
Bowling Green State University 
Personnel Services 
May 13, 1991 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Bob Ma ;·tin 
Vice President for Operations 
SUB,JECT: Personal Leave 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403 
(419) 372-2225 
(419) 372-2558 
(419) 372-8421 
FAX: (4191 372-2920 
Cable: BGSUOH 
' 
Att.s.ched is a revised d1·aft c.::q)y .:.f the pr.:•P•)St:d pt:i'SC•nal leave pol icy 
fC•i' .:tdministr-.:ttive .:znd .::lassifit:d .::taff. P.:tl'.:tgnph 1 lv1s been changed 
to l't:flect tht:o incl·emental appi'C•a·::h fo;· p.::1·sonal leave .::li•]ibility and 
has been e!panded to permit up to three days/24 h0urs. Paragraph 4 has 
been amended to provide for negotiation a3 to the units of U3age. 
If you appi·c,ve .:•f the changes, Pet'S•Jnnel :.::e:;·vi.:es ~;lill t:QoJi'dirvtte vtith 
Administrative and Claszified Staff Councils reqardinq these ~hanges and 
attempt to get them t0 agree to a fi~ed unit of-time ihat persona~ leave 
may be used each time it is ;·equested. 
. ; I ! 
.'/ t-r:]' 1 . 21 /1 I i ,.·; I /! .· 
';. I' , ; i - //~v · I . 1 .. ,/1/,L J IFf!'' 1 _ ' 
v'vvv 'Vji~J 
Wa 1 te;· G. Montt?negt·o · \ 
Manager, Per~annel Administration 
WGM ljg 
Attachment 
xc: John C. Moore 
An Equal Employment - .•.ffirrn3tive ,'\o:tion Ern pi Jyer 
R E V I S E 0 0 R A F T 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PERSONAL LEAVE POLICY 
Administrative and classified staff are eligible to convert sic~ leave to 
personal leave subject to the following procedures: 
1. Full-time and permanent part-time administrative and classified staff, 
du1·ing the calendat' yeEtr, m.:ty conve1·t up t1j tvJenty-four hulli'S c,f :::id: 
leave for person3l leRve on a prorated ba:is a~ follows: 
r, 
._. 
4. 
5. 
0 - 80.0 hours 
80.1 360.0 hours 
360.1 - 720.0 hours 
720.1 - 960.0 hours 
960.1 - 1200.0 hours 
1200.1 or more hours 
Eligible Personal 
Leave Conversion Hours 
0 hours 
0 hOUI'S u 
12 hOUI'S 
16 hOUI'S 
20 h Olii'S 
24 hOUI'S 
Tempot·at·y emplo:tye,::s a1·e not eligible t,,j u·:::e pei'SC•nal lo::ave. 
Eligibility to) us•:: pe·r-scJll.:tl leave vJill be done on an on-going basis ~tlith 
available computei'i:ed sic!: l2ave record~ used to determine acci'ued balances. 
::taff rnembet·s \·Jhco do:. not h.we the l'•:: .. wi t·ed s i d: 1 eave ba 1 a nee \·Ji 11 be 
ineligible to use per£onal leave until the particular :ic~ leave record 
confinns the balance. 
Pet·sonal leave used by administra.tiv.:: and classified ::t.jff may be chat·ged 
in units of O:•n~ (1) hojlll', fom· ( 4) hom·:., ;-day~ •jl' ojne ( 1) day .JS negoti a-
ted betltJet:n the employee and :::uperviso1·. ~t.:tff may us..:: pet·sonal leave 
only fo)l' the ohy:: .:tnd hO:oUI'£ fOl' ltJhio:h they I"!Col'mally \'JOUld have been SChed-
uled to wor~, but not to include ~o:heduled overtime. 
Pei'~onal laave may be used for the following reasons: 
a. Unu·:::ua 1 pet·sona 1 ojl' family Cob 1 i oJ.:tti ClllS \'lhi o:h o:(Hil d not normally be 
co:mducted by :tr1 •::mploJyeo:: dul'ing hO:oiJl'S o)tht:l' than normal scheduled 
wor·k hOUl'S. 
b. Mandatot·y o:otwt .:tppeal·ano::.::s befm·e a .:uLil't of lm·J and in a m.:~ttet· 
in which the empl.:,yee i2 .. ;, pat·ty Cor 1t1hose p1·esen•:e is 1.-equired. 
~uch appear:~nces would include, but not be limited to, criminal 
or civil cases, traffic court, divorce proceedings~ custody proce-
edings, Oi' appearing a3 directed a3 parent or guardian of juveniles. 
c. Legal Col' busino.::ss matte1·s v1hich could not normally be conducted 
by an emp 1 oyee dtwi ng hC•I.Il'S othe·r- than norma 1 scheduled \'IOrk hours. 
d. Family E:me1·gencies uf a natUl't: that t·•::quii·e .:tn '::mplo_yee' s immediate 
attention. 
e. Examinations such as medical~ psychologic~l. dental or optical 
e:-:aminaticon o)f tilt~ .::mplojyee~ 01' the employee's immediate family. 
-· 
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f. Wedding~ of members of the immediate family. 
g. F~.::ligir:.u.; hc·lidays whi·:-h fall on a n(rrmally scheduled vJod·day fot· 
an employee . 
. h. Any other matte!' of a pt:rsonal natUl·e. 
f.. Pet·sc.na 1 1 eave ITI[tY not be used to •:C•Vt:t' une:·:cu.;ed ab£.enc,::s o1· mal:t:: up 
time. 
7. Requests for uze of personal leave mu:::t be made in advance givi11g reasonable 
noti•:'2 t•j the irnmedi.:tte ~upet·visor, unless the leave is fO:ll' use in an 
emergency situation. Reasonabl~ noti~e will bt: establi3hed by their 
immedi 3.te supet·vi sor/dep.wtment/.:tt·ea heEtd a2: appr.:.~wi ate. Pers.:,na 1 1 eave 
vJill be repOl't•::d utili:ing the time l't:P•:tl't f•':!I'ITI/time ::heet few o::la.zsified 
staff and the leave 1·equest ft'wm f,w .:.dministl·ative ~t:tff. 
8. At the end ,:,f the .:a 1 endc!l' yea1· unus.::d p.::l·s.:.n.:r. 1 1 eave VIi 11 1·evert bacl: 
to individual 3ick leave balances. 
9. The Univet·sity F'ayt·oll Dep.wtm.::nt vJill maintain t't:•:Ol'd: of accl·uals, 
usage, and bal3nces for cl3.ssified ;taff. 
10. F'er:::onal leave may not be u;ed to evtend an employee's active pay status 
for the purpose of accruing overtime or compensato1~ time. It may not 
be used to •:::-:tend an r?mployet:'.:; ,j,~,te of l'e::ign.jtion •Jl' date .~,f l'etil'E:ment. 
)~ 
·" 
I~ 
Oliice ol Student 
Activities and Orientation 
"105 Studo2oll So2rvic,oj Building 
Cowling Green, Ohio 43~0J-015~· 
(419) 372-2843 
HEHORANDilli 
TO: Bob Hartin 
Vice President f,Jr Operati..:ms 
FROH: 
DATE: 
RE: 
/""I Gregg DeCrtme: · .~ 
Assistant Vlee 
University (St , 
\ 
May 20, 1991 
Exigency 
si.ient f·Jr Student Affairs 
t Activities 
For the past f,Jttr years, ASC has been pursuing the question •Jf e:dgency .=ts 
it relates to our role in the process once it is declared (God forbid). 
The f,:.cus of •:lUr eff..:•rts has been with the Faculty Senate and specifically 
with the C.:•mmittee .:m Academic Priorit.ies (CAP). The atta.::hed inf,:lrmation 
gives you some idea of ._:~ur eff,::.rt. I was recently inf,::.rmed verbally b:y 
Hal Lunde that the SEC did not feel •)Ur request for representati.:•n on CAP 
was appr.:opriate because CAP dealt ..:•nly with academic priori ties. His 
suggestim1 was t.,:~ pursue input in some other fashion such as the 
University Budget c.:ommittee. 
I would appreciate hearing from you as t•) the a11enue to pursue relative to 
ASC having a v.:oice in the exigency pr'-'cess if and when it sh(•uld ever be 
declared. A timely response would be appr.~priate. 
GD/bal 
enclosure 
pc: ASC Exec. 
BE!IEI"TTS 
RETIREMENT 
Publi~ Em~l~yees 
Retirem~~t System 
(PERS) 
T_'\:•:-DEFERRED 
AtltlUITIES 
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nrad Y:lYt!sent C•Pti·:Jns. 
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University ccntrihutiafi -13.71% f~r PERS 
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rated basis. 
Appro:~ved for e•pl ::.yees belonging tc• Ohio 
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one vehicle. 
Part-time employees may enroll 
in courses without payment of 
instructional or general fees. 
of cc.urses per year ig pro-rated 
tc the percent of time worked. 
The number 
accordinil 
Covers authori!led travel, lodging and mealg 
while on Universit:; busineso--see travel 
regulations for reimbursem~nt rates. 
!'".tate compensation plar. for work-relc.ted 
illness or injury. 
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as determir.ed by Ohi·:. Low. 
Availnt.le fo:or pur·~hases at the Bo.:>kstore, 
Ice Arena Skate Shot:·• and for athleti.:: 
tickets. Dis~.:.unt2 als~· available for some 
continuing education co:·urses. 
Availatl~ through po,roll deductions. 
Aut.:-mo ti·~ deJ>o:>si t fo!' paychecks to any bank 
Gr savings and loan is a•.•ailable. 
Payroll dedu·:t iong available for Credit 
Unic.n (a ncn-uni\'ersity agency), 
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1. The employee must be properly admitted as an 
undergr3duate or gr~duate student at UT before 
registering for courses. 
2. Fee waiver forms must be filed and approved. 
These forms are available in the Office of 
Administrative St~ff Personnel Services. 
D. Continuin~ Education Courses. Administrative Staff 
members are entitled to a ~0~ discount on registration 
for some non-credit courses and conferences offered 
through the Office of Continuing Education. 
II. Part-time Employee 
A. Eligibility. A part-time administrative staff member is 
one who works less than 40 hours a week on a regular 
schedule and whose contract indicates part-time status. 
Part-time administrative staff who have completed the 
equivalent of one full year of servic·e at Bowling Green 
State University (~080 hours or twelve full months) are 
eligible for an employee fee lvai ver. 
B. Benefit. The fee waiver benefit is prorated according to 
the percentage of time an employee works. Staff with 
contracts of 75% - 99% are eligible for three courses per 
year; staff with contr~cts of 50% - 75% are eligible for 
two courses per year; staff with contracts of ~5% - 49% 
are eligible for one course per year. 
1. The fee waiver benefit allows part-time staff 
members to enroll in courses, not to exceed two per 
academic term, on either an audit or credit basis 
without payment of instructional or general fees 
according to the same restrictions noted for 
full-time staff. (cf. conditions***), 
III. Spouse/Child 
A. Eligibility. The child, children, and/or cohabitant 
spouse of a full-time administrative staff member who has 
completed three years of full-time s&rvice at Bowling 
Green State University is able to receive fee waiver 
benefits provided that: 
1. The individual to receive the fee waiver is eligible 
to be considered a personal exemption under the 
provision of Section 151 of the Internal Revenue 
Code or 
34 7-90 
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Bowfins Green St•te University 
!lo.dminJstratJve Stafi Council 
Bowling Gr.=en. Ohio ~3-t03-C373 
HEHORANDilli 
TO: Bob Hartin 
Vice President of Operations 
Gregg DeCrane~ 
Chair, ASC (_) 
FROH:: 
DATE: May 20, 1991 
RE: Contract Warding Proposal 
As I try ta bring cl.)sure ta my year as ASC Chairperson, I am trying t,J 
foll·)W up •)n the status of vari·:ms pr.::•posals that have been passed •)n 
fram ASC f.::,r further actian. In this regard, cauld y.:•u please inform me 
if any acti.:n1 is in the 'o~arks o::m1cerning the change in warding ,)f 
Administrative contracts. This was .:•riginally presented to Y•:tU in a 
memo dated Harch 13, 1991. 
GD/bal 
pc: ASC Exec. 
lowlint Green St~le University 
HEHORANDUM 
TO: Chris Dalton 
Vice President for Planning & Budgeting 
FROH: Gregg DeCrane~ 
Chair, ASC ;?iL'-' 
DATE: May 20, 1991 
RE: Mileage Allowance 
Admint;trattve Stari Council 
B.:.•...,ling Gre~n. Ohio ..!)JQJ.I)3:'3 
As I tr:-l t•:J bring o2losure to m:; year as ASC Chairpers.:m, I am trying t•:1 
follow up ·)n the st.gtus o)f vari..:ms pr.)posals that have been passed on 
fr0m ASC f,)r further acti • .:m. In this regard. c.:ould you please inform me 
if any action is in the works c..:oncerning the increase ,)f the University 
mileage allowance to be more in line with IRS allowances. This was 
originally presented t0 you in a memo dated February ~0, 1991. 
GD/bal 
~~ 
..... ~~ Qa'CJ[] Bowling Green State University 
=D'= ~c::;::>'r;:::" 
t~E MO RANDU M 
TO: Gregg DeCrane 
Chair, Administrative Staff Council 
FROM: Ann Bowe•·s ~ ~J 
Chair, PWC 
DATE: June 6, 1991 
RE: Ann u a 1 n~ pm·t 
CCC Center f.:.r Ar.::hival C.:.lle.~tions 5th Floor, Jerome Libmy B • .:.wling Gr.xn, Ohio 43403 (419) 372-2411 
Fa:·: (419) 372-6877 
Cable: BGSUOH 
Holdings: ~Jorthwe:;t Ohio 
University Ar.::hiv•:::s 
Rare B0o:oks and 
Special Colle...--rions 
Attached is the list of accomplishments of the 1990-91 Personnel W~lfare 
Committee. As ev~ryone well ~nows, most of this year was spent in quickly 
studying and responding to the mandated fiscal constraints attached to our 
health benefit pac~age. All other activities 3eem to "pale" when placed 
next to this major issue. 
The membet·s r:.f this PWC should b8 corrmended for their \'iud: dul'inrJ this 
last year. Bob Graham will be going off the committee and off of ASC; 
however, Cindy Puffer, Pat Koehler, Lori Schumacher; Jacqui~ Joseph, and 
Mary Beth Zachary expressed their willingness to continue to serve on ne~t 
year's PWC. In my crpinion, espe.:ially since majul' decisions regarding 
health benefits will be made ne~t year, this continuation will be most 
helpful along with the fresh insight brought by new members. Lori 
Schumacher also e~pre3sed an interest in continuing to represent PWC on 
the University I nsut·ance Committee. 
This last year certainly has been a learning exper1ence for me and I have 
enjoyed working with you. I value both your leadership and your 
friendship. 
A Division of Libraries and Le~rnin3 P.esouro:es 
Activities of PWC, 1990-1991 
1. P.::t·sa:onal L~.:tve Day::.: Dt'.Jftt:d statement ojn roo::rsojnal l~av.:: days; t'eacted 
to s~veral responses from Personn~l Office; approved one which will be 
submitted to Board of Trustees for approval 
2. Fin::tnc i.:t l E:dgen.::y: p,:,oso::.:wched b.:tc~:oJt'(ound of .::utTent pol icy and sent 
t0 A::;G E:·:ecut·ive Cojrrunittee vdth t'•20::ojrrnnend.:ttion to request membel':;hip ,jn 
Committee on Acado::mic Priorities. 
3. Recipt'ojdty (of tuition fee \·taiv,?t'S: Co)nt.:t.::ted Ohio E!o&t'd cof PeoJer,ts to 
inquire about reciprocity of fee waivars. OBOP leaves thi; up to 
individual universities. PWC decided not to tale action on this. 
4. Affirmative Action: Met with Marshall Pose to discuss ways PWC could 
assist his efforts con campus. Tu this end, sent to E:\ecutive C1jfTD11itto::e a 
resolution of support for his office and his programs. 
5. Admi ni.;trat i ve ~. taff Contt·ad: Pevi sed Admini ;;tt·:~t i ve Sta.ff contr.:td 
to.:. requit'e th.:tt wi'itten jo)b desct·iptio:ins be a.tt.:tded to the o:onttact. 
6. Supplt::ment..:tl p;;.y: P.o~Spo:onded tt:. inquit'Y t'e•}3rding the ability of 
Paytoll Office to pay, separate from monthly pay, admini3trative staff for 
supplemental work. 
7. Holiday closure: Discussed holiday closure; de~ided not to push 
forwatd at this time. 
e. Health benefits planning: Appointed Lori Schumacher as PWC 
l~ept·esentative .:on Univet·sity Insut·:~nce- Committee; .:.ssisted in so::lection of 
health care planning consultants; provided information to University 
Insurance C•jnJmittee t'•::!o}:tt•ding oJOals and Jbjedives of the health benefit 
package; surveyed administrative staff and compiled information from 
surveys for use in next year's long range planning sessions; attended 
meetings regarding health benefits; and, worked closely with Executive 
Committee in develt:opmt-nt of Kaplan Plan. 
9. Adminisb·ative Staff re•:t·uitment and hirin•J: Pevit:\'ied Personnel 
Office's Recruitment and Hiring Procedures far Administrative Staff. PWC 
represented on meetings to tevise these procedures. 
10. Internal promotion: PWC tepresented at meetings with Vice Ptesident . 
Mal·tin, r~arshall p,jS8 and ,John f~·)Ol't: l'egal'dinoJ intet·nal pt·omotion policy 
passed by ASC during 1989/90 year. This policy appears to be supported by 
administtation, but still in planning stages. 
Potential issues fo•· 1991/92: 
Health benefit pac~age re-structuring; child care; overtime/compensatory 
time; clarification of documentation of non-renewal; intarnal promotion 
policy; relationship of Personnel Office with Administrative Staff Council 
and administrative 3taff; and, working with Salary Committee. 
J3o 
I 
13( 
Activities of PWC, 1990-1991 
1. Pensonal Leave Days: Drafted stat~m~nt on pensonal l~ave days; n~act~d 
to several responses fnom Personnel Office; approved on~ submitt~d to 
Boand of Tnustees fan thein appnoval. (Moniton antiele) 
2. Financial Exig~ney: R~searah~d background of aurr~nt policy and sent 
to Gnegg DeCnan~ with necomm~ndation to nequest m~mbenship on Committ~~ on 
Academic Pniorities. 
3. Contacted Ohio Boand of Regents to inquin~ about n~eipnocity of fe~ 
waivers. OBOR leaves this up to individual univ~rsities. PWC decided not 
to take aet1on on this. 
4. Met with Marshall Rose to discuss ways PWC could assist his effonts an 
campus. To this end, sent to Executive Cammitt~e a r~solution of support 
fon his office and his prognams. 
5. Studied and revised Admini3tnativ~ 3taff contnaet to n~quire that 
wnitten job descriptions be attached to th~ contract. 
6. Responded to inq~iny neg~nding mon~ fle~ibility in paying 
administrative staff for supplem~ntal or additional work. 
7. Discussed holiday closune, d~eided not to push fonwar~ at this time. 
8. Provided input on sel~ation of heslth ear~ planning consultants. 
Provided input to University Insurance Committ~e on Univ~rsity's health 
care/benefits goals 
9 • Stud i e d , sun v eyed ad mini s t rr a 1:". i v e .:; t a f f and a I~ t en Jed meet in g s neg and in g 
health b~nefits. Worked closely with Executive Committee in development 
of Kaplan Plan. Infonmatian a~rupiled fnom staff sunv~ys fon use duning 
next year's n~stnuaturing of h~glth b~n~fits. 
10. Lani Schumacher appointed PWC ne~n~sentative on University Insurance 
Committee. 
11. Reviewed Pens~nnel Offic~'s Recruitment 3nd Hiring Procedures fan 
Administrative Staff. PWC nepn~sent~d on ru~eting3 to revise these 
pnocedunes. 
12. Attend~d meetings with Vice Pn~sid~nt Hartin, Msnshall Ros~ snd John 
M~one regarding intennal pn~motion policy passed by ASC during 1~a9/90 C yean. This policy appeans to be supported by administr!tion, but still in 
\ planning sl;ages. 
Far: next yean: health benefits, child aarle, byerttim.:;/comp time issues) 
~L .._:__ - ( tJJ_ b-v-vk. . 
CONTRACT FOR ADMINISTRATIVE (UNCLASSIFIED) STAFF EMPLOYMENT 
)~ 
---
AAB Use Only 
I I 
This agre(!ment is madE: and enterui ir1t•:O by ;:srd betwE:en Bowling Gre·t:n State Univ,;rsity of R:w;Jing GrE:en, Ohio ("University"), 
and ("Appointee"). 
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT 
1. Position/Title: 
2. Type of Employment: 
a. ( ) N~w Employet, 1-9 verified 
b. ( ) Full-time ( 
) Continuing Empk•yee 
_______ % ) Part-time 
c. ( Regular pGSiti.:m fundt:d by tht: University (apr•:ointmo::r.t is for the time Sf-"--ocifi0:1 under Period of Empk·yment and 
subj0.:L to rt:newal or non-rEnewal annually a.:cording t.::. the pr.::.visi.:on$ of contract c;:.nlinuar,ce/Lo:::mlination/rcle3se 
in the Adrninistratiw Staff Handbook). 
Temporary p::.sition fund·:::d by the University (appointment is k•r the tim.:· specified under Period .::•f Employment 
and not subje~l to renewal). 
Position fund.::d wholly or in part by grar.L/e:dernal J:unds (ar·pointm•:::nt is for the time Sf"2•:ified under r~riud of 
Empi.::.yment and subjt.:l t.::, the pr•::.visiur.s o:.f the JX•lky k•r administntive staff in grant or e:o:ternally fund.:::.:! p•:.sitions 
in th.e Administrative Staff 1-I.:-.ndt-: .. .:.k). 
3. Period of Empluym~nt: Fiso:al Year ) cnher __________________________________________ __ 
4. Compensation: 
a. Salary fur perk·:i designated ah:.V•?: $ ________ t.::. b·= di£lribuled as fullows: Cash Amoune s. _______ _ 
PERS Empluyer Pick-UpS Prur:.ted fTum Ac.:u:iemio:/Fiscal year r.;,te of S. _______ _ 
First payrrwnt date: SuJ::.st.•:pJenl payments on the ~Oth .::•f each Tn·)Ttth through 
b. Fringe :~.nd Rdat•:::d Benefit~. In additi.:.r. t.::. the :.nnual ~:.!:JIY p::;id t•:. ApjX•intee h·::reurder, the Urdver,ity 5hall continue 
to prc•vide App.:·int·~ all fring•= b,;ru::fits .:urr2ntly .:,ff,ere:d by the University according to:. the Appc.int.::,:::'s lYf'-" .:·f emrJc.yment 
as descrih:::d in th·~ Administrotive Sl<~fi. Handb·::..:.k ;trod shall provid·= adGo=JU?tle notice of any ch:mges in the5e benefits. 
Administrativ.::: slaff ar•= parlicif·.:mts ir. the Fublic Empl.:.y.;,.:s "R·~liremNol System (PER::.) of th·~ State of Ohi·J by virtu·= .:.f 
their contract status. 
CONDillONS OF EMPLOYMENT 
Oblie;ati.::.ns .)f llK ApJ?':.int.:.-2: In C•:Jn:.ider::;lion .:.[ the term: of thi' appointment, th·= App•Jintee agree~ l•:. f•?rfurrn such 
prufe~sic·nal dutie~ and services cs id.:;ntifid in (he :opp•::.ir.te.:l pc."ilio::.n .:.:, +i·~k, 3t,.::L,f.:.:--a-:i-~'t·")'-·k·,;,-a.S&i-gF""'~-,3r--e.J::-a->::·ge.i;-h3-t-he­
~..:.Lis-fitcii·O.rt-•:;\f- ~h·3-A"f·r·~·i-n.~0~f·~Fr-.·rru::.-di:.t.~-su-p-c-;""ci:;.:.r. ]i is th·~ r.:;por,,:;ibi!ity .:,f the ufficcr(~} £igning f,jf lh•e Uni·Jer::ity to verify 
whether .::•r n•.:.t the App.: intc~:::':: perf•:.rmanc.:: is in acc.:.rd with prevailing Univer~ity rractice. 
6. ln.:orp•.:.rati.::.ro by F\:::ier.:ncc: This c.::.nlr:tcl i~ cnt.::J-.:::d into:. by th·= Appo:·into:;.: and the University and is subje.:l tc• the est.:.blished 
and e:.istirog F·r•::.Vi5ic.ns tmd.;,r the Connitulior, and the F.evised C::,.;l.;; uf Ohio .. the Adminjstrative: St;,ff 1-bndb.:·:·~:, and other 
establish.::d .::-ff-kia! ro:gulatiom of the E~oard of Tru~t0?; c·f thE Univer.=ity in effect as of thiE .:ontra·:t F·=riod. 
7. Rights of th.o Parties: 
a. University: 
(1) ThiE cc.ntnct is .:.:.r.<ingenl UfC·fl the avaibbility ,.:.f funds. In the ca~e of emrl.::.yee: whc·se positic.ns are p3id wholly 
or in part by granl/•.:::.:ternal funds, employment is contingent upcon the availability C•f said grant funds. 
(2) Thi~ .:c.ntr::ocl L; rro:::dic:,ted upor. sub~tantive r·=pr•:o,;o:!r.t:.tic.n~ r•:g;,rding educali.:.n, e:o:pcriencc and 3•?neral background 
whi.:h, if sul::;._::,=j•Jcntly provGn to t.= hlse, may c;,w=.e thi~. contract l•::. be voidable at the discretio:.n of the University. 
(3) Empluyment i~ o:ontir.g•:::nt up:.n veri!ic::liGro c,f .:::mpk·yability on 1-9 Form within thre.= days of dat-= of hire. 
b. Apr·=·int.x: Signatur.;; un this c.::.r.tract de·:.~ nc.t pro::clud·::: the Appoir.te..; fro::.m pursuing E:st;,blis!li::d grie-vance pr.:.cedures. 
8. Return of lh•= C::.ntract: Th·:: sign•:::d C•riginal and c.r.e 3ign•;,:J •X•PY L.f this .:ontr:tct shall to::: r•:::turr .. :::d to Ho.:: .:ontra•:ting .::.ffic.:r 
by or within twG weeb c·f d.::te of re.:eipt. 
(date) 
Signature .::•f Apf•Jintee 
Date 
S.xial S.=curity No. 
$ 
Budget/Cost Time 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
By 
By 
Budget/Cost 
Date 
Date 
$ 
Time 
• ~-,. .. • rdr 1 7dC hr& a •• 6+ ......... 
